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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
,
001 KnisiaLLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY KEICTIICKY FRIDAY DECEMBER 16 110,4
NEW
All the news that'
'*ANT DOUBLE PRICE PAID,
FOR TOBACCO IN 1903.
liElleirtIve Committee To Handl* Crop and Flisors PrIIng
.---Ampl• Financial Rack* Is Asetaved.
RTANT MEETING TO et HELD hT PEMBROKE.
- A. meeting of tbs farmers of Christian county will be held Saturday
Des. 17, at one o'clock p. m., in the opera house at Pembroke. P.O. Ew-
,11111,, president of the Dark District Tobacco Growers Association; Hon.
hissepb E. Washiagton, John E. Garner, John B. Allen and M. C. Forbes
VIII address the meeting. Every farmer in the county is urged to be pres-
ent.
121IITHRIE, Ky., De.,. 15.—The
ibreentive Committee of the Dark
Tobacco District Planters' Protect-
ive Association held yesterday the
mat important meeting of its ex-
ist:seen. The questions which came
betpre the committee were those
reeognised by the friends and oppo-
nents of the association as affecting
thousands of people and involving
millions of dollars. It was apparent
that the association is gaining
gth daily and that it is In noel-
des to take a decided stand upon ev-
ery question presented.
How We tobacco should be handled*
was first discussed, and it was dee
sided that the best interests of every
iseleber of the association would be
-Ilehilerved by prising the tobacco and
thus having it in more compact form,
bat there was a provision that under
esirsordiaary circumstances where
el--
It seemed to the committee more ad.
zablag000s to sell a limited amount\Mw°
*out prising, this might b.) done,
Set tho committee was overwhelm-
kypl In favor of prising... ad, the price of tobacco was&drawled 4 cents per pound, that is.
that upon inquiry and Investigation
.) it *as found that the crop of last
i year was sold at a general average of
IP 4 sent. per pound, which is 2 cents
per pound less than tne cost of pro-
'dilation, and the present crop would
be held for an advance of 100 per
eseli.; last year's prices provtag
ruincus to the planters.
The association started out with
the intention of demanding a price
commensurate with tea investment
and labor necessary to make tobac-
co, and conservative tobacco men
agree that thcir demands as herein
set forth are Li no wise unreason-
able. From every section reports
come that the members of the asso-
ciation were standingby their obli-
gations, and more than 80 per cent.
of the present crop was pledged.
The committee was highly grati-
fied at the reports made by F. 0.
Ewing about als trip east, he having
interested some of the greatest to-
bacco men and financiers lin this
movement, who are :ready to take
hold of this crop of tobacco and han-
dle all of it at prices satisfactory and
just to the planters. Itt,waa the con-
sensus of opinion of the eommittee
that the home banks were abundant-
ly able and willing to furnish all the
money necessary and that the exe-
cutive board could manage it here
and accomplish the purposes and ob-
jects of the association.
A noteworthy fact was the interest
taken by the home banks and bust-
nest men not directly allied with the
association. The discussions elicited
the fact that such banks and busi-
ness men were extremely anxious to
aid in the upbuilding of this great
industry to the extent of possibili-
ties.
SPENSION BRIDGE
FALLS AT CHARLESTON
I
• CHARLESTON, W. Va., Dec. 16.—(Special)—The suspension bridge
,. over Elk river, connecting East and West Charleston, fell this morning,
, Between fifteen and twenty-five chillren who were traversing the
'-'' bridge were buried uLder the debris and all were killed.
,- 
4
1,, Home Ma
Have your cake, muffins, and tea bis-
cuit home-made. They will be fresher,
cleaner, more tasty and wholesome.
Royal Baking Powder helps the house
aa
 wife to produce at home, quickly and eco-
ri nomically, fine and tasty cake, the raised
hot-biscuit puddings the frosted layer-
cake, crisp cookies, crullers, crusts and
mutms, with which the ready-made food
found at the bake-shop or grocay does
tte greatest of bake-dayfielps.
"OVAL GAM% osa CO.. NEW YON&
•
HOOTS AND HISSES
GREET MRS. CHADWICK.
Painted When She Reached Her Cell•-••Numeroes Indict.
ments Are Found fly Focht's' Csand Jury.
_
"if-ittl-mr54) „);11`
t•
THE CHADWICK MYSTERY OF MILLIONS.
Mrs. Cassie I. Chadwick is the moat talked of woman iti America today. She hessucceeded in getting hundred of th.,1111.101ill of dollars from hanker., andkone hank in Ober.lin, Ohio. haa Leen compelled to close its doors by reason of it I 'Ikowa* to her. e basis
of these loon., it in alleged, wait tom:illy the nertificatiiiii of the cashier of another bankthat Mrs. Chadwick had deposited with hen sectariiies of the value of $5.000,000. Loans
were Aso made on notea signed " Andrew l'*rrirgie." which Mr. l'arhegic &ohm% thathe never signed.
(Special to New Era.)
CLEVELAND, 0., Dec. 15.—Mrs.
Chadwick's arrival in Cleveland wise
marked by an unfriendly demonstra-
tion on the part of great crowds of
people, who hooted, jeered and hiss-
ed at her at the depot and on the
way to the Federal building and jail.
The ordeal caused her to faint when
she reached the cell. No attempt was
made to give bail for the prisoner.
The federal grand jury returned five
indictments against Mrs. Chadwick
and four each against President
Beckwith and Cashier Spear, of the
Oberlin National Bank. Three of the
Indictments against Mrs. Chadwick
charge her with aiding and abetting
offloers of a national bank to defraud
the iustitution, and two charge con-
spiracy against the United States.
Two indictments against Beck with
and ipear chaige misappropriation
of funds, one alleges conspiracy to
commit ad offense against the Unit-
ed States and one is for certifying
checks when no funds were on hand.
ROUTE SHOBTENEO.IFOOMER CITIZEN
PASSES AWAY IT
IF ORLEANS.
R. F. D. NO. 4 WILL BE
CHANCED.
On account of the length of rural
free mail delivery route No. 4 out of
this city official orders have been re-
ceived here shortening the route, the
change to become effective on Janu-
ary 2, 1905. The route now goes out
the Canton pike to to the forks of the
road; thence to Pee Dee; thence to
Caledonia, and then back to this city.
In winter these roads sometimes be-
comes very bad and even in good
weather the route is too !ong to be
covered in a day, so the following
route has been decided on: Out the
Canton pike to the forks or the road;
thence to 'Newstead; thence to the
Presbyterian church; thence to Ri-
ley's corner; thence to the Princeton
road; thence to Caledonia, and back
to Hopkinsville, via Julien, as form-
erly. The length of the ',route after
this change will be 29jimiles, and is
several miles shorter than before.
Mr. W. B. Dillman is the carrier on
this route.
Kentucky 4 years old, $2
per gallon at Samuel, & Co.
108 Main St.
Will Marry Sunday.
Mr. John T. Baker and Miss Mar-
tha Kilo, a popular young couple of
Fruit H111, will be married Sunday
at the bride's home at that place by
'Squire J. M. Clark.
rounitan'Amsrm
*r parkIrear riforaposa •N• oplaistr
Judge Richert Shackelford, a na-
tive of Christian county, is dead at
New Orleans where he had resided
many years and was a prominent
lawyer. He was eighty four years
old, and a brother of Dr. Charles
Shackelford, who died recently at
the Western Asylum.
_
TOBACCO MARKET.
The HopkInsville tobacco inspec-
tors' report follows: Receipts for
the week, 10 hogsheads; receipts for
the year, 14,965 hogsheads; sales for
the week, 198 hogsheads; sales for
the year, 13,896 hogsheads. There
were no public offerings.
The rains of the latter part of last
week gave the farmers a slight sea-
son, this being the first since the
crop of this year was housed. It
lasted only a few days but in that
time considerable activity was shown
by loose buyers and a number of
crops have already been reported
sold in the county. Ou these prizes
as a rule have been stronger than
those realized last year ranging from
$6.00 to $7.00 per hundred, taking
the Crops as a whole. On some extra
tine crops even Iligher prices than
these have been paid. As yet none
of theese pardhases have been deliv-
ered on amount of their dry condi-
tion. It was intended to hold the
first sale of loose tobseao on the floor
here next Tuesday, but tulles* a sea-
con come this wilt be Impossibto.• •
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OHRISIMAS
PRESENTS
•
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WE HAVE 1 HEM AND THRY1 ARE .USEFUL
PLUSH LAPROO
RIDING SADDLE
BUGGY AT COSI'
BRIDLES
HORSE COVERS1
LEGGINS
WHIPS 10c to $2.50
BUGGY HARNESS
A Fine Assortment of
Heavy Wagon Harness
At Prices that will interest you. Come and see
what we have.
A. 10ST CO.,
207 South Main Street.•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••
IN MEN'S CLOTHING
HALLIE ERMINE RIVES
EXPLORES MINE
In Search of New Material
For Novel She Is
Writing.
BlIrrE, Mont., Dec. 15.—Hallie
Erminie Rives, author, who is in
Butte studying social conditions and
gathering material for a novel, made
a trip 1100 feet underground in the
famous Minnie Healy mine. The
mine has become world-famed be-
cause of its connection with the ju-
dicial scandals of Montana growing
out of the Heinze-Amalgamated liti-
gation.
The Minnie Healy is operated by a
Heinze con:pito, and tLe latter has
never permitted visitors in the mine
because of a desire to keep the ore
reserve a matter of secrecy. When
Mies Rives heard that visitors were
excluded she made up her mind that
was the mine she wanted to visit,
and she sent a request to Mr. Heinze
for permission to do so. After a con-
sultation Miss Rives went down the
mine under the guard of E. H. Wil-
son, superintendent of the Minnie
Healy.
Miss Rives was required to wear
miners overalls,cost and greasy hat,
and she closed her eyes as she walk-
ed through a group of several hun-
dred miners on the way to the shaft
and out again, while the miners
"rubbered" and smiled.
in the legs, she said. She visited
many of the lower levels, saw the
miners digging ore, had everything
explained to her, picked several same
pies of ore with her own handy, and
climbed several hundred feet of la&dors thri ugh the gropes and }liens ofthe mine. She is enthusiastic overher experience.
Tennessee White Corn $2per gallon at Samuel & Co.
P. A. Wstkine has resigned his po-sition with the barber shop of Mosby
eft Rank and left today with his fam-ily for Owensboro, where they willmake their horns in the future. S.H. Watkins succeeds him brother inin the barber shop here. Mr. Wat-kins and his family have resided herefor several years and many friends
regret their departure.
Green Springs 8 year old
whiskey pure and mellow,$3.00 per gallon at Samuel &
Co's.
DOWNER
-CHARLEY
—
Hon. J Wailer:Downer, a leading
lawyer and former state senator, and
Mrs. Jeanie Harrison Chalkley,
daughter of President Edmund Har-
rison, of Bethel Female college,were
married yesterday afternoon at the
college, the Rev. Dr. Charles Harris
Nash officiating.
The announcement of the marriage
comes as a complete surprise to their
friends. Mr. and Mrs. Downer /*ft
immediately after the ceremony on
an extensive trip.
Mr. Downer has purbhased:\ the
handsome Tries residence oa
Main street.
The salmi of Mr. Deemer aid
The cage on which Miss Elves Obalkiey hi ono of tits most
went down the mine dropped at 
a/ 
iug events of the year in Hopki
rate that made her dissy and weak Tulle society (*don.
Atodeiv....400..siarrhammeaire.e....
lb
1
2•-
-AeStil*e" -
•.0
'MT MOVE PLANT
TO HOPKIN8V11.1.1 OR TO
CLARKSVILLE.
Oloistein's Big Tobacco Ex-
tract Company May Be
Located Hers.
,Beeseao the company has been in-
on the charge of maintaining
tie. C. F.EHoystain, manager
Hendee.* Tobacco Extract
weds, Is planning to move the plant
10 another city. Hs declares that if
ihapoopleot Henderson do not de-
„alga Isla wooers and the money it
-
4 111Mps lbs,towt be ears solar and•intliela tees bookend, a etowe vitals
eltilsene will stand by him.
It the °encore is moved away from
ZeltdoreOn 11,111 mean that an In.
of 280,000ln value will be
taken away from the asset* of the
*Ay. It also removes the possibility
of the erection cf a factory which
when completed and the machinery
installed will be worth 2200,000.
Two of the neighboring towns to
Henderson are anxious to have the
extract works locate near them.
Clarksville, TSI1D ., has already of-
fered Mr. Gloystein a free site and
seirtied to exempt the company from
taxation for a stated period of years.
Tbe business men of Hopkineville
are also anxious to have a meeting
with Mr. Gloystein and will make an
earnest effort to have him move the
concern to that place.
At the September term of the
grand Jury the company was indict-
ed for maintaining a public nuisance
and the case will be tried at the Jan-
uary term of the circuit court. In
HIM the company was indicted on
the same charge and forced to pay
heavy fines.
” Mr. Gloystein stated Thursday af-
ternoon that if his firm was forced to
spend time and money fighting suits
in the courts that its profits would be
o reduced t het it would be to a great
advantage tn move the entire plant
to another city. With the view of
finding a new location Mr. Gloystein
went to Clarksville last week and
met with the Business Men's asso-
ciation of that place. He was wel
corned with open arms and to induce
him to make a favorable report to
his associates, he was offered a tract
of land gratis whereon he might
erect his factory. Besides this the
members of the Ciarksville associa-
tion agreed to sr e that the company
was sexempted from taxation for a
period of from five to ten years.
In a few days he will visit Hop
kinsville where he will look into the
conditions and ascertain what' over
the basinese men of that place will
make him. He declares that it 11.
not so much a matter of the bust
offer, but the best place he can obtaii,
for the location of his plant.
Mr. Gloystein said his firm had in-
vested $80 000 in the plant which it
now operates in this city. However,
the buildings are of frame and it
costs the company $5,000 a year for
insurance. On the tep of this thero
is Do convenient place for the storage
of tobacco.
Manager Gioystein says that it will
be easy for him to find a location for
b is plant. He declares that he does
not have to remain in Henderson to
make his business successful, for he
can find a market and all 012 mate-
rial desired in any town in the tobac-
co belt. All he wants is. good ship-
ping point. It has been suggested to ,
him that the company move beyond I
the city limits, but this, he says, is I
impracticable, tor he must have
shipping facilities to make his busi-
ness pay.
The indictment against the com-
pany was obtained at the instance of
residents in the southern part of the
city, who claimed that nauseating
odors emanated tom the factory and
that they were a great menace to the
health of the people living in that
section. Mr. Gloystein claims thatthe odor is no more than that which
will corns from any tobacco factory,
and that it is felt more because he
operates the year around. He fur-
ther claims that the erection of the
The Keystone
of Good Health
is pure food.
Lion Coffee
Is si coffee—no glazing ofeggs Of glue to conceal de-
fects and cheapen its quality.Fresh and uniform, richin flavor, because always in
sealed packages—never inbulk.
new buildings would almost entirely
eliminate the odors.
The company employs sixty men
on an average for the. entire year.
At oeetsin times they have as many
as 100 alp firtheir employ. Besides
this, the company buys waste fobs°.
go from the farmers at prices higher
than were ever paid before, and has
been a great rneana of keeping up theprice of the low grades of tobacco inthisteeotion.—Hendereon Gleaner.
Foley's Honey and Tar alway#
stops the cough and heals the lungs.
Refuse substitutes.
Buys Fine Horse.
-
-
John H. Williams purchased at
Lexington last week aline two-year-
old saddle stallion,that was a winner
at the recent Louisville horse show.
The horse is by Highland Denmark,
out of a Harrison Chief mare,a cross
that has no superior.—Pembroke
Journal.
Mothers, Be Careful.
Of the health of your children.Look out for coughs, colds, croup
and whooping cough. Stop them intime—One Minute Cough Cure is thebest remedy. Harmless and pleas-
ant. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Heated By Water.
A heating plant is being installed
in the large business building on
Main and Ninth streets occupied by
Ray & Fowler, the Western Union
telegraph office and professional
offices. The house wil,1 be 1.eated
by the hot water system.
Coughing Spell Caused
Death.
"Harry Duckwell, aged 26 yearr,
choked to death early yesterda
morning at his home in the presence
of his wife and child. He contracted
a slight cold a few days ago and paidbut little attention to it. Yesterday
morning he was seized with a fit of
coughing which continued for some
time. His wife sent for a physician,but before he could arrive, another
coughing spell came on and Duck-
well died from suffocation.—St. Lou-is Globe Democrat, Dec. 1, 1901."
Barlard's Horehound Syrup mouldhave saved him. 25c, 50c, and $1 00 at
Ray & Fowler'e.
To accommodate those who
are partial to the use of atomizers in
applying liquids into the nasal pas-sages for catarrnal troubles, the pro-prietors prepare Ely's Liquid CreamBalm. Price including the sprayingtube is 75 cents. Druggists or bymail The liquid embodies the medi-cinal properties of the solid prepara-tion. Cream Balm ie quickly absorb-ed by the membrane lied does not dryup the secretions but changes tin m
t a natural and healthy character.
Ely Brothers, 68 Warren it , N. Y.
Held Annual Election.
As was anticipated, the Rev. T. N.
Compton, pastor of the First liaptie
church, wee unanimously chosen to
occupy that position for another
year at the business meeting heIci at
!the church Wednesday night follow-
ing the regular prayer meeting ser-
vice. One of the largest attendances
of members upon a business meeting
in several years was present. The
meeting was very harmonious, those
present feeling that the outlook for
the next year is exceptionally bright.
—Owensboro Messenger.
Gish et Garner', Wild Goose Lini-ment cures rheumatism and neural-gia. TOUCHES THE SPOT. At alldruggists. deod wtf
•
CE A. el‘ 0 rt. X A..Bean the The Klnd You Have Always BoughtSignature
of
-1-1Zte
Itra'a Larry Riserssa.. +-maw, Otte* antla
SPLENDID COURSE
OF ENTERTAINMENTS AT
UNION TABERNACLE
Secretary McPherson Has
Booked Line of Noted
Attractions.
The Hopkins ville J.3 ceurn and
Alumnae course will consist of the
following high class attract! Fes;
January 5th Mr. Ralph Blogliatn,
the Philadelphia humorist, present-
ing an evening's program of song,
music and story, an Intellectual di-
version. Later in January comes
the groat Dwight and company.
Mn, Laurent is said to be the tqual
of lierrinann. Mrs. Laurent is a
graduate of °tie of the leading dra-
matio sahoola of this country, and
the degrees of B. A. and M. A. have
been conferred upon her, her "Tab-
leaux of A rt,"being a new, attractive
feature this season. Mr. C. Green-
leaf, M. E., will assist Mr. Laurent.
Early in March comes "Lovett's
Boston Stars," a high class attrac-
tion too well known for comment.
No dull moments with this company ;
they are called the "head liners 'aim
return date company of the lyceum
field. Later in February we will
have the most eloquent Southerner
of today, Johir Temple Graves. Tire
next attraction will be either [ht.
Chicago Glee Club, with Miss Dent-
Skinner reader, or the Kling Peer
Grand Concert company; cant say.
Just now which of these clever at-
tractions will be available. The
course will close with Packard, tie
cartoonist, illustrator, humorist mud
lecturer. Mr. Alton Packard IF
known from ocean to ocean and is
without exception the highest class
man in his line in the world today,
and we advise that if you must inis#
one of these numbers, don't miss ate
log Packard.
This is the strongest amusement
course ever offered in Hopkinsville,
and at the same time the cheapest,
to those who purchase season tiokets.
Season, tickets have never sold here
for lees than $2 50 each, we otter you
the above course tickets for the small
-rum of $1 50. This is the limit and
we hope the public will approve of
our efforts by a liberal purchase of
course tickets.
Union Tabernacle Aseociation,
By H. L. McPherson, manager.
Heart Fluttering.
Undigested food and gas in the sto-
mach, located Just below the heart,presses against it aud causee loranpalpitation. When your heart trou-bles you in that way take Herbinefor a few days. Ytiu will soon be all
right. 60c at Ray & Fowler.
Died of Typhoid.
(From Friday's Daily.)
Deputy Sheriff Harvey Thomas,
one of the leading young men of
Trigg county, died of typhoid fever
at the home of his father, five miles
southwest of Cadiz, after an illness
of seven weeks. Mr. Thomas was
about twenty-six years old, and
would have been a prominent factorin the race for the Democratic nomi-
nation for sheriff of Trigg county
next year if he had lived.
Cures Blood and Skin Dis-
eases, Itching Humors,
Eczema, Scrofula, Etc.
Send no money—simply write andtry Botanic Blood Balm at our ex-pense. A personal trial of BloodBalm is better than a thousand prin-ted testimonials, so don't hestitateto write for a free sample.If you suffer from ulcers, eczema,scrofula, blood poison, cancer, eatingsores, itching skin, pimples, bolls,bone pains, swellings, rheumatism,catarrh, or any blood or skin disease,we advise you to take Botanic BloonBalm (B. B. B.) Especially recom-mended for old, obstinate, deep-seat-ed cases of malignant blood or skindiseases, because Botanic BloodBalm (B. B. B.) kill the poison inthe blood, cures where all else fails,heals every sore, makes the bloodpure and rich, gives the skin the richglow of health. B. B. B., the mohtperfect blood purifier made. Thor-oughly tested for 30 years. Costs $1per large bottle at drug stores. Topreve it cures, trample of Blood Balmsent free by writing Blood Balm Co.,Atlanta, Ga. Describe trouble andfree medical advice sent in aeratedletter. icop-This is an honest offer—medicine sent at once, prepaid.
CASTOR IA
The Rind You Have Always Bought, and which has bee*In use for over 30 years, has borne the signature ofand has been made under ha per.
• 1'4444
 ADosr no one to deceive you izt this,
sonal supervision since its inibacy.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are butExperiments that trifle with and endanger the health otInfanta and Children—Experience against IC:pediment.
What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Famegoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasantcontains neither Opium, Morphine nor other 
N  
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Weand allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrheas and 11131111Cob. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Conettpatlealand Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates theStomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.
"NUM. CASTORIA ALWAYS
Beare the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.0111Mull 001110140111. Pt IMININAV ST•hirt. NSW VOIDS OFFS.
•
:Ube RACKET!'
St
Joe P. Pool, Mgr
444444441
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3 Rolls Toilet Paper for I0c
Coal Hods, 20c, 25, 30c, 35c. 38c
2400 Good Matches 10c
The Best Table Oil Cloth, 20c Yd.
phi. Hair Ping. lc
Window Shades 15c 25c, up to $11
1 paper Pins lc
Baby Ribbon at only lc yard.
Clothes Pins 10 for lc
Shoe Soles 10c, 12c, 15c, 20c each
TOYS! TOYS!
We will have a complete line of
Holiday Goods on display with
In the next few days. WAIT TO
SEE THEM.
• ++-•-•44+$44-++44-+44-eee-e-•+++++++444+4-44444444-44
•
•
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be RACKET::U• •• Joe P. P'Pool. Manager. •• 
•
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Art Display
A•
F.1.1
(0
THIS season is something wonderfulA:collection far better than is us-
ually found in a town of this size. It
consists of original water colors from
the celebrated Italian artist Signni and
others of equal note. Knaffl's heads andthree-quarter lengths, Pastels, Crayons,
Photo Prints, Platnums and many oth
Prs. We would be glad for you to see
them. Drop in some time and we will
take pleasure in showing you the line.
Fine Pictures is One of
Our hobbies.
Hopper & Kitchcil.
6€4 6 efifi •:€1****4
remedy foe •
mint cure of Rheum
and all diseases of the
eiatithiCA
45 
lie 
 
i.e• 'V"551 Il .•‘.....17say too soma our Les Mast
Wes Mars sinetzei,
agaritesal temso lair v."west
NO WU NO PAY Is owtee. Isis the most metalsdisseAes of the blood on theIf you feel badly why netbottle, just the thing to tone upsystem.
smut actureill by
THE LIFE PLANT
CANTON, 0E110.
Estomishect last.
40,years sucessatil rockfrd.
The Great Business
School of Louisville I
offers the latest and beatmethods, and the most elonv-iphoto course of study in
••••ilson,
 D. Shorthand, TUPetkillisIn and other breaches, 
,
pertalislag to a
BUSINESS EDUCATION. eAble and experienced teitohets•School open the entire year.
Students may enter at say time...,
 ,
',EGANT CATALOGUE AXE
E. J. WRIGHT.fPres.,
N. E. Cor. 93 and Walnut Ate. /
LoulsvilleAlSv.
74-.*.,••
'
Our Best Dis
is made by those who have hdone here. They can be seen allovertown but it will not be known in ev-ery case that they had resource lie
DENTISTY
Teeth made at this office are exactreproductions of the natural teeth.Our crown and bridge work is ua- 'surpassed.
A Good Set
of Teeth for 'WU
Louisville
DentalParlors
Next to Court House, HopktaseilleKy. Home Phone 1214.
SENT MEE
to housekeepers I.-Liebig COMPANY'S k
Extract of Beef \
Cook Book
telling how to prek.are delta.'and delicious dishes.
Stares' Liebig Cs., P.O lisa 17?.,
P4ewyesk • 
BAILEY WALLER,
Licensed Embehner
-
t ;With Waller & Rogers, Furniture ,
runeral Director. ,
stet Undertaking, Hopkinsville.Yo,ir patronage solicited. Callepromptly answered day or night.
&MANUS
OR
SE/XUAL
PILLS
:NO
•
. .
1111TFULVINVE Or *IV'
SH. NOHOW* CHILD.
Wrsleed Kettle Of Bolling
Water Over Himself at
New Orleans.
(From Monday's Daily- .)
Charles Louis, the two and a half
sear old son of Rev. and Mee. Chas.
• Nourse, of New Orleans, died
Irday of injuri. s received Tues
by the child's turning • kettle of
t.g water over himself.
ewes playing in the kitchen and,
ID Ø. way, managed to get hold of
of boiling water ISO Pub4
,so severely burning himself
at death resulted after the inter-
days of intense suffering.
Funeral services were held in New
yesterday and the body will
re here this afternoon over the
oh e Central railroad and will be
taken at mute to Hopewell cemetery
soul be interred with simple services
*looaduoted by Rev. Dr. J. E. Fogar-
tie.
Rev. Mr. Nourse is a son of Rev.
• W. L. Nourse, of this city, and
hie many friends here sincerely sym-
• pithiest with him and his wife, who
mail formerly Mies Wilmuth Ban-
bans, of Cadiz, in their bereavement.
. I 1
ME NS FATAL
• MRS. MOLLIE LOWRY DIES
OF PARALYSIS.
Meow Elittarday's Daily)
Ellie Lowry. beloved
Sige)* of friends and a no-
Imiletian woman, died yesterday
moon at her home on South Vir-
of paralysis.
Itetrry had been in declining
Siboat two months, though the
40 Wanda whiah caused her
was reaelvecl early Friday
. Her sister, 'Mbis Jimmy
10end her uottenseions in bed
seven oieloek. Medical aid
'Weal, summoned, but her en-
mrstCul was involved and she did
rally anytime during the day
41118141M111 01 *Way about 580 o'clock.
gee death canoes general regret
518011 the deepest sorrow among all
Xasw bar intimately. Her
rs Obsistleo character was lofty and a
inspiration to others. Her
'Apia were varied and attractive, and
-111111Mietnel virtues adorned her life.
ap, wee • devoted and ow:detest
IFOIsbor of the Methodist church,„
Awl dellghted in deeds of charity and
jallolverapsee.
Alles. Levey was forty-five years
, ad illpilead 'was a daughter of Mrs. Itt
04114. Her mother, two sisters,
L. H. McKee and Miss Jimmy
sae her brother, Mr. John G.
Sairvive her, and the tenderest
• of the community goes ouh
In their great grief and be-
reavement'. The deceased was the
widow,of the late W. A. Lowry, who
vassal of Hopkinsville's foremost
She was married to Mr.
In 189t.
Amaral services will lake place
141111Pefierueou at three o'clock at the
)1011ressidenoti conducted by the Rev.
*IL L. Southgate, of the Method-
l ehareb,ancl the Rev. H. D. Smith,
•%511111klim Christian church. The re-
al*** Win be laid to rest in Hope •
Miesetery.
 • 
Loses An Eye.
•Mietwards, assisted by Dr. Erk-
, removed an eye yesterday
Finis Short, near Laytonsville.
. Kr. Short's eye was severely injured
the day before by a nail, which he
was driving.
es-
Wildcat Caught.
1,4ebo Orton, a North Chsletian trap-
caught a wildest which mess-
forty lashes grows* to up, The
was the lerssei.ever seen in
t91.111 dirOleyed amity
mob poultry.
,
.5
ED ON
SEINE CROCE
HAYDEN HERN BEHIND
PRISON BARS.
ACCUSED OF ROBBERY.
Alleged He Broke Into Sa-
loon and Took 15150
From Safe.
(From Monday's Daily.)
Hayden Bern, a well known young
man-about-town, was arrested Sat-
urday on a charge of entering the
saloon of W. R. Long, on East Ninth
street, and taking between $160 and
$160 from the safe. It is alleged that
entrance was gained through the
rear of the saloon and that, as the
combination was not thrown, no
trouble was experienced in securing
the money. The robbery was com-
mitted last Thuraday night and sue.
picion was attracted to young Hemn
the next day by his lavish expendi-
ture of money. He had worked at the
saloon until recently. When arrested
be made a oonfession to the pollee
and .94.06iof the money was recov-
ered.
He was placed in jail on the charge
of breabing into a storehouse, being
unable to furnish the required bond
of WO.
Hayden Hero is a brother of Mack
Hem, who shot and killed his fath-
er, James Hero, in the same saloon,
on the fourth of last July, and is the
leading witness for the defense.
?dank Hera is also in jail awaiting
trial on the charge of murder.
State of 'trade.
Ilracistreet's weekly review of trade
says: While distribution displays
more irregularity, manufacturing in-
dustries with few exceptions contin-
ue very active. The heavy decline in
cotton has checked Southern trade
and collections and mild weather re-
tards business in the Southwest, part
of the Northwest and the Ohio valley.
The leading lake cities, however,
show improvement in most lines and
in collections. Wholesale distribu-
tion at usual at this season tends to
quiettiess, though in excess of a year
ago. Western jobbers fall to report
an active re-order movement in sta-
ples, but holiday trade is progressing
favorably and promises with favora-
ble Weather to reach a large total.
The winter wheat situation is still
not entirely clear. The feeling is one
of optimism in trade. The country
seems to look forward to 1906 with
tetalldeam, and some lines report a
full quarter's trade already practi-
cally booked.
lir WS. lir
FROM THE ASHES
Baltimore Family's Rep aria ii c e
Points a Moral to Residents of
Hopkinsville.
The visitor to Baltimore today
morosely realises that less than a
year ago the city wps almost de-
stroyed by a Intimoraele Are. A sim-
ilar compirlson might be made by
George W. Nally, one of the leading
citizens of Baltimore, as to the
change in his own looks.
A short time ago, Mr. Nally, writ-
ing from his home address, 2218 Bar-
clay St., says: "I have been troubled
for years with catarrh and had re-
sorted to all remedies that could be
thought of. My wife was also afflict-
ed with this terrible disease, but all
the treatments we used were an ab-
solute failure until we tried Hymned.
It worked like a charm and has made
a complete cure in both of our cases.'
L. L. Elgin, the local agent for Hy-
°mei, has so much faith in the treat.
ment that he gives his personal guar-
antee to refund the money in case it
does not benefit. A complete outfit
costs one dollar, the extra bottles are
but fifty cents. Ask to see the strong
guarantee under which Hyomel is
sold. - deo 18 15
e—l11•••••-e.
MoCutoheon Tipped.
Harvey lloCuteheou, of Russell-
ville, is tipped as Ifee•Issesearor, of
James . If. illisherda#504
Mem sosusiouos.
MUST BELIEVE IT.
When Well-Known HopkInsville
People Tell It So Plainly.
When public endorsement is made
by a representative citizen of Hop-
kin/mills the proof is positive. You
must believe it. Read this testimony.
Every backache sufferer, every man,
woman or child with any kidney
trouble will find profit in the read-
ing.
R. C. Moorefield, Sr., real estate
dealer and associated with the Chris-
Can County Title Co., residing at
222 W. 17th street, says: "For sev-
ered years the condition of my back
and of the kidney secretions furnish-
ed ample evidence that I was suffer-
ing from kidney disorders. The ach-
ing in my back would come on by
spells often so severe that it was
painful for me to stoop, to straighten
up or to attempt any sudden move-
ment. I saw Doan's Kidney pills
advertised locally and thinking that
they might help me, got a box at
Thomas & Trahern's drug store. I
had used them only a few days when
I noticed a marked improvement in
my condition, and I continued the
treatment. It did me more good
than any medicine I had ever used
and that is putting it mildly. You
may publish my statement at any
time and I will do all I can to let the
value of Doan's Kidney Pills be
known."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo.
Reinember the name Doan's and
take no other.
OUTPUT OF TOBACCO
BY THE FACTORIES IN
KENTUCKY.
Figures Of Interest From
The Report Of Commis-
sioner Yerkes.
The 250 cigar factories in Kentucky,
according to the report of Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue Yerkes,
just issued, produced 68,770,382 cigars,
weighing more than three pounds to
the 1,000, using 1,220,670 pounds of
tobacco for that purpose.
Of the materials used in manufac-
turing tobacco in the 108 factories of
the state there were 20,296561 pounds
of unetemmed leaf consumed, 9798,.
081 pounds of stemmed leaf, 286 516
pounds of scraps,67,088 pounds of
stems, 6,804,477 pounds of licorice,
4,609,789 pounds of sugar and 2,886,696
pounds of other materials, which,
with 122,178 pounds in process of
consumption makes a total of 44,661,-
080 pounds for consumption in the
calendar year 1908.
The output of plug and twist tobac-
co of the state was 82,938,188 pounds,
floe cut chewing 165,916 pounds,
smoking 7,888,216 pounds, snuff 6,871
pounds and the total 40,932.688
pounds. The tobacco on hand Janu-
ary 1,1908, was 2,042,808 pounds, and
the total to be aoconoted for during
that year 42,974,044 pounds. Of this
amount 27,667 pounds were exported
in bond, 40,451,248 taxpaid and /old
during 1908 and 2,496,084 unsold Jan-
uary 1, 1904.
The value of the stamps required
to pay the tax on the tobacco sold
was $2,497,074.68. Two factories in
the Fifth district manufactured 889,-
600 cigarettes in 1903.
Ended Saturday.
The Jewish "Post-biblical Festi-
val" Hanukah, or tho Feast of Light,
which began Friday Dec 2, the 26th
of the Hebrew month of "Kisleb"
like the Feast of Tabernacles, lasts
eight days. It ended Saturday. It
is observed in memory of the Macca-
bees, the followers of Judus Mac-
cabana, over the forces of the Syrian
king Antiochus Epiphaiies, and the
rededication of the Temple of Jeru-
salem in the year 164 B. C. To this
victory may be ascribed the preser-
vation of Judaism.
-----es _
K Inkead-Ward.
(From Monday's Daily.)
Mr. James Ward and Miss Lulu
Kinkead will be married tonight at
8 o'clock at the bride's home at Crof-
ton. The ceremony will be pro-
alkInesd by Beak. J. K. Clerk.
,
BONES BROKEN;
FLESH BURNED
CEO. CRONLEY KILLED
AT GUTHRIE
GRASPED A LIVE WIRE.
He Was Instantly Shocked
To Death By The Elec-
tric Current.
(Special to New Era.)
GUTHRIE, Ky., Dec. 12 —George
Cronley, an employe of the City
Light and Power company of this
place, while attempting to put a oar
bon in an arc light, at 7 o'clock last
night, was instantly killed by com-
ing in contact with a live wire.
Cronley was thirty years of age. He
leaves a wife and four little children.
He had only been connected with
the City Light and Power plant
about four months.
Cronley took hold of the live wire
while standing on the ground that
was wet from the rain.
The current burned all the flesh off
of the hand that held the wire, and
broke bones in his hand, arm, neck
and legs. Death was instantaneous;
.0SO. 44111..-----
MONTH'S MEDICINE
ON TRIAL.
Generous Offer to All With Weak
Digestion or Stomach Troubles.
With every box of Mi-o-na sold L.
L. Elgin gives the following plain
and positive guarantee bond, assur-'
Lug the purchaser that the potter
will be returned if after a Month's
use, the remedy has not given., setts-
faction
GUARANTeE SONO
I hereby agree to refund the !moot mtg.for Mt-o-na on return of empty it, ifthe purchaser tells me that it higs failedto ours indigestion or stomach Croubles.This guarantee coven two boxes, or •
month's treatment. Price, tee _per hfix•(Signed) L. L. MOURN.
Anyone whose food does not digeit
as it ought, who has-to take thought
about when and what to eat, should
take advantage of this generous of-
fer of L. L. Elgin's. ,
Ml-o-na is almost invariably silo-
oessful in curing stomach trouble of
all kinds, from an acute attack of in-
digestion to a chronic, case of dyspep-
sia. By its use new rich blood is
made, the weight increased and
health restored.
deo 12 16
To Be Preserved.
The life-size statue of George Rog-
ers Clark, the femme explorer,whiob
stocd the canter of the rotunda of
the Kentucky building at the St.
Louis fair, has been presented by R.
B. Grabn, of Louisville, who had it
made for the Louisiana Purchase ex-
position, to the Missouri historical
society.
The statue was familiar to all vis-
itors to the "New Kentucky Home,"
and they will be glad it is to be pre-
aerved.
Arrested at Elkton.
Recently under orders of Dr. L. P.
Trabue, health officer of Todd coun-
ty, some smallpox patients were
hauled through the streets of Elkton
en route from one of the rural dis-
tricts to the pest house. There is a
town ordinance in Elkton prohibit-
ing this and Dr. Tiabue was arrested.
A fine of 00 was imposed by City
Judge B. N. Gordon. Dr. Trabue
took the case to the circuit court to
make a test suit of it. The matter
may go on to the court of appeals.
EXTRA SESSION PUT OFF.
(Special to New Era,),
WASFIINGTON, Dee. 12.-Pt!esi-
dent Roosevelt announclar that he
will postpone uatil next Octouer the
calling of an extra session of eon'-
grass, and he further announced thet
he will visit a number of southern
eau next spin.
•
tiR7FE
Kidne
Backache
All Dhow. Of filS,
kkiseys, Madder, aed
urinary organs.
Also catarrh, Midi
disease, gravel, desp/p..
rimmatiern. books**.
female. troubles.
AI.40 PURIFIES THE BLOOD.
Don't become discouraged. There is a care for Yoe.; It my twill Dr.
He has spent lifetime curing Just much corm ea yours. All consultations MX&
Diseased Bladder and Kidneys
for Twenty Years.
,
 IL M. Fenner, Fredonia, N. Y.
Dear have bees troubled Ira IOW
bladder mad kidneys for the WAN .4t,
having doctored with many different pigelsW
in that ttmd, with so results. I was taldle
Mys bottle of Dr. Penner's Kids*, sad
If Backache Cure, which I did and which is
1 the only medicine *mover gave me relii4
. headily rsoomma
entEdold ead 121 is tie
• heat* 
keidi
FORMA y to sal me salledeg
• their bladd+r Iddiseys. Betides it is ast:le',
,mess does hit played to take.
RINEY ZURREOVIIIVIL
Muncie, Ind. •
Sold by Druggists, 50c. and $1. Get Cook Book and Treat!'" OM
the Kidneys—PB.EE.
For Sale by R. C. Hardwick.
••••••••••••••••• 111,11060
WINTER T
At
Lockyear's Business College
Begins Monday, January 2nd, 1905
.191,01
r
ddri.4004.-jk
Book-keeping, Penmanship, Arithmetic, Corre-
spondence, Punctuation.
Shorthand and. Typewriting taught by experi-
.enced teachers.
Special induceminata to all who enter
at the beginning of the term. •
Class rooms on Main street over W..
T. Cooper's groan's.
Write for rates of tuition and circulars giving
full particulars.
•1•••••••••
iholluille MEI treble
[Nelson & Dabney]
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
The Abernathy Company, Props.
Sell Tobacco in Hogshead or Loose.
Prompt Personal Attention to all Busineses.
LIBERAL ADVANCES ON PRIZED TOBACCO
IN STORE.
BRAME'S STABLE
Successor to Golay &Brame. Cor. 7th & Vir• Sts.
LIVERY AND FEED STABLE
For a nice drive, up-to-date rigs and courteous attention give
me a call. Hack service for the city—meeting all trains. Fune-
ral and wedding parties a specialty. Home phone 1818, Cumber
land phone 82. I will be glad to have all My friends give me
their patronage.
Howard Brame, IP HopKinaville. ity.
444+44-4+++++44++++++++++++++4++4
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Copyright 1904 by
Hart Schaffner & Marx
barly Buying is Best.
PRE-HOLIDAY OFFERING!
ONLY THREE DAYS MORE
SUIT CASES FREE
For 7 Days Only, Beginning Monday, Dec, 12, Until 19th
With Every Suit or Overcoat Sold at $15, $16, $18,$20
or:$22,50 we will give a Gentleman's High-Grade Suit Case,
Thts is no ordinary premium but is the results of a leather goods manufacturer coming to us personallyiwith
a proposition and an idea. Tho' he lost all profits on what he sold us it meant quick ready money when he need:
ed it most and insured certain future profits hinging on this deal. The cases are here and io our show window.There is no reservation on the goods, our entire stock of fine foreign and American woolens and worsted—suits
and overcoats—remain absolutely unchanged in regard to price, the lines at $15, $16, $20 and $22.50 being full
and complete, and offering assortments and values impossible to match anywhere else in the land.
Mail orders will be entitled to suit cases,
the same as city orders, but the purchaper
must pay evpressago. The OftiliiR are full size
—24 inches—and are made over steel frames
with leather swinging handles, thick sole
leather corners, solid brass Corbin locks and
linen lined, with two leather straps inside.
They are gentlemen's suit cases in every
respect, cases that you will not be ashamed
to carry nor we to give. The offering is par-
ticularly appropriate, because if the purchas-
er is already supplied with traveling luggage
he can present the case to some less fortunate
friend or relation and be that much ahead in
IITS IMF 516,229 FORGERY CHARGED. MENHANTS HAPPY ARE YOU A VICTIM?
LAMAR MONARCH FILES
BANKRUPTCY PETITION.
SWIM, Property Valued At
OM Which He Claims
As Exempt.
INDICTMENTS AGAINST
MRS. CHADWICK.
Worthless Securities For
S28,000,000 Found In
Sank Today.
Lamar Monarch, ot Christian (Special to New Era.)
' eessay, bas flied a petition in bank- CLEVELAND, 0., Dec. 18.—Two
eepsey in the federal court, in which
• be gives his liabilities as $16,290 and
hie meets se MS, which he claims as
swaps. His indebtedness to Owens-
boro parties is Mb to A. Brasier, .06
Se Foqua & Starling, $2,700 on a note
Ike his father, M. V. Monarch. The
karma hem is a debt of $11.000 to the
M. V. Monarch's Bons JVhisky com-
pany, of Cincinnati, of which he was
formerly i stockholder. Most of the
ereditors are Cincinnati parties.
Mr. Monarch lives at Oak Grove,
where he is engaged in farming, and
Is a eon-in-law of the late James A.
McKenzie. He formerly lived in
Owensboro.
All Day Meeting.
Jame. Moore, Lodge F. & A. M.,
at Pee Des, Ky.. will not bold Ita
regular monthly meeting In Deism-
her, but will hold an all day meeting
sm Des, 17, for she 'Wain ()leftism,
All of Ohs member' are rignsibed to
Wind sod bring dinner.
31. b# isellioir, Soo,
seemilisellweellesseemesse.
SUNDAY VIRDIOT.
(Specia) to New Era.)
PADUCAH, Ky., Die. It—For
the Int time In the history of the
IlleOracken Circuit Court, a verdict
Was returned on Sunday. Willis
Mount was given twenty-ea* years
for man slaughter. He killed Ed
Willis Nutty on October II, BM
Gracey Division.
The annual inspection
phis Division and of the
Mineral branches of the
K. 111114 made Monday.
of the Me
Greatly a
L. & N.
VlaVit".--
cn-
nd
indictments were returned by the
Cuyahoga oJunty grand jury in this
oily against Mrs. Cesare L. Chad-
wick. They were based on the two
Casnegie notes, one for $800,000 and
$260,000, and each indictment con-
tained two couuts, forgery and ut-
tering forged papers. In Reynolds,
lecretary of the Wade Park Bank,
testified concerning his financial
transactions with Mrs. Chadwick.
Re declared that she told him that
she was the unrecognized daughter
of Andrew Carnegie, and that bell. 
in her story. which was made in the
presence of her husband, caused him
to trust in the genuineness of the bo-
gus securities. In New York it is
believed that bond will not be sought
and that she will remain a prisoner.
In the Wade Park Bank today se- I
entities having a nominal value of ,
1118,000,000, but absolutely worthless,
wire found,
valmommniallo.•
Notes AboutPeoplb ,
(Prom Tuesday's Daily.)
Mr. Val F. CoIliips, uf L0011,1110, I
in the city,
HOLIDAY TRADE OPENS FAKE LOTTERY 18 SELL-
INC TICKETS.UP WITH A RUSH
The First Real
Shopping Was Started
Here Monday.
From Tuesdays Daily.
Hopkinsville streets and business
houses presented lively scenes yes-
terday and today, the first real holi-
day trade making its appearance
yesterday morning. Of course n.um-
bers of extra nice presents had been
bought prior to this time, but the
rush nad not begun. So far this week
the bushiest; has not at all been con-
fined to the citizens of this city but
the larger portion of the shoppers
were people from the country. All
the business men express themselves
as having been a .little blue about the
Christmas outlook but now this feel-
ing has been dispelled tied they are
all very sanguine that the trati, will
be fully up to past seasons.
The displays of the various mer-
chants are attracting many people
and cause the most extravagant
praise. Probably never before in the
history of the city was there ever a
better assortment or more moon-
ably priced at liaise fur Christmas.
Bye/thing possible fur human
heart to wish can be found in Hop.
kinsville, and there is no Muse for
anyone to leave their home dealers
Mr. Hunter Woud has returned in order to get the best the market
from a visit to Cul. Joe Foard at afford.. Already Inroads have
Natohes, been made in the stooks and duringI the next few days even greater de.Mr. Howard Pettus, of the Tennis- minds are expected to be made upon
see Central, spent yesterday in the them.
city.
Mr. and Mrs Archie Higgins have
removed to the city from their farm. I
Mr. Higgins will engage in the cigar A little colored child of Vick Per.business. kins was burned so badly last week
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown, of that it died Tuesday night, says theMississippi, are visiting Mr. Locket FairviewReview. The mother wentOnan's
!away and left the child in the roomMr. E. D. Boyd and family have
removed from Church Hill -to this fastened in a chair. In some manner
city. the child slipped out in the fire and
R.
Mr. Hugh Seargent, wife and two 
was so badly burned that it died, as
above stated.daughters, of Lincoln county, have
removed to this city where they wile
reside. Mr. Seargent is a brother of
Dr. Andrew Seargent. 
-1- fee eandreme issersa sore. art. eyesore
4
Falls in Fire.
Christmas; Get-Rich-Quick Swingle Is
I. Being Worked On Many
Suckers.
If you have received a package
by Pure's from Indianapolis, pre-
paid, said package containing &num-
ber of supposed Louisiana lottery
tickets, together with a $6.00 ticket
for you to keep, pass it up. It is said
to be a scheme to trap the innocent.
Among the tickets conies a personal
letter, a part of which is as follows:
"The trouble with the lottery tusi-
nese In your locality is that no one
there ha s drawn a prize of sufficient
value to induce other people to buy
lottery tickets.
"If some well known man like
you.rself cohld draw $76,000, ;20 000,
$10,300 or even 0,000, this would
stimulate the lottery business where
you live, and would be the means of
selling thousands of tickets in your
neighborhood. Now with this ides. in
view, we send you fifty one-dollar
tickets which we enclose In a small
envelope, We want you to Pell the
fifty one-dollar tickets but keep the
ilve-dollar ticket for yourself. Don't
mil that, your oommIsslon for sell.
lug the fifty oie-dollar tickets will
be twenty-five cents for 'soh ticket
you sell, and if you sell all of the Of.
ty tickets, lend us $31 WI If you sell
but twenty-flve send us 118.76 and so
on, and you must also return to us
all of the unsold tickets, if any, in
the same package that you send the
money. Put all money and unsold
tiokets in the enclosed envelope,
which is addressed to our agents at!The 
announcement will not come
Indianapolis, Ind., seal same and a surprise to the congregation
band envelope to express agent. See
instructions sent herewith. We hope
you will sell all of these $1.00 tickets
as we are enxious to have a lot of
your people interested in this
month's drawing."
The Louisiana lottery company
has been out of existence several
years, and the swindle, if allowed
to proceed, will net the promoter.
thousands of dollars. It is asserted
that several packages of tickets with
the same "confidential" letter to
each person have been sent here.
the matter of holiday expense.
Ladies who wish to surprise husbands,
sons or other relatives with a suit or overcoat
for Christmas will find these cases the neat-
eat way of making the gift
NEW TOBACCO BILL
TO BE INTRODUCED BY
MR. STANLEY
In Interest of Stemmer's*
This Section•-0111e
James Busy.
Representative Stanley will intro.
duce a bill requiring that leaf tobac-
co exported from this country be
stemmed here instead of abroad. The
reduction of the tax on unstezumed
tobacco in England has caused much
stemming to be done abroad to the
Injury et American sternmeries.
It is reported that 011ie James, of
Kentucky today arranged for a con-
ference with Senator Aldridge. chair-
Man of the senate finance committee,
in regard to the bill reporting a tax
of six cents on a hundred on leaf to-
bacco. Mr. James will present his
case and ask Senator A!drIdge to
call the committee for a heartog.
The Kentucky, Tentotioiee and N'ir-
ginia representatives, who xsere silo--
°earful in getting the bill through
the house last session, will use every
effort to get a favorable report in the
senate, Senators Carrosok, Bats,
Blackburn sou MoCreary will sup-
port the measure.
Leaver Louisville.
11•10
The Rev. Dr. J. Kinsey Smith has
decided to accept the call to the She-
dyside Presbyterian church, at Pitts-
burg. The announcement was made
to the session of the Louisville
Fourth-avenue Presbyterian ()buret.
all
as
most of the members of the church
have been under the impieseion that
the call would be accepted.
FEW PURCHASES.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Dec. 12.—Repre-
sentatives of large tobacco importers
of Belgium now in Louisville, say
they will make few purchases this
year because of the high prices of
Kentuaky burley and dark tobaccos.
HOPKINS' PR
'
DEMOCRATIC VOTERS
NAME THEIR CANDIDAYBS
Sob Bradley isaton and Son
ator Edwards Loses Out.
—Wilson Wins.
Hopkins county Democrats WA
their primary Saturday and nem‘ii
nated a county ticket to be voted ter '
at the election next November. 4LThere was a large number of mad'..
4
 
dates. 
•It was the most exciting prhusity
in the history of that county, and .te
heavy vote was polled.
J. W. Wilson was nominated fee 4..judge by 600 over Bradley. Will NW 'E-1
defeated S. D. Langley and D. la Ed- ‘- 4
ward, for county clerk. Several
thousand dollars changed bandits
this race. Mannell Wilson for repre-
sentative, received more votes tb44 I
both of his oppenents,Rice and
Sam Jennings, for sheriff, wet
100 votes over six opponents.
Craig was nominated for Jailer, Ro-
by Latino'', for county attorney, bad
DO oppoi.ition. Marshal Ashby teas
nominated for assessor and it. J. Fox
for school superintendent.
Bob Bradley, woo was the
untativi in the last state 1
from Hopkins, was the
beaten man ou the ticket. B
had been sleeted to fill out She ob.
plred term of C. C. Givens whe#
'lipid lass year, Ho xistaiked
former administration In his
is, but the people endorsed III
onslr vote.
,,Illun" Wilson's vista', was
or surprising. He was the
inan on the ticket and used a
of a baby buggy as his ambles.
stumped the county on foot. W
had the Sr. Bernard Coal
aud other corporate interests
ed against him, but won hands
Rev. D. S. Edwards, who was
beaten in the race for the noUltaliffift_ _ ,',,''
for want), clerk, is the present 114011':'
ienator from the Christian-if
district. Hills victory Is said
largely due to • card pubilshed
One of his opponents alleging be
let his sister die in the count,
souse. The charge proved to
boomerang.
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 • midget Who ere- affected by his very
shadow, fis the nuconvictous influence
at his Christian life.
Results of thriatian Work.
that the direct results of a
ChrittLin's $$ ork. Every luau, if he Is
a true man, has consecrated his mental
and Physical mad spiritual energies to
scene great lierpose. The e'lirietian
it.s a inewsier, is trying to build
UP it church; as a lawyer, to build up
courtroom or an office practice; as a
physician, to have a large number of
families as patients; as a merchant, to
have a big store. That pulpit or of-
fice or store is to the man his chief
thought. He works for it by day; he
dreams of it by night. If he goes off
on a summer vacation his mind and
heart are still anchored to that work-
shop, even as a ship out in harbor tugs
at its chains, though it is unable to
break away from its moorings. But
though a Christian man may work
night and day for his professional
or mercantile purpose in life do you
for an iustaut suppose he is able to see
the infinite spiritual results that may
come from that life's work? Do you
suppose that physician has any con-
ception of the amount of misery and
family, troub e he saved when he per-
, stutded that young wife and mother to
go to a warmer climate and saved her
physical life, predisposed to consunap-
tIon—saved it fur her husband and her
children? Do you suppose that lawyer,
when he drew up the will and last
1 testament, had any conception of the
amount of family trouble he averted
by making that last testament so
strong and 'true that it could not be
broken in the courts? Do you suppose
that a minister has any true concep-
tion of the vast amount of good a
simple sermon may do when he arises
to preach? Of course some people
after a single sermon may praise It to
his ears, as some parishioners are al-
most sure to do, but the greater work
of a sermon, as with an author's pen, is
never seen or heard by the preacher or
writer. Like Peter with his shadow,
most of the spiritual results of a ser-
mon appear when a minister has gone
back to his home, his bed or his study.
The direct results of a Christian's
professional work can never be fully
estimated by the agent of a gospel
miracle. Let me illustrate my thought
from my own experience. I remember
some years ago when preaching in
Pittsburg there came up one Sunday
a terrine storm. The wind blew and
, shrieked through those city streets.
I The snowflakes were piling themselves
up so that traffic was impeded. I came
out from my study that afternoon and
, said to a member of my family: "It
; does seem absurd to preach tonight.
I No one will be there. If I do preach, I
have balf a Mind to save that sermon
I have been so busily writing for the
i pest six days. It does seem a shame
for me to practically throw it away."
"No." answered my wife; "yon had
better preach It. You have always
made It a rule-to give your people the
beet you had. If any one comes out
tonight he deserves your best. Be-
sides that, God has always most bless-
ed your work on stormy nights." I
said: "Yeti, that Is true. I will give
them the best I have. I will preach
the sermon." That night the audience
was very small. But while the few
people were gathering I saw one wo-
man enter the church and conic down
the aisle to the left of the pulpit. She
seemed to be intensely interested in
the sermon. When it was finished and
the benediction pronounced she came
to the pulpit and said, "I will send you
a letter-soon." Then she passed quiet-
ly out.
I went home feeling that the night
was wasted. But some time afterward
I heard of the mutt of that sermon.
That women that night was deciding
whether or no she should desert her
home. Her temper even then was by
her side, urging her to a life of sin.
That one sermon on that stormy night,
under the power of the Holy Spirit,
turned the tide. She wrote to thank
me for what I had said. That letter
was one of the most impressive lessons
I ever had, for it taught me that no
Christian man's work is unimportant,
even under the most unsatisfactory
and discouraging conditions. Our un-
suspected and unreported influences
are so great for good that only God's
recording angel has a ledger big enough
to keep the records. Never, 0 minim-
ter, lawyer, physician, neglect your
work because of its seeming insignifi-
cance. As with Peter's shadow, it
may, all unknown to you, reach some
whose sin sick soul may be healed by
the Holy Spirit's power working
through it.
.01,sla Angeles. Cal., 'Dec. 11.—In this
„.111tetooli the preacher treats of an un-
theme and shows the value and
far reaching importance to society at
•filrge of Individual character and a cosh
/Anent, conscientious. Christian life
71 • text Is Acts v, 15, "That at the
the Window of Peter passing by
--..might overshadow some of them."
struggle of the chronic invalid
health Is woefully. heartrending-
and overwhelmingly pathetic. To
child born to • life of inevitable
I pain and torture; to see a
man in the grip of cancer or
bones and joints twigged out of
by that Send of Inquisitorial
Inflammatory rheumatism;
nee a Young woman slowly fading
away with consumption, going from
Adam to place for a change of climate,
• Ing lint this doctor and that doctor.
and then, dually, as a drowning man
,graspe at, a straw, going to the "sure
Patent medicine cures" and trying the
aostrums of quack doctors—ah, these.
to me, are among the saddest of all
the sad sights of human life.le:ADA we may see these pathetic hag-
-11,0141es everywhere. "I cannot Lie here
and die without making an effort to
be cured," said a once great lawyer to
, me In the city of Brooklyn. "There
A9W11, a timewhen I had a large income
[lad many friends. But now that I am
OE and without money and dying with
gadder nearly all my friends have left
, as alone. The doctors come and say,
!Adv. how do you feel today? Thep
•o t they propose to cut me with a knife,
daglag: 'The cancer Is growing, judge:
'Abe cancer is growing. It must be cut
't out.' Then when I say, 'Doctor, if I
sbtint to the knife will I get well?
simply shake their beads and an-
•Mrer, 'Judge, yoil must die.' It does
'-,auS Man strange that when a man Is
MOO Ill he will go anywhere and to
who promises to make him
Robert Louis Stevenson! The
said be had to die. But Steve:1-
E0d. 'It I can only go to a warmer
I shalt set well." Bo be went.
troweled south. He traveled west.
need here and there. He was
not /or pleasure, but for
Re tried to flee his fatal ill-
but sickness kept on his track.
the seats with him. It dwelt
Wm In boat, In but, in tent. At
In beetiff Samoa, It climbed the
with him, and among those
woods Death said, "Come, Rob-
came." It was a hemorrhage, a
'gasp, and poor Robert Louis
*as no mote.
•laeattli Is a Teeseure.
'health — what a treasure it Is!
It is once lost, bow men strive to
itt In every age the medical
has been honored and its
held In high esteem. I sup- ,
ithere was as much disease In
In apostolic times as we have
Øy; perhaps more, for diseases
Mr physicians can cure were
grcaneneed Incurable. We can
what a *emotion there would
SI those times In every home where I
was a lams child or a cripple or
ther or mother suffering from dia-
kislifithi when It was told that Peter, who
1 bed mired the lame man of the temple
was curing all who came to him. 'le No wonder that sick people sought him
.- 'sad that those Who could not leave
'. their beds beggetktheir friends to carry
' them to him, for we read that "they
Were healed, every one." I
These crowds of chronic sufferers In.
stead of decreasing kept growing larger
all the time. At last the numbers of
the sick became so great that they
. could not get near to or have an andl-
ewe with the. famous apostle. They
were too many. Then the friends of
. the sick said among themselves, "If
sufferers are cured when Peter lays his
head. on them perhaps they may be
cured when his shadow passes over
them." So the Bible says these be-1
!levers "brought forth the sick into the
streets and laid them on beds and i
coaches that at least the shadow of :
Peter passing by might overshadow
11 110/11e of them. There came also a mu]
• 'Made out of the cities roundabout
gi into Jerusalem, bringing sick folks and4 them which were vexed with unclean
ar spirits. and they were healed, everyone."
The Bible does not distinctly state
, whether the sick were healed by Pe-
ter's shadow; but, reading between the
Hine of these two verses, it implies it.
We know that under the power of the
Holy Spirit It would be no greater
Xdraele for Peter's shadow to heal the
dek than it would for the handker-
chiefs and the clothes which had once
' •11111.thed tb• living body of Paul to heal
„die Rick. We read about this miracle
the nineteenth -chapter of Acts and
.4 ' **miracle of Peter'. sha
dow In the
chapter of the same book. I think
. e,t cures must have been wrought in
is way. Perhaps Peter himself was
evionselows of It and did not know
wEes his shadow was the means of do-
until he was told of the cures aft-
=
As he passed through the
touching this one and that and
Di that through his touch heel-
less/ stem his Influence reached
Alma ha liengv . We now. it Is
law The Ohrlatied does
Arairjersist:
alaitliessay b
•
yaw MOM IV
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Faranat4ous Influence.
The public man has his shadow. The
private man has his unconscious in-
fluence also. The Christian lawyer,
doctor, merchant, minister, have their
direct influence when they are doing
their public work. They also have
their unconscious influence when they
are walking through the streets, and
sitting In the elevated trains, and eat-
ing in their home dining room or in
public restaurants, when they think no
stranger's eye is watching them and
no stranger's ear Is overhearing what
they say. They have their unconscious
Influence when, unknown to them.
people are weighing them in the bal-
ances as they are standing before a
jury or prescribing in the sickroom or
preaching in the pulpit. They have
their unconadous influence even when
they are "out of harness.% and think
they can do as they please and that
no one will ever know what they do.
Some of you may have read the
book called "A Man Without a Shad-
ow." That caption may be very star-
t:BIC but It is Impossible of realize-
Yea. No time in life comes when a
man is shadowless. Even in the dark
aarlitors Of .the mines the Uttle lamps
throw tbs 40 the ininers nPon
bifAt behind theta •Ths
11,-*/ S SI110. When a man Is un-
eenand not watched., Lott stantait
I spent many days trolling for fish In
the Pacific ocean. Strange to say. I
d14.1' not have to see a tish before I
knew what W114 on the end of the line.
The .big mackerel would pull steadily
in a straight line. The thick bodied
aliiicore would at once (Eve Pi the bot-
tom of the see. The strong tinned yel-
lowtail would seesaw. now on this side
of the boat, now on the other. and only
the gaff hook could stop his struggles
The barineuela would seem to swim
toward the boat. Like a tender mouth-
ed horse, each pull of the line would
make him obey your will the quicker.
The sea bass would come to the sur-
face-, and you would have to be care-
ful or, like a trapeze performer, he
would turn a complete somersault over
your line and be off. So men In a com-
munity. like some fish in the sea, are
known by their neighbors In their pri-
vate lives even though those men natty
think they are unseen. They all have
their unconscious Influence when they
are at play as well as when at work.
Rather than write such a book as
"A Man Without in Shadow" I would
prefer to write one called "'Me Man
With Frozen Shadows." That figure
which the great American lettnorist
Samuel L. Clemens, drew of the sailors
In the arctic regions chopping each
other's shadows off the ship's deck, so
that their friends would not stumble
over them, is not Impossible of concep-
tion in the moral and spiritual world.
What gave the late William ChIchem-
ter, the most powerful religious leader
the Pacific coast ever produced, his
marvelous hold on men? His eloquent
tongue? I think not. California, I be-
lieve, has had preachers as eloquent as
he was. Ills organizing ability? I
think not. I believe others here have
beeu JI:st as great organizers. I will
tell was his simple, true, pure,
Christian private life. It was his ten-
der Christian heart which made him
stop on the street corner and buy a
bag of fruit and give it tO common
painter and say: "Take this fruit home
to your good old mother, with my love.
Tell her that with such prayers as she
offers and with such it life as she leads
she ought to have a good eon." It was
the gentle ways he had with little Chil-
dren in their romps and plays; it was
the way he would throw his arm about
a friend in trouble and say: "Harry,
how can I help you? What can I do?"
Mighty Avalanchen For Good.
Oh, the unconscious influences of
every Christian's private like! Like
the snowflakes, they bank them.
selves up into greet drifts, Like the
grains of sand, they lift themselves
into the mighty mountains. Like the
little drops of water, they slake the
thirst of tunny valleys and meadow
lands. These little Influences of pri-
vate life are despised by some so called
Christian workers, but in the end they
result in mighty avalanches for good,
In mighty tidal waves of blessings, in
mighty east winds that dam back the
Red seas which, Is Impassable bar-
riers, keep the children of Israel from
[teeing the Pharaoh hosts and march-
ing on. to the brightness of God's prom-
ised land.
But I find the 'Christian's shadows
or unconscious influences not only In a
man's own gospel seed planting, but
also in the Christian example he sets
for those who are trying to raise the
same kind of gospel harvest. I find a
minister's influence, like Peter's shad-
ow, within the four walls of his church.
I also find a minister's encomia-Ions In-
fluence over ministers who are work-
bag In adjacent churches. I not only
find a physician's unconscious influence
over his patient'', but also a doctor's
• influence over doctors, and it lawyer's
• over lawyers, and a mother's over
mothers, as well as her uneonselous
thilwence over her children. I End
here that a public school teacher has
her unconselous influence over her fel-
low teachers an well as over the
scholars in her own class room.
A Christian man always, to more or
less extent, makes or mars the success
of men of his own ilk. When I wan-
der among the hallways of history I do
not find there the picture of a great
soldier which differs in every way
from all other soldiers of his day and
generation. I do not rind in a country's
history a great lawyer or poet as a
mountain peak lifting Itself solitary
and alone from the center of a vast
level prairie. But, like the stars In the
heavens, I find that one great lawyer
is always in Juxtaposition with other
great lawyers. One great physician
means other great physicians. Great
poets, authors, statesmen, reformers,
scientists, move through the firmament
of the historical heaven in galaxies, in
constellation', like the stars in clus-
ters. When I mention the names of
scientists I find that there is a scien-
tific Pleiades!, with a Darwin, a Tyn-
dall, a Huxley!and a Herbert Spencer,
all existing at the same time. When I
mention the name of 11'illiain Shake-
speare I find that a Bacon, a Raleigh,
a- Ben Jonson, a Sydney, ft Spenser, a
Beaumont, a Fletcher, a Longueville,
all belong to the Elizabethan era.
When I mention the greatest warrior
of the ages, Napoleon, I Lind that the
French emperor was a maker of great
marshals as well as great armies. I
find flanking the "Little Corporal" a
Ney, a Bertrand, a McDonald, a
Lannes, a Manumit. Napoleon Bona-
parte also was the mighty obstacle
which developed a Wellington and a
Blucher. Great soldiers have an un-
conscious influence over men of their
Ilk RR well as over those who have not
brains of the same caliber as them-
selves.
Henry Ward Seecher's Influence.
BO much did Henry Ward Beecher
Influence the pulpit of his day that
there were hundreds of ministers who
used to copy his dress as well as
Intonations of his • yoke.,
their hair 'grad idas. ils .bit
as matil therIPIlat
time espaig,itc
ron's el ••
ways a more or less extent reaches
out to Men of his ilk. When a minis-
ter lifts his own church he helps M.
every ather Christian church itt Ins
city. When u noble lawyer is true to
his clients lie has an uuconscious Chris-
Pin Influence over his brother lawyers
at the bar. The unconscious influence
iif it phynileinn molds other physiciatm
Fite latli.ettee of wives and mothers
spiritualry bresses the parents of other
hotoes a.e well as the lives of their ovra
cliile re unnT eonscions influence of a Chris-
tian lean over the people of his day mil
genera tion lie very great, no matter how
humble the position he occuplee. But
If the Unconscious influence of a living
man upon hive contemporaries Is great
infinitely greater must that influence
he upon thousands and tens of thou-
sands of men and women and children
after he is dead. How multiplied must
be,the echoing sounds of his voice long
after the speaker's lips themselves have
been sealed In the unbroken silence of
the tomb!
We say that John Harvard's life was
a mighty life for good. From the little
seed he planted has grown up the
greateld university in all America. Ile
was a poor clergyman who died early
In lift' lint the few hundred dollars
and the library of 300 books he left to
endow Itarvai•d college have had is glo-
rious harvest. Thousands upon thou-
, sands of homes have been blessed by
that college gift long after John Har-
vard passed away. The history of John
Ilarvard will yet be the history of ev-
ery true Christian man. As the shad-
ows of the hills grow longer and longer
toward tine east when the sun sinks
into the weed, so the Christian man's
uncenecions influence will grow great-
er and greater even after his body rests
in the tomb. It will grow greater and
greater because it will reach not his
children alone, but his children's chil-
dren event unto the tenth generation
and even generations afterward.
An Indian Legend.
There is a beautiful Indian legend
abont the "land of the shadows,"
which relates how the living are influ-
encing those who struggle and fight on
this side of the beautiful "river of
death." A young warrior was about to
be married. but just before the wed-
ding his bride to be passed away. Her
lover wits almost insane with grief.
He would not be and 'could not be
comforted. As he was grieving his
life slowly away he heard by the camp-
fires of his tribe that there was a path
leading to the south which If followed
would bring a traveler to the land of
the departed spirits. No sooner did
the young chief hear this than be de-
cided to go and seek his lost love, Re
journeyed on and on until be left the
snow covered mountains of the far
north, lie journeyed on and on until
ell the trees of the forests were full
of singing birds and all the fields were
fragrant with the incense swinging
flouters.
thut kouthlinnd Instead of the elk
and the moose and the grizzly bear the
fawns came out of the woods to lick-
his.hand. He journeyed on and on un-
til lie came to a great gulf of still wa-
ters. There be found a shining white
canoe, into which he stepped sod be-
gan to paddle out into the deep. No
sooner did his canoe leave the shore
than another white canoe just like his
own came alongside, in which was she
whom he loved. They paddled on and
on toward a beautiful island, where
there was a palace in which dwelt his
departed bride. As he came toward
the island and was about to land an
angel stepped forth and said: "Nay,
nay! Thou canst not come as yet. She
whom thou lovest will here wait for
thee. Go back to the land from whence
thou earnest. There thou must live and
rule over thy people for many years.
Live as she would have thee live; then,
when thy work is done, and well done,
thou mayest return to thy loved one,
who here will wait for thee." As in the
Indian legend, so must it be with us.
If we are bereaved, as was the Indian
warrior, let us live as our departed
ones would have us live. If we are tak-
en away, as was the Indian maiden to
the "hind of the shadows," then those
Whom we have left behind will be liv-
ing out the teachings and the exam-
ples of our earthly lives. A redeemed
immortal's earthly unconscious influ-
ence never dies. May Christ help us all
to do the work he has given us.
(Copyright, 1904, by Louis Klopaeh.]
Good Rules For All.
A cap worn at a rakish angle I. no
mere sign of a riotous disposition, but
some persons think it is. The better
way is to take no chances, and if one
is willing to regulate his cap—and oth-
er things—by good authority, he may
profitably heed these rules which the
president of a New England railroad
company Issued to his trainmen;
; Don't wear your cap over your ear.
, Don't wear your cap tilted down
over your eyes-
Don't wear your cap on the back of
your head.
Don't wear your cap askew.
i Wear it firm and square on the top of
your head.
, Keep your shoes polished like a mfr.
nor.
I Wear n linen collar, and keep It
clean.
Wear a dark necktie.
Crease your trousers.
Brush your clothes.
Wear a glad smile, and live up to it.
World's Best felling Book.
It may be surprising but doubtless
gratifying to the public to knew that
the Bible Iii still the world's beet sell-
ing book, the announcements of secu-
lar publishers to the contrary notwith-
standing. Recent reports show that
the British Bible Mciety has due RI
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CURES BY RENOWN TIE.CIAISIL
A THREE-FOLD REaEDT Oriel 1,0400 Ihrois,,
Oaaar freebies. A 50. Dasrosi Mows rid
Thousands have used this reliable remedy with perfect confidence and
success for 62 years, because they know just what it contains.
The formula consists of fluchu, Hydrangea, Mandrake, Yellow I.
Dandelion, Sarsaparilla, Gentian, Senna and Iodid of Potassium. ii
Any doctor or druggist will tell you that this is a scientific and reliable'
combination of great merit ion all diseases having .their origin in the Liver,
Kidneys or Blood. After years of experience and patient experiment, Dr.
Thacker so perfected the process of manufacture, that it never fails to bring
the expected relief when taken according to directions.
Thousands of sick ones to whom life has been a burden have written grate-
ful letters of thanks. SPEFD, Igiastasirri, Oct. 17, 1902.
"1 have suffered greatly with indigestion, con.stipatioh, also • severe liver Unable.
with loss of appetite. could not rest vrellat night; in fact, had no energy to wort erases
w.ilk around. I felt like 1 was packing& heavy load and, was easily exhausted, until I
took Or. Thacher's I iver and Blood Syrup,which helped e almost from thellrat dales
When I had taken one and one. half bottles I felt like • d 'treat soaso„ and I MIMI,
It was due entirely to your medicine. I Used in all thrr bottles, and consider
perfectly cured. At this time my appetite Is good. I siepp well, and feel strong
refreshed on arising In the morning." •
' If yr", sod tn./Urine verite to-day for a 
b.allraz.alia
Thrsehrr's Health Book." (:lre oy ',seams for advice. Ws simply oak yowl 
atoll/. rxp p to/or. We know what Una do. At rat druggists. 50 edgers aseddi.r ogi.
Thacher Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tenn.
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Think of it, you cal buy a 1904:` ,
job up-to-date Vehicle tow for cost.
No white elephant or little snit
sting, but as we say COST.
and see them and be Convinced bt
that you may be able to get a kin4.,
of an idea. Price some! buggies &will,
other houses and see *hat they
for obsolete jobs and tlien. come a
look at ours and note the Whereat'
Nothing but 1904 jobs on our floor.
Planters Hardware
Hopkinsville, Ky.
•
Do you need
a nerve t nic?
If so, get a BICYCLE. Ijt will build you
up again and you wont have that tired feel-
ing. We sell the run-easy kind. CHEAP
FOR CASH.
We carry the only complete stock of bi-
cycle tirer, saddles, lamps, handle bars and
in fact everything to mend bicycles with and
have men to repair them that have had ex-
perience aid are experts.
Guns! Guns! Guns!
We sell guns, and gun repairing a special-
ty and in short notice. Give us a trial and
be convinced that we are the best in town.
E.M.Moss&Co
Sixth Street.
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It's probably too 18.
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IM OF NECK
liMISSAIS GREGORY HURT
IN ALABAMA.
Thrown Against Stove In
Cason and His Back
Badly Injured.
Brussals Gregory, a poptear young
maa of the Church Hill vicinity and
sou of Mr. Columbus Gregory, is ly-
lag Pally injured in a hotel at Re-
tails, Ala. He was one of the vio-
Wilki Of the wreck on the Baltimore
railroad. In a oollision near
Mr. Gregory was hurled
his seat and struck a stove.
was injured and he was
icad barbed. A letter from
slates he is unable to move,
t‘i..ai*Ibesgh the railroad physicians
"Ilehalles Wending him are of the
411110hien that his 'abides will 4ot
ently disable him, he swill
Moly be oonfined to bed for some
SIR.., and is not able now to be re-
moved home.
Mr. Otho G. Lander and wife have
pee to Philadelphia where Mr. Lan-
der has accepted a position.
AND OVER I THREE HUN-
DRED BIRDS
Hopkinevill• Hunters Have
Fins Luck in Mississippi
Camp.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
The Hopkiusville hunters who
have been in camp near Itta Bens,
Miss., eight or ten days, returned
home last night. The hunt was a big
anooess In every particular.
Those In the party were: Charles
0. Prows., captain; L. E. Fowler, V.
M. Williamson, Vitas Gates, W. F.
Petty, Archie Gant, Ale: Overshin-
er, Edgar Renshaw and Claud Clark.
The hunters killed six deer, ovor
300 birds and innumerable squirrels.
Several of the hunters were Chad.
wicked by deer. Large animals al-
most ran over them, but had disap-
peared before the nimrods threw off
the hypnotic spell long enough to
shoot.
Archie Gant killed the largest
deer.
Notes AboutPeoplt
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Miss Lizzie Blanco, of Christian
county, who has been visiting Mr.
Teodoro LIttrell's family in thecoun-
ty,I un.left at noon for home.—Paducah
I Messrs. Milton Gant and R. Cullen,
of Owensboro, are in the city.
Mrs. Strayer, of Virginia, ii with
the family of her son, Mr. H. B
Strayer, on North Clay street, for
tha winter.
Mr. George E. Gary is able to be
on the street again after a severe
and protracted attack of typhoid
fever.
Mrs. W. R. Howell has returned
from Padutiah.
Mr. Webb C, Bell is here to spend
the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. L. U. Cayce. of Gren-
ada, Miss., are nere visiting friends
and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wilson, of
Qracey, spent yesterday in the city
Miss Mary Rash left todayl for
Madisonville, after a visit to rola-
If you want pure whiskies tives in the city.
buy from the Old Reliable Mr. and Mrs. Cuthbert Roach, ofMontgomery, Trigg county. spent to.
Samuel & CO., 108 Main St.' day shopping in the city.
DFORD
ORANGES
Have Arrived.
The reputation of the Radford
Bros., Lake VVeir,Fla., is well known
by all citizens of Hopkinsville.
Leave orders early so as not to
be disappointed. Will have all sizes.
WI Coop & Ca
MACEDONIA NOTES.
DEATHS OF FORMER RES-
IDENTS NOTICED.
Runaway Boy Turns Up As
Handsome Young Man—
Creased Pole contest.
Macedonia+, Ky., Dec. 15. -Mr. Fe-
lix McIntosh, of Yazoo, Missi‘sippl,
formerly of this place, brought thc
body of one of his children, a boy
about seven or eight years old, to
Cross Roads cemetery for burial last
Saturday, a distance of pearly three
hundred miles. The bereaved one
have our sympathy.
r. Henry Hamby, the sou of W.
B. Hamby, of this place, who ran
away trona his home about four years
ago, turned up in Macedonia Tues•
day a handsome looking young man
He is just from Missouri.
Mr. Asa Hart, once•a cI..izti of
this community, but more recently
of Southern Florida, clI.ed at the
home of his son, Dr. Wm S. Hart, in
Florida, He has one daughter th-
ing here, Mrs. Mary Vanhooter. Mr.
Hart was a Pro:native Baptist
preacher. He has gone to hi. le-
ward.
The handsome residence of Mr,
John Taylor, (.1 near Setsberg, war
consumed by fire one day last week.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Ts) ior,
of Curry, a fine girl Sunday mini.
Mr. Eddie Croft, of Edgewster,
Colorado, is back at his old hems
visiting friends and relatives.
Christmas gift by Murphy & Son
on Christmas eve to the one who can
climb a fourteen foot greased pole to
the top, and catch the $250 prise on.
top of the pole.
Three new subscribers to the
Weekly New Era, J. D. Capps, 24..i6t
Capp' and H. L. Thomas.
WHITE MAN.
JAIL BIRDS FIIINC
CAME LAW OUT FOR THE
POLICE.
From Wednesday's Daily•
A telephone message to Chief of
Police Shanklin this morning con-
veyed the news that two negro pris-
oners, Bad Tyler and Nick Matthews,
broke bill at Cadiz last night. Both
uegroes were confiaed on felony
charges, and a reward of ten dollars
each has been offered. The details
of the escape were not given, but the
negroes were probably confined in
the new jail which was erected dur-
ing the summer and which was only
recently formally turned over to the
official, of Trigg county.
The city workhouse gvng was con-
siderably increased yesterday by the
addition of Sam Bowles, Will Boo-
naugh, Webber Watkins and Gano
Taylor who were all put in for eleven
days each for jumping on a moving
train. They are all colored and are
frequent lodgers with Prison-keeper
Hord.
Buy your holiday wines
and whiskies from Samuel &
Co., 108 Main St. w2t
AMENDMENTS
Made To Articles Incorpo-
rating Building A Loan T
Association.
Amended articles of 'incorporation
were flied for record in the office of
County Clerk Prowse this morning
by the Hopkinsville Building& Loan
Association. The corporation is ex-
tended for fifty years and the capital
stook Is changed to $100,000 divided
lute one thousand shares of $100 each.
Peruna is recommended by Nty members ot
Congress, by Governors, Consuls, Clenerals;*
Majors, Captains, Admirals, Eminent Pkysidans, -
Clergymen, many Hospitals and public institss-
tions, and thousands upon thousands of those in
the humbler walks of life.
AWFUL PENALTIES
FORT1ELLINC SECRETS OF
MORMONS
Oath Taken By Those Who
Pass Through House Of
Endowment.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, Dec. l6.—Five
uew witnesses were examined by the
senate committee on privileges and
elections in the investigation of pro-
tests against Senator Reed Smoot re-
tainitig his seat in the senate. The
first witness described the obligations
taken by persons who pass through
the endowment house and declared
that every one agrees to submit to
mutilation of the person if he or she
reveals what takes place during the
ceremony.
J. H. Wallis, Sr., one of the wit-
nesses, described the penalties pre.
scribed for revealing what occurs in
the endowment house as follows:
"That the throat be cut from ear to
ear, and the tongue be torn off.
"That the breast be out asunder
and the heart and vitals be torn from
the body.
"That the body be out asunder at
the middle and the bowels out out.
"That if demanded we will give all
we possess to the support of the
church.
"The next obligation was one of
chastity, in which the obligator
agreed not to cohabit with any per-
i;oo not given him or her by the
priests.
"Another obligation was one that
we would never cease to Importune
high heaveu to avenge the blood of
the prophets upon the nations of the
earth, or the inhabitants of the earth,
I don't Just remember wnich," said
Ask Your nruggist for a Free Ports:is ;
Alotans0 for 1905.
the witness.
"This was followed by a quotation
from the scriptures, I think, Revela-
tions, vt., 9. "The ismis of those slain
c-ied aloud on the altars for venge-
ance.' •'
The Abernathy Co.
ELECT OFFICE
FOR YOUNC MEN'S CHRISh
TIAN ASSOCIATION
Architect Is Appointed
Plans Considered.—Sitc
Will Be Selected.
rom Lies° y s Daily.
At the first meeting of the direct-
ors of the Young Men's Christian
association which was held last
night the following officers wens
elected:
F. J. Browoell, president.
J. H. Anderson, vice president.
ixt. A. Rogers, irecordin; secretary.
F. W. Dabney, treasurer.
TRUSTEES.
F. J. Brownell,
W. P. Winfree, four years.
Nat Gaither, one year.
W. T. Fowler, oue year.
Geo. C. Long, three years.
0. W. Wiley, four years.
M. C. Forbes. two years.
R. E. Cooper, three years.
J. I. Landes, two years.
The first Tuesday night in
month was selected for the tl
meetings.
Mr. Val P. Collins, of Lonill•
was chosen a. the architect. Ho
present last night with plans of
new building and _sketches of
entire plane Mr. Collins will remain in
city today to meet the chreolors
receive their suggestions on the
In pursuance of▪ President Roose- before tasking the final plans:
veit's poitcy in opposition to govern- Tb.Zollowigmitssewa
ment employos banding together to Mated to look into duo *WNW
secure leers/seed salaries, S. C. Kel- pnrohasing the**, for the
ler, president tif the NItional Letter kJ. Bcowaelig.S. W.
Carriers' assoolattiott, and Freak
Cunningham, proficient ot the Rural
Carriers' astiociation, have ben dM.pagnere
missed from °Moe.
It is hardly necessary to introduce
the firm of -The Abernathy coin-
pany" to our readers. Their card ap-
pears In this issue. The name of Ab-
ernathy WAR the first name that ester
apreared In connection with the
warehouse business in this city and
the present firm has followed the to-
bacco business through all its
changes down to the present time.
They will do strictly a coinmissinn
business, eelling both loose and priz-
ed tobacco. They believe that
throngli the strietly commiseli,n
inerchan t only, can the farmer mete-
tai a market for his crop. They )e-
lieve the farmer can get more money
for his tobacco prized, then he can
loose. They believe he can get more
money for his tobacco on the hone
floor than he can get for it at home.
Their reasons are that bidders will
compete for tobacco at the ware-
house, whereas when he holds it at
ho.ne probably not more than one
buyer will see it.
The Hopkinsville house is situated
on the L. & N. R. R. between Tenth
and Eleventh Ste. It is commodious,
well lighted and comfortable. Your
business will receive prompt person-
al attention. Choir charges are the
usual fees for this kind of work and
they feel they can give you
atisfaction.
IlariNhar
ex,
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Mrs. Jobson's Tact
A CHRISTMAS STORY
' While making her Christmas-shop-
ping rounds the other day, Mrs. Jobson
• emoted. In a furrier's window, a squirrel
coat which she instantly concluded was
just about right.
"That," said Mrs. Jobson to herself.
amiably, but determinedly squaring her
chin, "will be my Christmas present from
Mr. Jobson."
Whereupon she entered the furrier"
establishment and tried on the squirrei
cast It fitted her perfectly.
"You may consider the coat sold," said
Mrs. Jobson to the furrier. "But place
it back in the window. I shall want my
husband to see It there. By the way, I
wish you would drape it on a window
model with dark hair, instead of on that
blond model—my hair is dark, you
know." and the furrier perfectly entered
into the meaning of her smile and smiled
back. "I shall pay you $10 on the coat
now, to bind the bargain. When my hus-
band pays you the full price of the coat
n THINK THAT COAT'S JOST RIP-
PING."
—tick b. will, within a few days—why,
I shall have you return the ;10 to me."
"Oh. I understand, thoroughly,
neadase." said the furrier, with another
skreWd•smile.
That westing, at the dinner table. Mrs.
Jobses. by Imperceptible stases, led the
talk anesad to the subject of Christmas,
Had Mr. Jobson looked surprised, and
then thoughtful, when she had impressed
Wen him the nearness of the great Lew-
dest.
• "Mad no idea that Christmas was right
• ren top of me again," said Mr. Jobson:
ilk queer the way these Christmases
maga in come around in bunches, all
,00111thele4 together, of late years. Any-
NY* you've seen that yes particularly" 
•
"Met?
Uwe positively everything that
" ROW MIL 70h0011, In qui
te an
war. raldilf don't care for
jeweW,,,Ind—er.—the goose-
”ebebt eil melte la say-
ispet, to be a
Mu*--011-1VM la little
I
voted herself to stirring the sugar in her
coffee.
' "Rubbed. hey?" said Mr. Jobson,
ticratching his chin. "Well, it's about
time that coat began to tub some, isn't
it? Let's see, you've had that piece of
fur since--" and he leaned back in his
chair and began to calculate.
"What they wearing in fur coats now,
anyhow?" said Mr. Jobson, after his cal-
culating silotice.
"Oh, everything." replied Mrs. Jobsort.
"Mink, marten, Persian lamb, seal, of
course, squirrel—it's a very diversified
year for furs—everything seems to be
fashionable."
"Um," mused Mr. Jobson, still looking
thoughtful.
After Mr. Jobeon had got away with
his two after-dinner smokes that even-
ing Mrs. Jobson got him to accompany
her on a walk downtown to take a look
at the shop windows in their Christmas
finery. Needless to say she steered him„
before he tired and began to think of his
pipe and his armchair, to the furrier's
window in which "her" squirrel coat was
fastened loosely and jauntily around the
person of a handsome, dark-haired wax
lady.
The wrap of the dark-haired lady of
wax claimed Mr. Jobson's attention at
once.
"What kind of an animal or bird fur-
nished the pelts for that coat?" he asked
Mrs. Jobson, evincing distinct interest in
the garment. which looked distinctly
swagger in the mellow light of the fur-
rier's window.
"Why, that's one of the new squirrel
coats." replied Mrs. Jobson, not with any
particular show of interest. "That is,
they first came in last year."
"Like the thing?" inquired Mr. Job-
son, viewing Mrs. Jobson with what he
thought was a fine craftiness out of the
slants of his eyes.
"Um—ye-es," answered Mrs. Jobson;
"it's handsome, of course. A little ultra,
as the milliners say of the striking hats
they make, but I suppose that is be-
cause the squirrel coats are so new, and
because we are not used to them yet."
"Well," said Mr. Jobson, right at him-
self when Mrs. Jobson's view seemed to
clash with his own. "I think that coat's
just ripping, myself—think it's immense.
It's—"
"But," mildly interposed Mrs. Jobson,
"somehow or another that squirrel fur
always looks to me as if"—and here she
laughed merrily—"well, as if a cow had
licked it the wrong way, don't you
think?"
Mr. Jobson cocked his head on one side
and then shook it negatively.
"No," he replied, "I don't think any-
thing of the sort. Of course, the hide
doesn't lie down pat and fiat, like the Sat-
urday night haircut of a plumber's ap-
prentice. I suppose you'd want 'em to
use bear's grease or vaseline to make
that fur lie down as flat as a pancake,
eh? Did you ever see a squirrel with his
hair lying as close to his hide as if he'd
been swimming in a Standard oil tank?"
Mrs. Jobson was constrained to reply
that she had never witnessed such a phe-
nomenon.
"Now." went on Mr. Jobson. "that—er
—that sticky-up, sort o' porcupiny look
of that squirrel coat Is just the thing that
makes the hit with me. It's artistic. I
hate these cut-and-dried, too-blamed-
smooth things, anyhow. There's a sort
of jolly carelessness about the this-way-
and-that look of that squirrel fur that
Strikes Ins—looks like a goad, strong,
nipping breeze were blowing against it,
eh?"
"Well," replied Hrs. Jobson, musingly,
With a finger to herlip, "it bass sort of
artistic 'edict wimp viewed troth that
standpoint, Irep117:`
"Of it 4104lientlY POI in
. 
with his snidest.
credit
Jobson smiled.00mplaisantly at his lit
tie joke.
"There's one thing I notice," said Mrs
Jobson, still with a finger at her lip,
"and that is that that squirrel coat seem:
to go remarkably well with dark hair.
It looks qui‘well on that model, doesn't
It?"
"Great," said Mr. Jobson. "That's the
nobblest fur garment that I've seen fore
dog's age. Um—er—it's queer how much
darker your hair has become during the
last five or six years, Isn'tit ? Dye know
that It's almost jet black now?"
"It is becoming very dark," agreed
Mrs. Jobson. "But I really didn't think
you noticed such things any more, My
dear," and she squeezed his arm in the
old-time way as they still stood before
the furrier's window.
"Huh! Don't you believe I don't Settee
everything," said Mr. Jobson, pleased%
have his powers of observation extolled,
and squeezing her arm in return.
"Do you know," said Mrs. Jobson, as
they went away from the furrier's win-
dow, "that you are right about those
squirrel coats? It's remarkable how
quick you men are to catch an effect.
Positively, it hadn't dawned upon me at
all, until you mentioned it, that those
squirrel coats are thoroughly artistic.
but I can see it now as plain as day.
Really, if everything goes well, I be-
lieve I 'should like to have one next year
I do so love to wear things that you pick
out for me, because they invariably
prove to be just right, and next year—"
"Tush! Let's go somewhere and have
some oysters." put in Mr. Jobson, mak-
ing an elephantine effort to switch the
subject, and then Mrs. Jobson knew
that that squirrel coat was as good as
hanging in her closet.
She was sure of it when on the follow-
ing afternoon she purposely passed the
furrier's and saw that the squirrel coat
had been removed from the window.
She went into the furrier's shop and
mereli directed an inquiring glance at
him. He nodded pleasantly. Then he
handed Mrs. Jobson the $10 rebate that
was coming to her.
As an effective and persuasive domes-
tic weapon the gnarled club went out
of use with the passing of the cave dwell-
ers.—Washington Star.
THE YEAR THAT IS PAST.
It Is Always the Record of What We
Have Done in the Fast
That Counts.
New Year's day is in some way rec-
ognized by every people having a for-
mal calendar, 3 et the hours of the las,
day of the old year generally pass wit,,
little variation from ordinary routine.
Nevertheless, it is the completed bous
whose story impresses the reader to,
good or bad, not the cover or the
frontispiece of the new one. Near;y
all the words of our language applying
to a course not absolutely marked out
describe the path that is left behinS
and not that which is before, says the
Youth's Companion. There is no coun-
terpart to the ship's "wake" for tin_
cause which the prow is about to
break, nor of the "track of the cY-
clone," nor of the spoor of the tige:.
nor of "the trail" of numberless ani-
mals. It may be noted incidentally
that many states and cities have re-
cently passed laws or ordinances re-
quiring automobiles to carry a num-
ber, in large figures, hanging from the
back. Nobody who sees an automobile
coming cares what its number is. Only
when it happens to leave some record
behind in its track is the knowledge
of its number important. It is doubt-
less because the future is swarming
with possibilities, whereas the pa:,,
constitutes a record which cannot be
changed, that most of our festivitie
center about the anticipation of the
new year rather than in a retiospet-
tive affection for the old. In the elder
days of the world prophecy held a
place of prominence among all peo-
ples, but of history in the scientific
sense there was none. This has been
reversed by the severely practical mod-
ern world. History is at a premium,
prophecy at a discount. Yet the al-
most disregarded last aay of Decembet
stands for the completed record, as
New 'Year's does for the prophecy at
what is to come.
At the End of the Year.
1 glance up at the calendar
And think of old, dead years,
Of friendships yet remembered.
' But oft, alas! in tears
think of unsung sonnets,
Of dreams—the broken tyre:—
While glancing at the calendar
And gazing in the fire.
—N. 0. Times-Democrat.
To-Day,
January 1—Resolution: Swore off
January 2—Resolutions wore off —At-
lanta Journal.
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CHRISTMAS PHANTASM.
Santa—Oh, I had an awful night-
deer last night! I dreamed that the
hippo family had moved in on my
route and I had to fill their stockings
first—Chicago Daily News,
Understood.
She smiles as she did in the bygone days
When we were inclined to "spoon."
And affects the glances and baby ways
That she used on her honeymoon—
But, alas! a season of married life
Allows me guess her drift—
She's about to tell me, my enrol wife.
What she wants for a Christmas gift.
—Lunn* W. Medea, in Brooklyn Lae.
pot Quite Timm
Old Lad7-41ello. my UMW Efain
bogie you tlY WI* 11,ShievAlmikAtati
His Fearful Blunder.
"Where are you going in such a hurl
ry, Oadsby?"
"Anywhere, to get out of town tiH
it blows over."
"Till what blows over?"
"Hasn't anybody told you? I got
my Christmas things mixed, and sent
to Aunt Rachel, who lives next doot
to us, a shaving set I had intended for
my nephew."
"That was awkward, but you cafe
explain it."
"No, I can't That's the worst of 1$
Aunt Rachel has a good deal mare
beard than the nephew has."—Chir.aab
Daily Tribune.
Toe Deep for Tears.
Little Carrie—Yes; this is the old
doll Santa Claus brought me, but H
doesn't cry any more.
Little Grade—Why not?
Little Carrie—I let her fall
broke her head, and she has not cried
a bit nuce.—Puck.
11,
t4e sillitif 1110 •
of tide sort et '
Christmas 4.04“.
Mrs.
I Wall juiltHe
ahd people Will
' Mr. Plealdeaskt
do more. They
n:r heart,
bestow oa them, ft.e
thought is noble!I Mrs. Plannitoute— 
so much! Of course, .....-4, ,,,..„:
Ind Tom's children, ..,...., ..,
ones we can't blackball 
be cruel! And there
of my very oldest Mel'-I' 
-
scarcely say to them Mai ihreleit t'r
expect to be remembered. - '
Mr. P1annitoute-41-an
Mrs. Plannitoute—And, non, II
just recalling that I Aoki Oster
1 would get her a new wrap tOr
Mac The dear ell glIltakollita
io it.
Mr. Plannitonte—Oh-b-Iii '
Mrs. Plannitoute—"And. there%
Ottenkahl! Dear, when we
that man did for darling Belde. •
tude simply ovvinelidsr4 wor
at a glorious set of Shakeouts*,
day—as he is such a Weir et
peare a gift of that sort inhild
art, the debt that money °Mt
ay.
Mr. Plannitoute—Um-m-Mai les,
!was the sort OH muscly could Milit:'
Mrs. Plannitnute (
There's nothing else impend:1m
some recognition to Mrs. Skribeldbliklia, ,•.
Her wedding gift to Lilian WS, 111101PN
nincent! I have ordered asilverdsedimit
dish for her—the new model, that heA
that funny contrivance for—
Mr. Plannitoute—But, Louise, • yogi 'j,L.
said you had taken a new departure this •,
Christmas! .
Mrs. Plannitoute--I have; never be-
fore did I even think of giving DV
Christmas allowance to the poor and -
needy ones!
Mr. Plannitoute—Yes, but you also
declared you would not, therefore, make
presents to your friends.
Mrs. Plannitoute (reproachfully)—
Arthur, I am surprised at you! Plicess•
a person wishes to be charitable townie
persons, is that any reason for bast
brutal to others? It would be simply
brutal to neglect any of these Matins"
have mentioned.
Mr. Plannitoute—You have promised
your hundred dollars to Mrs. Van Sant
dem, and it would take almost *moths:
hundred to buy the things you bare
enumerated.
Mrs. Plannitoute (brightly)--Yest
about, I think.
Mr. Plannitoute—You expect me to
present you with that much more
money?
Mrs. Plannitoute—Why, you alWeVe
give me a hundred dollars for Christ-
mas!
Mr. Plannitoute—Yes—but you have
given that money to the poor.
Mrs. Plannitoute—I have. You said
I was noble for doing so.
Mr. Plannitoute—Then, the upshot is
that you expect me to give you soother
hundred to spend in gifts'
Mrs. .Plannitonte (with gentle OP&
ty expect nothing. But, if you share
the Christmas feeling you soisdnidrula
me, you will rejoice in doing es--avea
as r rejoice in helping the needy with
ray poor little mite.—Brook/yn Life.
One Wirwele Begets Another.
in Roumania overfeeding of house-
hold animals during Christmas nigat
extends to Neveml kinds of cat-
tle, oxen, cows. sheep Ana donkeys.
while horses see always and emphat-
ically excluded, from the benefit in the
Balkan states.
Orthodox peasants, whom I asked
about the custom gave this explana-
tion:
"In the stable where the Christ aktti
was born were several klade el nd$I.
migis, horses moat others. tat maw
the oxen, cows. sheep and donkey,.
behaved, that is. remained quiet wit* ,
out disturbing the holy tensity.
horses, on the Mime lesod, MIK
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Charles M. Huger.
the captain brought to
the fort a vicious looking 
red
aatimbobile, there warn much
"AIME the members 
of his
40P1111114.114411.. ,
.-101.0111 It he expects to 
use it in
rt Megglated Adjt Quilung.
rsight hitch a gun on behind
roger00. team." added
 the quer-
. "He can sure make time
Prairie roads."
Metals did make time. During
antrum& when the plain was
the roads smooth, he sped on
TWO MURES ON 110asittIACX
.
. •
kb *whine ,or miles at a 
velocity
that would have landed him 
in jsal
Is May city in the land.
The captain liked swiftness. 
That
was why he bought the 
automobile.
• Ho ran it. to the limit o
f its speed
Whenever he rode. So In love 
with it
was he that beyond the dreary 
monot-
onous daily routine, he gave litt
le at-
tention to the doings of the fort. 
He
had forgotten the annual club 
dance
and was for days unaware of the
 corn-
ing Christmas Eye celeuration. 
He
was coursing up toward Wild 
Horse
canyon when the arrangement
s were
Made.
On that very afternoon as he ro
und-
ed the foot of the canyon he
 came
*amp toward a lady riding almost a
s
swiftly as he, tut mounted on a ha
nd-
Some brown Kentucky saddler.
 Her
horse veered far to the right, but s
he
eat him like a princess and showed no
sip of fear.
"Beg your pardon," exclaimed the
olintsia, halting his machine and l
ift-
las his fatigue es*. She cam*
 nearer
' and this he mum her—Lieut. Burton
hoe brought her to the dance—eh, was
11,11111Sh;L: e wealthy rancher.
smiled and eame as
se het roguess home would con-
•, met to approach. "Hero. nev
er saw
Sato before," a. explained; then
•role oa with another irradiating
The folloWing week the red autom
bile eras at Mime Landers' doersad
' emq west riding over the level plain
.• 41te captain. He was radiant mi
minelis and was certain that bel
'belt smith his *dummies of equipment
suli, outwitted his rive. Buti
•
ti happiness was short-lived; for,4
Ming up by the haunted hoar* on teed
anat of the divide a few days later"!
be Nur two ,figures on horseback. oneei
eit whom was plainly Burton and thee
Miff 111146SaLly Miss Landere. after
.1114 the teeeset became unfriend1V4
Wee War to the knife betwee
• *Ala
tkit warp* Worn awn
tort.
bration in the great mess hall, 
to
which would be invited all the mem
-
bers of the troops at the station. 
The
captain and the lieutenant we
re, of
course, foremost in the arrangem
ents,
and to them was left the duty of
 is-
suing invitations for those outsid
e the
post. Henchmen and their fa
milies,
merchants from the neighboring t
own,
well-to-do farmers and indeed 
every
available resident who might 
contrib-
ute to the pleasure of the 
occasion
were bidden.
To Miss Landers came two in
vita-
tions, one addressed in the 
crabbed
back-hand chirography of the 
captain
and the other in the flowing, 
artistic
style of the lieutenant. Which 
should
she accept? She determined t
o wait
on events and see where fate le
d. Fate
seemed very undecided at that 
point
of the affair.
No word passed between the 
captain
and the lieutenant regarding 
the in-
vitation to Miss Landers, nor was 
there
any discussion regarding the m
anner
by which she was to get to the ce
le-
bration. However, it was the i
nten-
tion of each to be her personal 
eseort.
But the lieutenant reckoned with
out a
knowledge of the intensity of the c
ap-
tain's nature; for when he asked 
for
leave to go outside the poet, the 
re-
quest came back with the curt indor
se-
ment, "Refused." That meant that h
e
must stay at Um fort or be subject to
a period in the guard house.
The captain chuckled and patiently
rubbed the brass fittimpi of his big red
automobile. He looked forward with
much pleasure to the coming ten-mil
e
trip across the smooth prairie roads in
the crisp winter evening, and be smile
d
as he thought of the discomfited lieu
-
tenant, compelled to remain at the fort.
At dusk the "devil wagon" careened
out of the high-walled parade groun
d
and swept down the slope to the bot-
tom lands that led away up the Sm
oky
Hill to the Circle Bar ranch, where
Miss Landers was waiting for her es
-
cort—wooderIng all the time which of
the twain would first appear. The
captain, well bundled against the pierc-
ing cold, did not look to the south or
he would have seen a rider on hor
se-
back making almost as good time as
he, but keeping in the lee of the bluffs
and so out of sight of the casual trav-
eler on the main road. This rider was
dressed in cbwbey garments, his wide-
brimmed hat was flapping in the wind
and his fringed coat caught the steam
of his horse's breath, which congealed
Into snow-like foam. He took the
short cut up Wild Horse canyon,
around the head of Oak ranch and
saved a mile whme a timber claim
caused a wide turn in the roadway.
But the sturdy automobile fairly ate
up the osd, swinging down the slopee
aha aa4aad halting neither for the
•
hills nor culverts. Then, just as the
Circle Her was 111 sight, its twinklin
g
lights telling of the presence of a wait
-
ing passenger, there CAMS a sudden
"hies!" and the captain was awakened
from his dream by a quick tuen int
o
the grass alongside the highway a
nd
a short, uncompromising stop. Noth
-
ing for it but the unbundling of tools
,
the careful inspection of piston an
d
Igniter, the rattling of chains and th
e
hammering of bolts.
The solitary horseman off in the dis-
tance kept on his way and cared n
ot,
If he knew, that the captain was swe
ar-
ing at fate and his machine out ther
e
on the wind-swept hills.
But even breaks may be repaired,
and finally, with a grim sentiment of
revenge, the captain Dulled the lever
out to the limit and raced on his wa
y
toward the Circle Bar.
It was dark new and the lights in the
front of the automobile were dimmed
by the dust of the road; hence t
he
captain did not see until he was a
t
the very gate that a lady on horseback
was approaching him. When he di
d
see, it was too late. Her horse g
ave
great swerve and, though avoidi
ng
the frightsome machine, struck its s
ide
agatnst the barbed wire fence. S
he
was assisted to the ground by her
 cow-
boy companion--presumably a gro
om—
and the captain led her to the auto
-
mobile.
"So sorry, Miss Landers—didn't se
e
you—yes, Hero shall be cared for—
here, sir, take the horse to the ba
rn
and order him looked after."
"I think he had better come with
us," suggested Miss Landers. "I pro
m-
ised him, you know."
"Weil." Then to the cowboy: "Come
back here and get take you 
to
the fort." The man bowed silentl
y
and went to the stables.
A few minutes later the automobil
e
was on Its return journey, skimming
the frozen ground and carrying its tri
o
of passengers toward the scene of t
he
evening's gayety. Before it came Int
o
the circle of light that marked 
the
driveway the cowboy accompanying
the captain and his fair passenge
r
slipped trona his seat beside the lat
ter
and hurried away in the darkness—
but
what did the captain care? He hande
d
Miss Landers into the hall joyfully and
forgot that the other had ever lived
.
But he did not forget the lieutena
nt.
Inquiry soon told him that the you
ng-
er' officer had left the fort soon afte
r
dinner and had not yet returned. The
n
in a moment came an orderly to 
say
that Mr. Burton was in his room.
"He may go under guard until to-
morrow," ordered the captain savage-
ly. "Then I will take up his case. Le
t
us start the cotillon," with a low 
bow
to Miss Landers. She had heard hi
s
orders and turned a very white face to
her partner as she took his arm. Sh
e
led the cotilion and received with
grace the favors heaped upon her—bet
all the time she was thinking of th
e
lieutenant spending his Christmas eve
under guard.
Then came the supper and after that
the Christmas tree. The officers were
made happy with remembrances from
the men; the men smiled at the little
tokens from the officers—for out on
this frontier post had grown up a
catneraderie between those stationea
there that knew no rank or station.
When the tree was emptied there en-
sued a hush as Miss Landers cams
down the center of the mess hall, her
stately form held proudly erect and
her eyes shining with a new light.
Before the captain she curtsied with
old-fashioned ceremony. The whole
company waited to hear her words.
"It used to be the custom," she be-
gan, "for the king to grant on Christ-
mas eve a favor to his subjects—I
have one to ask."
"Your pleasure, Miss Landers,"
laughed the captain. He was feeling
very good-natured just now.
"The release of Lieut. Burton--and
his presence here," came the quick re-
Ply.
There was nothing for it but ohm
(Bence, and the captain gave the signal.
In a moment there came en orderly
with a young man in cowboy suit--
Lieut. Burton—and the crowd chee
red
as he bowed low to them all.
"But—bat—" began the captain
wonderingly, "are yon—are you—"
"Yes," interrupted Miss Lenders,
"you brought him here yourself, and we
thank you so much. It was very kind."
Lieut. Burton bowed low again and
then took Miss Landers' hand. "I, too,
thank you," he added; then in a lo
w
tone, the words being audible only to
the captain: "Don't fuss BO long o
n
the way with your auto next time-,-
a
horse is swifter. And, say," in almos
a whisper, "come to our wedding, wil
l
you—it's the last of January."
The orchestra began a waltz; the
lieutenant went whirling away OD the
floor amid the maze of white dresses
and uniforms; the huge clock in the
fort tower struck 12—it was Christmas
amiss, *
The wind calls down how a snow hill
A while yak answers in wintry gke:
The gray sky haws forkrn and still,
And ginis the night in its mystery.
But in the villale streets fdr below,
The lights of (1141nas aft all aglot
is an Isis ettliertt warid of snug
Beneath the roofs of the little town:
And Nerrylleart the (bristles
And Thankful Heart to a lot sits down:
And Kindly Dead at the lowestd door.
Gives,as of old, to his brother pooc
'Teas in a vilage,lorw years ago,
in Bethlehem that w Chrdid evne.
What greater boon (mid Ms love bestow,
Dear village boines.of whatever name?
Avery fair is the long highway
To village places on Christmas Day.
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"Why should they tell us there is a
Santa Claus, if there isn't?"
"Folks want some one to lay the
blame on if you don't get the prea-
en ts you w an ted."—Chicago Daily
Tribune,
A Christmas Game.
"Christmas candles" is a good old-
time game. A lighted candle is placed
upon a table. The player is blindfoli-
ed and stationed with his back to the
candle, about a foot from it. He is then
told to take three steps forward, turn
around three times, then to walk four
steps toward the candle and blow it
out. His attempt to do so will proba-
bly be as amusing to the audience a
s
disconcerting to himself—Country
Life in America.
His Surprise.
Mamma—What did you say, Johnny,
when Uncle Hunks gave you a dollar
for a Christmas present?
Johnny—Huh! 1 didn't say any
-
thing—I fell dead.—Judge.
• 
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HER GLIMPSE INTO 
THE PALACE BEAUT
IFUL.
"She lighted another match, and 
then she found herself sitting un
der
a beautiful Christmas tree. It w
as larger and more beautifu
l'? deco-
rated than the one she had seen throu
gh the glass door at the rich 
mer-
chant's. Thousands of tapers wer
e burning upon the green branche
s, and
colored pictures, like those she bad se
en in the show-windows, looked dOWn
upon it all. The little one stretched 
out her hand toward them, lad the
match went ont."—From Andersen's 
"Little Match Seller."
ON'T you think, dear, that It
would be nice to spend our Christ;-
mai herioridar •
Mr. and Mrs. Whittler were sitting'
n their cozy back parlor. '
 As site
poke Mrs. Whittler turned to her k
W--
and with an anxious look of 
Wenn-
atton. •
"Never," exclaimed Whittler. "Wh
y,
we couldn't afford it. What an 
Masi
couldn't dream of such a this& Vl
ore
e
ds.! I should say not!"
"I merely mentioned the matte
r,"
said Mrs. WhitUer, seeing her r
Or.
"It is of no special consequence.
At the same time she eyed sadly -0.-
package of time tables and stearabeht
circulars that for the past week **-
had been surreptitiously collecting. To-
go to Florida had been the dream of
months. And now it was ruthlessly
pshattered.SUB, Mrs Whittler did not despair."Well, if we don't do that," she saidat last, "we must have a nice Christ-
mas dinner, mustn't we?"
The thought of a dinner brought Whit-
ler to himself instantly.
"You bet!" he said, ribbing his bands.
"We'll have the best the country can
fford,"
"I sometimes wish," said Mrs. Whit-
er, after a moment, "that we had a
Aoueettil of children. It seems a pity
to sit down to a Christmas dinner all
alone."
"Well, why should we?" said Whit-
tler. "Can't we ask some one in?"
Mrs. Whittler looked off into epee*
wth her eyebrows closely knit, as it
he priablem were too great for her to
aster on the instant. At last she said
lowly
would it do for you to ask Aunt
Jane? 1 She's getting along In years,
and it may be our last chance to par
her ear attention."
Whittler thought a moment.
"I guess you're right," he said at last.
it."I was looking forward to a Christ-
mas dinner by ourselves. Still. Aunt
Jane is a good old soul, and I guess •
we'd better ask her. Bet there's Cousin
Emily, I suppose she'll have to cone,
oo."
"Yes," responded Mrs. Whittbes. "We
shall, of course, have to ask Emily. We-
couldn't ask one without the other."
There was a pause. Finally Whittier
spoke again.
"I suppose," he said, "if we ask Aunt
Jane and Emily, that Uncle Henry and
Georgiana will feel it."
"I had thought of that," replied Mrs.
Whittler. "They've both been kind to-
ns, and it would never do to offend
them. Then, of course, the children—"
"Of course the children," interposed
Whittler; "they'll have to come with
heir parents. Well, we'll have to do
it, that's all. I guess we can stand It
or once,"
There was another pause. Mrs. Whit-
tier at last looked meekly up.
"There's another thing, dear," she
said, "thet had occurred to me."
"What's that?"
"Well, you know there's my Aunt
Sally, Aunt Sally is so sensitive
. If'
he heart; that your side of the family
is coming, shell feel it"
Whittler sighed. But the justice of
e argument appealed to him.
"Yes." he said at last. "I suppose
that's so. It's nothing more than fair.
f my people come, that yours should,
, But you have a Cousin Rufus, and
n Uncle William, haven't your
It was Mrs. Whittler's turn to sigh.
"More than that," she said. "Don't
remember Aunt and Uncle Ruby-
ton and their children?"
Whittler got up nervously and paced
et floor.
"Good heavens!" he exclaimed at lest
'What are we going to do? It's aw-
ul to dwell upon. • We simply have got
o ask them all. Why, it will costa,
int to mitertain all this crowd."
He grew more excited.
"It's a fearful thing," he said, "to'
are relatives. We're in for it, I guess,
e can't lop any of 'em off. Well!"
he cried, turning to Mrs. Whittier, "have
you nothing to suggest? You got us
into it. (isn't you get us out?"
Mrs. Whittler waited a moment before
she replied.
"We might go to Florida," she sal* ,
finally.
Whittler slapped bin heads on his
knee.
"Just the thing!" he cried.
didn't you say so before?"—Town Top-
ics.
I14
Origin Of the Christmas Tree,
The Christmas tree Is supposed tte
are originated in Germany, but snob
not the ease. In reall'.y the Christ-
...Inas tree is from Egypt, and dater
tram a period long antecedent to the
, Christian Ira. The palm tree Is
I known to Put forth a shoot • area
i month, and a spray of this tree 'wit&
12 shoots on it was used in Egypt at
the time of the winter solstice as a
symbol that the year was complete.
i Egyptian affections of an early data
I
d
still linger with the Christmas tree.
he first Christmas tree was intro-
uced into England and them* into-
America by some German merchants-
who lived is Manchester.
Christr-sa Legend,
There Eve 
plucked 
the 
fatal
apple,ereispaluclegendintaGern thslh ue. .
mediately the leaves of the tree Muir-
eled Into needle points and Its bright .
green turned dark. It elangsd its 
.
nature, and became the oteilgrealls
all sesions preaching the story eit:0,
man's fall. Only On Christmas does '
bloom bright-1Y with lights and be/maw.
beautiful with love-gins—the mime
turned Into i a blessing at the evade&
of the Christ Mild, and We WS our'
ebriataas tree.
BACKto the old farm home rushchildrenn and grandchildren for
the, Christmas time. Truly it is
the merriest season of all the year,
whoa brothers and sisters and cousins
gather at grandma's for the holidays.
They come from city and village and
country, and grandfather meets the
Veins and takes each party as it ar-
rives out to the farm in the great bob-
sled, behind his Lest team, and that is
too first pleasure of the Christmas
rating, or, rather, the second, as the
anticipation has been the first.
The cousin, many of them, are
streagers, or practically so, to each
other, and to make the family party a,
success they must be entertained in
way that will get them thoroughly ac-
quainted, and grandmother and grand-
father. as hostess and host, must pr
vide entertainment of a sort that will
accomplish this. At the same time the
en.ertainment must recall the old
home days to the elders, so what is
more, appropriate than the old farm
games that are ever new. There must
be sore hing for every minute of the
Waking hours to prevent the forma-
tion of cliques that woutd breed antag-
onisms among the various sets of cou-
sins, and there must be enough of
variety to keep all interested.
Grandfather takes hold of the ar-
rangements for the out-door games
Above all ' things, there must be a
hitching party, for the children from
the city know none of Its pleasures
Again the big bob-sled comes into
DULY, and into its commodious box are
tucked all the wee mites of the party,
with an abundance of hay and warm
comforters. Behind the big sled are
hitched several small hand sleds, the
*allot one of all being at the ex-
treme end of the line, and onto these
crowd the boys and girls, and often-
times some of their parents, who have
not forgotten the joys of such a frolic.
Then away they go, up hill and down.
over all sorts of roads and around
sharp corners. And at the sharp cor-
ners is where the greatest fun comes
in, tor, with the horses going at a good
gallop, the small sled at the end of the
string is almost sure to upset and spill
Its occupants into the drifts beside the
road. To be sure, all will want the
honor and excitement of riding on that
hint sled, and to avoid controversy
grandfather must have arranged a
echedule so as to give each one a
chance at it, and must try to be im-
partial in the spilling of them into the
snow drifts.
Another amusement that grandfath-
er can take charge of might be called
a fox hunt, only there is no fox, and
the trail must be marked by bits of pa-
per scattered along if the snow Is
deep it is not practical to make Vie
trail too long, or into the deep drifts,
bat should follow marked paths, but
when the snow is not deep It may go
anywhere about the farm. The hunt-
ers must follow the trail by the bits of
scattered paper, and at the goal there
should be a little prize for the winner,
• though not one of sufficient value to
'sake the less fortunate ones feel badly
at not having won.
Of course grandfather and grand-
. Mother will have little presents for all
ale children, and it adds to the Interest
to have a Christmas tree for them, but
net one of the ordinary t that is
Set up In the parlor. Instead, If the
Weather is not too severe, it should be
oat of doors, and any orchard or shade
tTie that is cot too high may serve as
the regulation evergreen. If night I:,
chosen as the time for the Christmas
tree festivities, a few lanterns may
serve the purpose of candles, and the
children should climb the ladder in
▪ arch of their own presents. Of
course the boys, as the better climbers,
abould be made to climb the higher
limbs for their presents.
For grandmother's part, inside the
beim there are maay games in which
all can engage. The games should be
ample, so that they may be readily
agaderstood. The old-fashioned coon-
" plow are by far the best for such
will tire of IL Another game that is
less noisy is blIndman's wand, In
which the parties playing form a circle
about the one who is blindfolded. The
blindfolded one has a cane or small
stick, and after the others have circled
about him to the accompaniment of
any wefl known song, he points his
wand at one in the circle and imitates
the noise made by some animal. The
one pointed to must repeat the noise,
disguising his voice so that he may
not be known. Three times may the
test be repeated, imitating a differeat
animal each time. If at the end of the
three tests the blindfolded one is still
undecided as to who he is pointing to,
he may run his wand over him and
find out in that way, if possible. If he
guesses who it is places are exchanged
and the game begins over again.
Christmas candles sound Christ-
mas)+, and will be remembered by the
elders as one of the pleasures of long
ago. A lighted candle is placed upon
a small table, when one person is
blindfolded and stationed with his
back to the candle, and close to it. H-
is then to take four steps forware,
turn around three times and return
and blow out the candle. Simple as
the game is, it will afford amusemen•
for an hour on Christmas eve.
If grandfather wishes to provide
something especially for the boys, and
has a big barn, he can get .up a series
of races, at which the girls will be in-
terested spectators. A three legged race,
in which the legs of two contestants
are tied together, will be exceedingly
funny, especially to the onlookers.
Another is a sack race, in which the
contestants are encased from the waist
down, or, if the sacks are long enough,
from the neck down. Thus prepared,
they are given a certain distance to go,
and are prepared to cover the distance
In any way they can quickest, as, for
example, jumping or rolling. A potato
race, or an egg race, is yet another
game which will furnish great amuse-
ment. In those there is laid out on the
barn floor a row of potatoes or eggs
for each contestant, and these must be
carried one at a time and deposited in
a basket or box. In case of eggs being
used the breaking of one of them loses
the race. The boys will also enjoy a
pig race. For the purpose a pig for
each boy should be released in a room
in the barn, and the boys be given
each a designated pig to catch. It
may be hard on the pigs, but it will be
great sport for the boys and the audi-
ence.
Christmas night in the house is the
gayest time of all the holiday season.
Grandmother has prepared for it, and
the last trace of embarrassment has
worn away from the shyest of the
youngsters. "Bob apple" is a good be-
ginning for the evening. Place a num-
ber of apples in a bowl of water anti
let each have a try at catching, one of
them by the stem with their teeth.
Wet feces and soiled dresses will be
fully compensated for in the amount
of fun that is had. Later, a hunt
through grandomther's garret will
provide the necessaries for Christmas
mummers, in which old Father Christ-
mas leads the revellers, composed of
such characters as Dame Plum Pud-
ding, Sir Loin of Beef. Miss Pumpkin
Pie, etc. Charades and shadow shous
follow in rapid succession, and then,
as a climax, comes a Virginia reel, In
which old and young participate. Then
the singing of a Christmas carol, aad
the happy guests are off to bed and
pleasant dreams.
When grandfather's big sled carries
them back to the trains that are to dis-
tribute them to their far-away homes
they will vote this the merriest
Christmas of all they have had, ant!
grandfather and grandmother will
wish that Christmas might last
throughout all the year.
A Costly Experiment.
Crawford—instead of buying you a
Christmas present, why don't you have
your wife make you something with
her own hands?
Crabiltsw—Can't afford it. Bbe once
s ball needs po explana- made me' a one-4ellar-tort7-a1owessitAwl Is a Jolly Way in which to blgeltin least, a*I the inateriahrgni Wee time, bat cannot be 1 Wight cost me the least past of aktibi-
lse4M, or nal aildres stip.
BY MARGARET
JOHNSON
(Reprinted from the Woman's Home Cum.
panlon, by Permission.)
The New Year raised her slender hand
For all the months to pass.
The prettiest little schoolma'am she
That ever looked into a glass,
Or waited, frowning anxiously,
To hear a little class.
"Ai) dears," she said, "good Father
Time,
Our well-beloved trustee,
Has come to visit us to-day,
And much would like to hear you say
Your lessons, just to see
If you have well-instructed been,
As little Months should be."
March nudged September; August
sighed,
And April hid her face and cried,
The timid little creature!
"I'm sure you'll do your very best.
Come. January; then the rest
May follow," said the teacher.
Then out spoke Jan., a forward lad,
Wrapped in his muffler's scarlet plaid;
A perfect lesson, too, he had,
Correct from A to izzard;
How many snowballs to a pound?
Where best and longest slides are found?
How skating may be easiest learned?
And when a new leaf should be turned?
And how to make a blizzard?
Then, very proud, he took his place,
And August came, with glowing face,
And such a pretty dress on!
She, blushing, tried to tell how high
The mountains are that touch the sky;
How wide the fields, how deep the sea,
The lineage of every bdinblebee;
Where four-leaved clovers—deary me!
She yawned until she could not see;
So warm, and, oh, so sleepy she!
How could she say her lesson?
Back, nodding to her seat she crept,
And drooped her curly head and slept.
Then, with a little bashful pause,
Sweet April came, and cried because
She couldn't quite remember
How many days to her belong,
Or where the bluebird learned his song!
December prompted, which was wrong;
But he was grieved, the gentle lad,
To see his little playmate sad;
And in her place, quite trim and neat,
With braided hair and slippered feet,
Came studious young September.
She knew her lesson like a book,
And said it off with serious look.
Twas all of sunshine, cloud and ham,
And golden hours and shortening days,
And sheaves of gathered knowledge;
She spoke in French, of course, with
ease,
In Hebrew and in Japanese,
In Spanish, Dutch and Portuguese;
MAY AND JUNE.
And "ologies" and "ographies"—
As much as any college
She seemed to know; but, bold and spry,
Ere she had done, with flashing eye
And martial air, out stepped July,
And pompously began to try
To say the "Declaration."
Before the opening words were out
He stopped and gave a sudden shout,
Flung up his cap into the air,
And yelled till 'twos enough to scare
Old Time himself; and from her chair
The teacher sprang with startled stare
And frown of consternation.
The little Months, delighted, clapped:
The Year for order sternly rapped,
And when the room was still once more,
Called out the children OA before,
By Jane Crawford.
IT WAS the day before Christmas,and Bobble stood looking out thewindow, watching the big snow-
flakes fall and cover all the ugly places
in the road. People were hurrying
along the streets, carrying bundles,
big bundles, little bundles, smooth
bundles, bulky bundles, many bundles.
"I wonder if there really is a Santa
Claus," =see Bobbie, "or if it's papas
and MaMinag that give us the things_
I just do wonder!" It was a question
that had puzzled Bobbie tor some time.
For weeks he had heard mamma and
Aunt Nan talking about the things
they were going to give to people.
"Anyway, to-night I bet I'll stay
awake and watch, just to see If it's
really Santa Claus, or if it's mamma,"
the youngster decided.
At the usual time that night he tod-
dled off to bed and in his own room he
found a null in the mantel that papa
had fixed, and there he hung up one
long black stocking.
"Go to sleep quick, darling, because
Santa Claus is very busy to-night and
there are lots of places for him to go,"
and mamma tucked him in bed and
kissed him good night.
"Say, mamma," called Bobbie, as she
was leaving the room.
"Yes, dear; what is it?"
"Well—nothin'."
He would stay awake and see for
himself, so he lay there very still, with
his big blue eyes wide open, staring at
the fireplace. But the Sand-man, who
is a very particular friend of Santa
Claus', came very early that night.
It was just at the peen of day that
Bobble awoke. He sat up in bed and
blinked toward the fireplace. There,
scattered over the floor, were a lot of
things. He scrambled out of bed and
ran to look, The stocking, that last
night hung limp, was now all over
humps. There, saddled and bridled,
stood a beautiful white rocking horse,
whose long white tail seemed to be
waving like a flag. "Oh, goody," said
Bobbie right out loud, "here's the
sleigh."
Bobbie grabbed the stocking and;
squatting Turk fashion on the new
new red sled, began pulling out tin
soldiers, whistles, and—
"For goodness' sake, take me out of
here!" exclaimed a deep voice down in
the toe of the stocking.
Bobbie almost Jumped out of his
night gown.
"Don't be afraid, but take me out,
I'm most smothered in here." Then
Bobbie bravely poked in one chubby
hand and brought out another tin sol-
dier—a gay one, in a' bright red and
yellow uniform and a helmet and a
sword, a regular general.
"Whew!" panted the general, shak-
ing himself so that his sword rattled.
With arms folded across his tin chest.
he stood looking sternly at the white
clad figure on the sled.
"Well, such a trip as I've had!" he
exclaimed. "I've come way from the
Santa Claus country in his big sleigh,
packed in boxes and bags, and drawn
over the snow with the swiftest rein-
deer! I've been flopped and banged
about like a rag doll, and I'm just worn
out!"
He glared at Bobbie, while the little
boy gazed back in admiring awe.
"Please, sir, is there really and truly
a Santa Claus?"
"Is there really and truly a Santa
Claus?" mimicked the general. "Now
look here, young fellow!"
"Young fellow!" Bobbie's chest be-
gan to swell and he straightened up.
Eight years of baby, sweetheart and kid
were instantly forgotten. Here was a
play fellow that wee worth while, to
call him by such grown-up names.
"Young fellow." continued the gen-
eral, "you don't want to begin to won-
der if there is a Santa Claus."
"But," interrupted Bobble, "I don't
want to be a—a—Ignorortnous; I
want to know about things."
"Well, It isn't a good thing for a
young fellow to know too much. Per-
haps you have never heard that in
Santa Claus' workshop, where he
makes all the toys, he keeps some
books, and he has written down the
name of every child In the world.
Just as soon as he learns that a boy
wants to find out his secrets, he
scratches that boy's name off one book
and puts It into another, and pfter his
name he writes, 'caps, mittens, coats,
shoes—"
Bobble shivered and put his arms
tight round the neck of the new rock-
ing horse.
"How does Santa Clans find out?"
timidly.
"He sends fellows like me to find out
what fellows like you say." giving
Bobble a look that made him wriggle
and his teeth begin to chatter.
"You're cold: get into bed," com-
manded the general, as if he was talk-
ing to one of his own soldiers. "And
as I am not in the habit of sleeping
with horses and common soldierc, I'll
go to bed with you."
They both got into bed and the gen-
eral's bright red uniform snuggled
down to the white night gown and the
two were soon fast asleep.
It was broad daylight when Bobble
woke next time, and the sun Was shin-
ing brightly through the frosty win-
dow panes. He sat up and rubbed his
eyes and at first thought it was all a
dream; but, no, there on the hearth
were the rocking horse, the tin sol-
diers, the Noah's ark, and there on
the pillow beside him, in all his bril-
liant splendor of red and yellow uni-
form and sword, was the general. He
was just as beautiful as ever, with his
arms folded across his breast, but he
was stiff and cold and still.
Bobbie lashed at him and then se.
the tots and the sled.
And thdlocwkn, ca-m% fluttering
And March chewed gum, I grieve to say,
And whistled in the rudest way;
And little rosy June and May
Just laughed and dimpled and looked
And danced about on airy feet,
And could not tell where daisies grew,
Or why the violets' eyes are blue!
AUGUST.
November bit an apple red,
And vowed, although he cocked his
head
With manner brisk and perky
(You'll scarce believe me, but 'tie so),
What pie might be he did not know,
And never heard of turkey!
Then little Feb began to jeer,
But though behind his rosy ear
A nice quill pen he carried,
He could not make a rhyme for "dove,"
Or spell a little word like "love;"
And while perplexed he tarried,
Last in the line December came,
And could not tell 'cries KrIngle's
name,
Or even—really 'twits a shame!—
The mission of a stocking!
The teacher turned away, a tear
Upon her cheek; did ever Year
Know anything FO shocking!
"Alas, dear Father Time!" she cried,
"I fear you're scarcely satisfied!
But, as I hope you've noted,
The children are so :‘ cuing! And then
I must remind you once again,
They've all just been promoted,
And are not used as yet, you see,
In this new century class to be.
I'm sure they'll study harder now!"
"And if they don't"—upon his brow
A frown—"why, I can tell them,"
Said Father Time, "they'll have to go!
We cannot be disgraced, you know.
And though, of course, 'twill sadly mat
The beauty of our Calendar
StcPTEMBER.
So many Months to skip, if they
Can't learn their lessons, welladay,
We simply roust expel them!"
At this the little Months, amazed,
Wide-eyed upon the teacher gazed;
Then to their places flying;
Picked up their books and went to work,
With not a pause for quip or quirk;
Their fingers in their ears, that so
No sound might reach them, to and fro
They rocked and buzzed until the room
Was like an orchard full of bloom
And thick with bees. The teacher smiled,
And Father Time was much beguiled—
He laughed instead of sighing;
And off they went and shut the door,
And left the little Months once more
To learn their tasks unruly;
And there they r;)cked and buzzed until,
For aught I know, they're buzzing still
I hope they are, for, truly,
If they should fail again I fear
It would so grieve the little Year;
She'd be I very blue 'Year;
And as for us—for you and me—
With half the little Months in doubt
Just as to what they were about,
And all the holidays left out,
As you can very plainly see,
My little dears, 'twould hardly be
A very Happy New Year!
5
Chriatmais Charm.
The chief charm of Christmas is It.
simplicity. It is a festival that &p-
aella to everyone, because reerfos•
can understaod It. A mutat tallow-
perseAss es; ammo litel-41
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For the Yeast
DOn't sit around on tbia
your father made.
• Den't gossip.
Maul misjudge a
own evil thought,
poet make wom.ea
conrentation In pub
other men. You'd
your sister's name
Don't imaX•ne that
"latest" clothes make
so often it Is an ass. •
Don't forget that y
at home at other than
Dionst pose as a society
and W a month.
Dixet go out every
have to be at the office et
employer doesn't want,
half-awake intelligent*.
DOn't expect to make a
life going to dances.
DOn't spend money on
when you can't afford it,
mother and sister would •
few i necessities much more.
't affect the blase, WI
't be a slave in
Turk at home.
Dent make friends gig
can 'get out of them.
DOn't show disrespect to UP
an, it only proves you are not a
manly man.
DOn't borrow.
Don't talk to hear your's/C.
, Don't fritter yourself Et
puny ainbitions, unwholesome meat f
atmOspheres, flirtations, footless whiffs:,
—it didn't make a 'inseam ot you last'.
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DOn't be unnatural.
DMA think only of clothes and mtg.
DOn't think you are stunning be.
mote you exaggerate.
Don't mistake the telling of white
lies to mean Bode' tact, it 11 re041.7.1,".
reiteiction on your mother.
Den% get cynical because you're not
popelar.
DOn't iMagine you are allowed ape-
dal dispensation in bad manners be.
cause you are.
DOn't stare icily at the unknowle
girl. Be kind. Help her along. In-
troduce the men to her. Otherwise, it
shows lack of sweetness in your char-
acter, lack of heart, an abundance oit
selliehness, and the fact that you yotin•
self aren't quite sure, after all.
Don't repeat unkind things; it isn't
womanly.
Don't tack your ambitions, your
hopes, to something whose entire
prowess is exhibited at a cotillon.
Don't allow a man or a woman to
speak evil of another woman in your
presence.
Don't encourage a man unless you
metuj it. He may have given his faith
to your mercies.
Don't affect anything that is not an
expression of yourself. It will marry
you to the wrong beliefs, the wrong
views, the wrong dreams, the wrong
emotions, and the wrong man. If It
didn't last year it will inffuence you
to a wrong conception of your place
and purpose during the next—N.0.
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Equine Hardships
By S. E. Kiser.
Across the Omar) s. ene a worn-out hors,Is passing, with his weary head bent low;Ills ear; droop sad'y forward and withSlow,
Unsteady steps he 1....kes his toLsom•Course;
The driver, knowing nothing of remorse,Applies the cruel scourge; 'neath many
* blow'
The old frame tumbles down, at last, andSo
Retutns to nothing, where It had Its source.
So p sea the old year, with lower llp
1)o $n drooping and with ears that :!ap 'n
ace;
The s riy drlier Time applies the whip,
And finally, to close the sorry ease,
The Poor old knees give way, the old feet
s lp,
And all is ended am the starting place.
IT.
Behold a steed with 11,•ad erect, with ears
That quiver and are pricked at every
sound:
Ilisribs are trim and strong and with ah
und
He starts sli4ad the Pistant that he hears
The starting word. he plunges and he rea:
And wastes his prec.ous strength eta he
has round
Dull sameness in the wearing, di y
round,
Before his high-bred spirit disappears
Thus do we start with hope, alert, inclined
To roar and munge In wild extravegaace,
w• prhse upon the rein, until we fled.
An Oldness in the scenes at which we
glance.
Then,ith our hightsti•ung fancies lefties.
hind,
We tumble on acmes the dun mama
—Chief* Record-Herold.
Ihtplieft Threotleas.
Bop—Dp you iei that
is the whites/I
Tee. ati 1140
Boy—Well, you seep It ultig
eater for a few Ws. Ewa%
will be around hera.to set tt toe
ew Year's Eve
By MILDRED MeNEAL
of the Old Year and the New
e from the utmost bounds of time,
'efly clasping hands these two
here amid the frost and rime.
no word of destinies—
errors past or coming fears,
ch reads in the other's eyes
record of uncounted years.
-Ohio Farmer.
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ilrlUttmond was writing the
2
-• 
oar new diary, for it was
.111em She had opened the
10 a queer sense of unac-
lad hesitation. She al-
thedisrarabout Wetting a new
toltlioxy, the cat.
1111101 Ike if ought to be introduced
110317," she laughed softly. When
11111 Snifters in the old one 385 Was
s
and wintered with it and
Morbid your rheumatism was,—
it knee and real intimate with
*beg you open a snaky new one
*MI stay open, but keeps shutting
It It didn't want anything to do
yOlsor your rheumatism—when you
1114.8ild• Roxy, it makes you feel like
 a
utranget"
'la thy, old-texhioned, neat letters the
illtaisftg pea traced "Pleasant" on the
pr;47,811dimgrpags of the new year. Then Desire
and looted meditatively out of
'window searching for inspiration.
Illat dab of red caught her eye from
k
THIS SPLUTTERING PEN TRACED
"PLEASANT" ON THE CLEAN
PAGE OF THE NEW YEAR.
de unpainted house set diagonally
▪ cress the road. Though for four years
Dadra Drummond had not willingly
looked at the small old house, yet for
tour years she had always seen it, when
She looked out of her window. It was
right there, an uncomely blot on her
view"—how could she help it? The
splash of red color was in one of lta tiny-
paned front windows, and for the mo-
ment Desire's heart beat, a little faster
than usual. When had she seen that red
signal flag before?—but it wasn't a sig-
ma flag of course Delight was drying
something red in the sun; probably she'd
washed out a spot in that old red table
oover.
, Suddenly as if of its own accord quite
Uninfluenced by the slender old fingers,
the pen began to write again. "There's
a red flag in Delight's window," it wrote
rather faster than usual, with not so
much painstaking attention to 1-dottings
and trcrossings. "But it's probably a
spot drying in her red table spread. It
Isn't likely to be anything else after four
years."
The little book creaked shut, as if re-
lieved at the chance, and Desire Drum-
mond wed out of her window again, not
looking at the little old house across the
Pied, but seeing it and its red signal flag,
bad nothing else. Sony leaped heavily
the window sill and looked out, too.
The big gray head rubbed lovingly
against the little gray one.
"I'M not looking, Rory, but It's there,
—1 see it," Desire murmured wistfully.
You see it, too, you know you do. You're
looking down the road at the meeting-
house, but you see Delight's red flag!
You think it's a spot in her table-spread
drying in the sun, but you don't know it
es. you're thinking maybe it isn't, just
as I am."
Roxy's soft purr pleaded guilty to the
charge. It was four years—but Roxy
only knew it was a long time, a very long
time --since she had been allowed to
catch plump mice in the little old brown
shed across the road
"if it should be anything else. Roxy
not a spot drying,—if it should mean
what It used to—" She lifted the big cat
down suddenly and opened one of her
table 4 were, where rows of bla
ck-
peeked away,
• Ike or
•
f.
six years previous to this new year in-
day. It didn't matter if it were five or
six,—or seven or eight, —so long as you
subtracted four of the years. The "sig-
nal code" was in the back of all the rest.
Desire turned the pages to it with trem-
ulous angers. She read It aloud as if to
Boxy:
"Red—trouble. Come <pair.
"White—all's well.
"Blue—nothing but rheumatism. Will
come over SS 20011 88 it clears off.
"Green—come to tea. Have made pork
cake."
The little "code" ran on through one
or two more colors. But Desire's eyes
went baokIto the first and third signals.
"Red—trouble. Come over," and then
the third with its quaint ending—Desire
smiled over that. She and Delight had
always spoken of their rheumatism as
"clearing off," instead of getting well.
She and Delight had always had rheuma-
tism; it had been a strong connecting
link between them always. Delight had
inherited hers from her mother—Desire
hers from her father. They used to
laugh and say they couldn't see that
there was much choice between the fem-
inine kind and the masculine! Both of
'em hurt!
How often they used to laugh! That
was another connecting link. When they
were little bits, they had cried together
over their names and made long lists of
the beautiful "poetry-names" they
longed for, on the walls of Delight's shed
-Isobel,—Ethelind,—Jeannette,—Maude
Mathilde,—how they had pored over the
lovely names and "chosen" again and
again! But when they grew older, they
had laughed over the quaint old names
their mothers had put their heads to-
gether and given them. For they had
been named on the same day, when they
lay, little red-faced, squirming morsels
In the same big cradle. The mothers
had waited until they were a month old
and then met together for mutual coun-
sel.
"Red,--trouble. Come over." Desire
shut up the diary sharply, but the words
kept saying themselves over and over to
her. She could not forget them. Of
course it was a spot in the red table
cloth, drying in the sun, but it kept on
saying: "Trouble. Come over," "Trou-
ble Come over,"—all the morning. It
took the pleasure out of the sunshine and
clear, sweet air,—the soft, new-fallen
snow and the cheery calls of the chicka-
dees,—out of the whole bright New
Year's day. Even Roxy could not settle
down to her alternate naps and placid
meditations in the sunny window. She
followed her uneasy mistress about.
uneasy, too, and full of wistful sympathy.
But Roxy was wise and said nothing.
Some things 'tis better not even to purr
to one another.
Four years ago a trivial misunder-
standing had separated these two lonely
women. It had not amounted to much in
the beginning,—a little grievance only.
—but with true New England pertinacity
they had clung each to her own hurt,
nursing it into vigorous life. It was
four years old now. The narrow width
of a country roadway that ran between
the two little brown houses might have
been the breadth of the sea.
In the early afternoon, Desire and
Rory had New Year's callers. The min-
ister came first and prayed with them in
his simple, heartfelt way. He thanked
the Lord for peace and goodwill on
earth,—for the pleasant old year and
the beautiful beginning of the new one.
It was a grateful, comforting prayer;
there was nothing In it about misunder-
standings and troubleand rheumatism.
Then the doctor's wife came In with
her baby, and stayed long enough to
patch a pair of little stockings. Then
Mrs. Deacon Blinn came.—then Boxy
Todd's two little girls,—last of all, laugh-
ing Jeffy Rand.
"Merry Chris—I mean Happy New
Year!" laughed Jeffy. "Thought I'd
come an' wish It. I've been to all the
this-side-o'-the-street houses up to here,
an' Fin conain' back on the other side—
'xceptin' I shan't go to Tolly Wallace's
house."
"Why not to Tolly 's, Jetty ?"
Jetty laughed,—he always laughed.
"'Cause we've fell out," he said, cheer-
ily. "You don't go to folk's houses you've
fell out with an' wish 'sin Happy New
Y a, do your
1 Desire Drummond winced-in spite of
herself. But she had her duty to do to
this little laughing child.
"I—I should call at Tolly's, too, Jeffy,"
she said, virtuously, "you try it, and see
how much happier you'll feel."
"But I'm happy enough now," laughed
Jetty.
"Then do it to make Tolly happier,—
try that."
"M-m—," mumbled Jeffy, stooping to
lay kind red mittens on Roxy's furry
neck. It took tlme to digest advice like
that. He hadn't thought of Tolly's side
of the question. Tolly was just getting
over the measles—Jeffy remembered
suddenly that it wasn't any fun to "get
over" the measles. Then Tolly lived
alone with his grandmother,—not in a
riotous little nest, full of brothers and
sisters. Probably you got very lone-
some living alone with your grand-
mother;—probly you'd like to have
somebody come in an' say "Wisher Hap-
py New Year!"
"Well, I will," laughed Jeffy, sunnily.
"I guess It's time me an' Tolly fell in!"
He was off in a little whirl, and Desire
and Roxy were alone again.
"Roxy, did you hear that? I thought
I was preaching to him, and you heard
how he preached to me! 'A little child'.
—'a little child'," she added softly. Her
plain, wholesome face grew very
thoughtful. Rosy rubbed against her
skirts, unheeded.
"A little child laughing Jeffy shall
lead them—me," she mused. "across the
street—to Delight. Roxy, Boxy, listen
to me!"—she began to laugh sobbingly,
—"I guess it's time me an' Delight fell
in!"
It was sunset when she and Roxy went
across the dividing line. From the
warm, red west a radiance was failing in
a pathway of soft light. It seemed to
lead out of Heaven to Delight's little
brown door, and Desire stepped lightly
along in it, no more bitterness or hurt
in her heart. The red signal flag was
still in the window, and she saw it was
not the red table cover. It was the little
old signal flag itself!
"We'll go right in, Roxy, just as we
used in—what! you want to go in by the
shed door? Well, run along then,—run
along then! I suppose catching mice is
your way of making up!" She opened
the front door briskly—after four years!
—and stepped into the dark little hall.
Delight was in the sitting-room door,
waiting.
"Delight!"
"Desire! Desire! I knew you'd
come!"
"Red.—trouble. Come over," quoted
Desire, trying to laugh, but crying. They
were both crying. "I tried to believe you
—.toe
"I GUESS ITS TIME ME AN' TOLL!
FELL IN!"
were drying your red table cloth in the
window,—oh, I tried not to come fast
enough!"
"But you're here,—you're here, '
sobbed Delight. "Desire, walt!--stand
right still a minute, where you are. I
want to say some,—Happy New Year,
Desire."
"Happy New Year, Delight."
It was all there in those three little
words. What need for explanations, pro-
testations, .promises? The last red
gleam from the west fell across both
their glad old faces, like a kiss of peace.
Afterward Roxy scratched her way in
with a plump dead mouse, presenting it
first to one of them and then to the other,
In gentle uncertainty. And they all three
sat in the twilight together.
"It was 'trouble,'" Delight said.
"That's why I chose the red signal. I
said to myself this morning, when I
woke up, 'It's New Year's, Delight Weth-
erill,' I said, 'are you going to do what
you've been trying to do so long? Or are
you going to wait another four years?
And then all of a sudden I decided
'you're going to, Delight Wetherlii!' But
I couldn't move an inch to do it. There
I was stiff with the rheumatism, I guess
the feminine kind's the worst, Desire!"
Desire nodded. "I guess so, Delight.
Go on." she said.
"I couldn't go on! There I was. I
didn't crawl out o' bed till noon, and I
didn't limber up any till I saw you and
Boxy coming acrost in the sunshine.
I forgot I had the rheumatism then!
I don't feel's if I should ever have It
again."
"So you put up the red signal 'Trouble
—Come over?" Desired mused thought-
fully.
"Yes.-eh, I had to! It was New Year's
day, Desire, and you and me had been
divided long enough. I said to myself I
couldn't bear another year. I said the
time to make it up was the first day o'
the new year. And there I was'
couldn't stir."
"And the beginning and the ending
were the first day," Delight murmured,
softly. Under the cover of the darkness
the two old hands stole together and
clung, as long ago two little childish ones
had clung together. Rosy purred from
skirt to skirt impartially. There are
times when 'tie better not to say any-
thing, but a little gentle purring does no
harm.—Cotmtry Gentleman.
pie Daum of vie Year.
Beside tfr gale of opening year,
TOEtfe Wing at ifs prospects fair,
roist goi may tresstng,ilear,
Aloe &tutu taunts me everywhere;
Jig heart goes out toil Arch of pain—
Jeering deep tie heavens above-
that goa nag rag gtadness gain,
Bith purest peace and smite of foot 1
El smelt as rest tat gitris the Ione
Js your heads rove, 3 snrefy loom:
Jnd fthe the springlidis rhythmic cunt
• the toots that from gout presence No.'
Et deeper than the 'deepest sea—
l!! higher jhan the shy ahove —
38 toot mg dotting hotels for we,
Raclin the hingdom of ter food
Besule the portal's of the gear,
3 wish gou pfrailude of graft,
Rag its worhl hefrienel gou, dear,
Ind Elm the fitoulg of your fact;
lot tilt a song at rocnialr,
firx irsdrr tours of cooing dove,
ire loll my souf 8 and pride,
Ifte queen of tiff 14 !wart can four!
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NewYear's Day in
China Rev. FredBery-ick Poole.
ik••
The Chinese boys and girls—especial-
ly the boys—get lots of fun out of their
yearly festivals, and the little urchins
look forward to their holiday times with
as much glee and happiness as does
Young America to the Fourth of July,
Decoration day, Washington's Birthday,
Christmas and New Year's.
There is the Lantern Festival, when
all turn out to witness the brilliant die-
play,for the whole country is ablaze with
the light of thousands of paper lanterns
made in all sorts of fancy shapes. Then
there is the Moon Festival, when they
worship the moon, and the little pig-
tailed boy and his chubby, small-footed
sister look up and see, not a man, but a
toad, in the moon; for there is a story
of a beautiful Chinese lady who drank
some medicine which would keep her
free from death, and then went to the
moon, where she was turned into a toad.
and ever since the Chinese have seen a
"toad in the moon."
But perhaps the chief reason why the
little folks in China look forward to the
Moon Festival is because they get all
they want of those little moon-shaped
cakes which are made only for this oc-
casion. They are very prettily deco-
rated, but oh! so awfully indigestible
that the next day the little fellows who
are suffering from stomach ache are apt
to think that there was a toad in the
cake instead of the moon.
The Chinese boys and girls may never
have heard of George Washington anti
the holiday we keep in memory of the
Father of his Country, but they know
all about the wise and good Chinese of-
ficial who lived about 450 years before
our first Christmas. and who was scolded
and degraded by an ungrateful emperor,
so that in sorrow and disgrace he
drowned himself. Well, his body was
never found; and so, to keep his mem-
ory, the Chinese, once a year. ever since,
have had a Dragon Boat Festival, and
the children go out in swarms to see the
long boat processions on the rivers, and
to watch the offerings of rice and other
foods as they are placed on the waters
for the benefit of the spirit of the lost
minister of state.
But the great day of all days for the
children in China is New Year's Day. I
think, if you were to ask a little Chi-
nese boy what he meant by "New
Year's," he would say: "Noise, and
plenty of it." For weeks the Chinese are
preparing for this great event. Houses
are cleaned, and the shopkeeper looks
forward to it with great satisfaction, be-
cause he knows that his customers, if
they have any self-respect, will be sure
to pay their debts before the new year;
for it is considered a great disgrace to
start the new year in debt.
The Chinese know nothing about
Christmas, because, you know, that
beautiful holiday belongs only to Chris-
tian countries.
By the way, boys, ask your father
which comes •first, Christmas or New
Year's. He is sure to say "Christmas,"
and then you can laugh, and tell him that
he Is wrong
Well, New Year's ever comes first in
China, and, dear me, what a time of
frolic and nervous expectancy it is for
the little slant-eyed boys and girls!
Lots of firecrackers are laid by in read-
iness, but none must be let off before the
proper time.
Nobody goes to bed that night, but
all sit up waiting for the first hour of
the new day, when the father, and his
wife and little ones, all worship before
the spirit tables of their ancestors, and
then at the shrine of the household gods.
Then the door is opened, and the whole
family and servants go out outside and
bow down to a certain part in the heav-
ens which has been indicated in the Chi-
nese calendar, and so worship heaven
and earth, and receive the spirit of glad-
ness and good fortune, which, they say,
comes from that Quarter of the heav-
ens.
Then the noise begins, and when I was
in China I often used in think that it was
a good thing that the country wag
big, for every one of the 400,000,000 at
setting off firecrackers at the same tI
This is to frighten away evil spirits, send
I have thought many a time that thee,
spirits must have a bad time of it during
the dawn of the Chinese New Year. If
the Chinese had been present at the tint*
that Admiral Sampson's guns had their
bad coughing spell before the hills tr$
Santiago on a certain day in July, they
would have clapped their hands, and
cried: "Good, good! Just like our New
Year's!"
Yet, notwithstanding the noise, I al.
ways liked the New Year's in China, for
after the first day the noise stops, and
the shops are all closed for one or two
weeks, for it is unlucky to do business
during the birth of the new year (except
at the back door—but don't say any-
thing about this).
Then, too, we Americans could walk
along the streets for once in the Year
feeling sure that nobody would' curse
us, or call us "foreign devils," for it is
unlucky to use that bad word at such a
happy time. Dear me, how I wish that
New Year's would last 12 months!
But the first day has come, and the lit-
tle Chinese children get ready to enjoy
It for all It is worth. They are dressed
in their hest and gaudiest clothes, which
are only worn on this occasion. The
father has got from the pawn shop his
finest silk gowns, which that obliging
"relative" has taken good care of during
the past 12 months, and, thus splendidly
attired, the proud father and his little
boys start out on a little visiting trip
to his relatives and friends, to "Kong
Hi. Fah Tsoi,"—wish them a happy new
year and many riches.
"What," you say, "don't the little girl*
go, too"
No; they must stay at home, because
the little girl is not so important as her
brother, and, besides, she would have
difficulty in walking far in her tiny
"golden lily" shoes, which do not meas-
ure more than three inches in length.
But what a day it is for the little boy!
He has already got his first present
when Santa Claus, that Is to say, the
boy's father (same thing. you see, as in
this country), gave him a little string of
copper cash tied on a red cord; for it is
unlucky to start the New Year without
any money in your pocket, and that is
something both you and I agree with—
isn't it?
But our little Chinese boy could never
carry home all the money that is giver.
to him, for it is the custom for every one
whom he visits to give him presents of
money, as well as candy and cakes. Of
course, the father takes charge of this
—I mean the money—and I have often
wondered if his little son ever sees his
money presents again. I really think
that a little Chinees boy must be a good
Investment for his father on New Year's
Day in China.
But the visiting is soon over, and then
the little Chinaman is off, sometimes
with his sister, to see the sights in the
streets. They look at the peep shows
and the Punch-and-Judy shows—which,
by the way, is a Chinesetnvention. They
spin their tops and fly their kites, until
the sound of gongs and drums tells them
that there is a theater or a juggling show
somewhere near, and off they go, and
soon are to be found in the front row,
clapping their hands in childish glee
at the funny antics of the performers,
until the man comes round with the hat,
and then there is a patter of Small feet
as the youngsters scurry away, for the
Chinese boys have no Use for the hat
—like some other boys I know.
But twilight finds the tired little folks
at home, for they are afraid to be out
at dark; and little John Chinaman closea
the day in eating sweetmeats, or in tak-
ing his turn at beating the unmusical
gong, or in diving among the mass Of
red paper in the courtyard, where the
fireworks were let off by his father and
big brothers, in search for unexploded
single crackers, which he at once puts
to their proper use, until, tired out with
his day's exeretions. he is put to bed,
and is soon sound asleep, dreaming of
cakes and randy, copper cash, and
Punch-and-Judy shows, and "Cr-cr-cr-
crack — bing — bang—boom!"—Sunflay
School Times.
TIME FOR RESOLUTIONS.
They Come as a Happy Thought at
the Ind of the Dead
Year.
Oh, dear, another year gone, life
slipping by, a herd of old mistakes,
faults, trooping out the portals of the
old, dead, used-up year into the new.
It is uncomfortable. Banish them,
wave them back!
With what force?
Ala, a happy thought—fresh resolu-
tions! They stand beside one instant-
ly—that Aladdin's lamp of belief in
yourself is a remarkable "stunt." The
crisp, brand new fairies smile at the
ancient, ghostly crew, nod with their
shining crowns, and, soft-muttering, the
ragged lot slink to the shadows of the
things we try not to remember.
We do this every year, forgetting
that we have told the same story time
after time and that the law of con-
secutive justice rolls on serenely whilel
we babble and remain ourselves.—
N. 0. Times-Democrat.
In the New Year.
Let us not be unjust, ungentle, self
tub, pushing, grasping, vain, hard, pes-
simistic. Let us get the best out of
friends and workers, not by pinching
them down, but encouraging them u
Let us be true and without fear. Au
ewer our letters, keep gratitude as th
foremost impulse, pay our hills, and
say our prayers.
As Usual,
She—What kind of Christmas prate-
ent shall I buy you while I am out..
dear?
He—Oh, any cheap trifle, math, Re.
member, I can't afford to spend muc.h
this year.—Woman's Home Compam-
ion.
ew ears
Elisa,Armstroas Bongos... ,
001) morning, Mrs. Sallir-
Did you have a pietusain 
WOW
Year's day?"
"Well. No, Mts. Saber, to tou
 the
truth I didn't. You aelit, Mr. 
BInIthaess
and I concluded we would not 
spend the '
day with his family, as 
usuaL We
thought we would remain cozily at
 MOM
and have a nice long talk. Sinc
e be Wit-
been kept so close at the office a
nd I
have been out so much, we don't
.sealli
to see nearly as much of each,o
tbir
we used, and New Year's day 
seellialii
just the time to get acquainted aG01110
again.
"Well, after breakfast, we sat
by the lire to haves nice lootrodk
our plans for the coinlaS Yam 2..
took up the paper to glance 4 tb:
vertisements for the next day, aid
went looking for his pipe—you bow
I. miserable without it—and,he
remember where he had left It Of
before. Suddenly an idea SIIMS•11,
New Year's day is the time tir.gliht
bad, habits; *ow, isn't It? At any
I felt it Matt to be, and I told
ionj he smoked too much; be
that he did. 'ft is a bad habit,' f
him, 'dirty, expensive and injurious tro
health.' lie admitted that it wait.
'Then, why not give it up, to-dayeetair
4.
c•",
GAVE ME TWENTY DOLLARS.
make a good beginning for the yearr •
He refused at first to listen, but finally
said he'd do it. It would be a gOod
chance, he said, to show his strength Of
will, and, anyhow, it was only an ideal!"
"Of course, you applauded that!"
"I did, and he went off, delighted to
cunt up how much he would save dur-
ing the year by not smoking. As forma,
I improved the time by making nUffle
of the bargains advertised In the papers
and mapping out a shopping tour tor
the next day which would keep me WWI
1313L o'clock and bring me home ex-
hausted. Mr. Smithson didn't come
track for two hours and when he did, be
was cross. I tried to interest him in the
advertisements, when he suddenly
tiarned on me, saying that I spent more
time and money, as well as wasting
ore health, on bargain hunting then -
e did on tobacco, and if he could give
p the one, he thought I could give up
e other!"
"Oh. but that was different!"
"Indeed it was, and sot told him, but
be wouldn't listen. He said I was In the
kabit of spending five dollars' worth of
time to save five cents in money. He . •
reminded me that I had a quantity of
things put away upstairs which I hail
bought because they were cheap and
Which I could never use; he proved that A.•
Many bargains had shown themselves
dear and said I could save more money
by remaining at home and seeing to the
lmouse. When I demurred, he quoted my
own arguments in regard to smoking.
amtil I got mad, said I had as much
strength of mind as he had and I
Wouldn't buy a bargain for a year!"
"Oh, gracious, but how can yon—"
"Well, everything went wrong that
day. Mr. Smithson was cross and criti-
cised the dinner until the girl got mad.
Mrs. Trotter tame in and told me that
Blank was to have a bargain sate in cur-
tains—I needed curtains for the bed-
rooms. My sister came in with a new
boa, bought at a bargain, and told me I
could get its mate. Going into the par-
lor feir one more peep at Blank's adver-
tisement I found Mr. Smithson chewing
the stem of his empty pipe!"
"It's too bad; I'm on my vray to a rib-
bon sale now, and I thought yoe—"
"Wait till I get my wraps. Yea see,
the next morning I thought I'd just run
downtown to merely look at the sales,
and I went into the parlor before break-
fast to tell Mr. Smithson. I found him
smoking. ne rooked foolish for a me-
ment, then gave me $20 and asked me it
I didn't want to go shopping. WINK*
did you say the ribbon sale tar
ITS FINISH.
Pillt0P—Did that affair of old
and Miss Gushle's end with a tie?
Miss Elmart—Yes, with the
red tie she gave hiss for a
eresent.—Chicago News.
•
t
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10 FURTHER SPREAD
1
•INO
OF SMALLPDX EX
PECTED
BY HEALTH BOARD.
Cured Patients Are 
Being
Discharged From the
Hospitals Daily.
From Wednesday's Dail
y.
The smallpox situation 
Is so rapid-
ly and surely improvin
g that all dan-
ger of an epidemic is 
over and a fur-
ther spread is nut a
nticipat .d. This
week eight cases were 
received at
'..; the hospitals an
d ..n yesterday twen-
41 ty-eight were discharged as cured.
--, There are now • 
few over a hundred
*N--',
ladles all told in the th
ree hospitals
if the county and all of
 these will
/prubahly be discharged 
soon, as ev-
ery one of the patients is
 reported to
' be improving nicely.
 The condition
i of Maeda Blythe, wh
o had the most
serious case, shows 
a steady im-
provement since yester
day and he is
ow thought to be 
practically out of
anger.
i , Wild-eyed 
reports of a negro near
jibs city limits who had contracted
4 aawdi•esiFe and who was 
standing the
II! joillieers off with a s
hotgun have been
o jezplocled like the t
housands of other
. 
!wolf, foolish 
and unfounded ru-
,1
, more which h
ave been so widely clr-
milalledbt late. The a
nthorities have
-
1ase1aIt45 negro a
nd be has sena
Vittlitiliptotrid of eninitpol.•
- • •,,e
DICIfielliiiiiii" teliipbesed'I
be-Mis it
this afternoon that
 .Sbfrerbilies•
\0100do Grew horitie 
Mould be die-004
vflireig lot tiov
&awl* oetueivs444.:it lag
MA DISONAILLE, Ky., 
Dec. 16.-
As a result of a Democratic 
primary
election which was held in thi
s coun-
t!, last Saturday several co
ntests for
nowiliatio:! are liable to follow.
 The
races for sheriff, jailer and assessor
were very close end reports o
f fraud
have been rezei;ed in this cit
y, and
have created considerable 
excite-
ment among the defeated 
candidates
and their close friends.
The face of the returns sho
w that
in (tie county about 600 more Dem
o-
cratic votes were polled than t
here
are Demecrts in the county, whi
ch
indicates that that number, or the
re-
abouts, of Republicans participate
d
iii the election, which is stric
tly
against the election rules of th
e
election.
This and other little matters, wi
th
a whole lot of soreness on the 
part of
defeated candidates, are the ground
s
for the contest.
The streets of this city were full 
of
mad, defeated candidates yesterday,
and contest was being talked on 
ev-
ery street corner. The sheriff's race
is almost ce.tain to be contested
,
While than 'others are threate
ning
to follow .it.
liKkeamilligUlor three months 
be-
forgite eleetioia was about the
 warm-
' •
eat *fig 
0: 
ev ItrnOwn in this section
of Or:
RESENTS FOR 1 IM AND HE
I With Christmas only two 
weeks off its time you were settling on th
e present you'll give to HIM or HE
Worthless trinkets have given 
place to useful presents as the most
 acceptable holiday gifts. This store
brim fulrof bright, new and att
ractive holiday gifts, appropriate from a g
entleman to a lady or vice versa.
Look the list over and come in 
before the last days, you'll have more t
ime to make your selections, and a
bigger assortment to chose from:
4propriate
1.
1. 
i
Brother and
for
Son.
Father,9
A Pair of Anderson's Allrig
ht
or Elite Shoes for 3.00 and 3.
60
Rade, lookg and wears like a five 
dollar
shoe, in all leathers.
An Imperial Hat,
The lates'; holiday shape, at 3 00.
Suitable
A tremendous
A Fine
for
Plush
Big assortment.
A Nice
line to
Lap
Rug
select
Mother,
Robe
from, prices
A Pretty Fur
Nothing more appropriate and lasts so long;
a constant reminder of the giver, 1 10 and
up to $20.
A Fine Hand Bag
In the newest shapes, at boo to $5.
A Sole Leather Suit Case
At 5.00 to 15.00 .
A Beautiful Necktie
Put up in holiday boxes, convenie
nt for
1.00 to 7.50 for small sizes. Room size 
$14
to 30 00
A Set 0 Gloves •
3 pairs, a black, a brown and white, alwayl
A Traveling Bag
mail or express, wide range to select
 fror, A Set Lace Curtain
s useful, at $1 to 1.50 pair.
At 5.00 to 13.60
at 50c to 1.25.
50c to 7.60.
A High Art Suit or Overcoa
t Mufflers
A Carpet
A Butt Case 
.
So handy to take short trips, every girl
A great assortment, at 10.0C to 25.
00 A magnificent line Muffle.rs at 75c to 
4. 00 Any kind,
 at special prices, wants one $5 for real leather up to $15.
1 Very Fine Cravenette 
Raincoat A way.
muffier at 16c to 75c. A Set Ta
ble Linens,
atin sleeve and shoulder lining,
 finest ma-
)rial, handsomely tailored, sold at
 other
A Dozen Handkerchiefs
Cbth and napkios-to match.
A Fine Cloak or Cap )
A Pair Felt Slippers
Fur trimmed, for bed room wear, several
Ions at 20 00, here as a holiday 
gift at 1500 En plain,
 white hemstitched at 69e, 1 20 and
up to 4(10 and 6 00 per dozen.
, .
And just now our prices are way below value
colors, at 1 25.
A Manhattan Shirt An elegant whi
te silk handkerchief at 60c A N
ice Fur A Fine
 Umbrella at $2 to 7.50.
The best in the world at 1.60
Any price, from $1 to $20
A Beautiful Pair of Suspen
ders
Put up in Holiday boxes at 50c Suitable for a Doctor
Fine pair Blankets at 3 75 to 7. 50
A Box Linen Handkerchiefs
i or a dozen, Itt 5c to 50c each,
, fine silk pair with silver bu
ckles at 1 00.
A pair Kid Gloves at 1.00 to 1.50. Neekties
A Pair Dent's Kid Gloves
be very best glove made, at
 200 Other
gloves to suit your purse, at 50c
 to 4 00.
Who Takes Long Rides.
A Pair Imported Bear Skin
 Gloves
at 3 00
Appropriate for Sister.
Hand made Neckties, marvelously beautiful,,
at ifie and up.
A Pair Stacy Adams Fine
 Shoes
A Fine Cloak
A Pretty Silk Waist Pattern.
lain leathers for street wear,
 and patent
A Fine Cap And our assortment is lar
ge and prices cut A Tailor blade
 Suit
eathers for dress wear at 5.00 and
 6 00. Beaver lined, pu
ll down flaps at 1,00. very low.
Latest style, at One Fourth Off.
This store is brim full of pretty,
 new and useful articles, appropriate to gi
ve to either lady or man, at a
trivial cost, and by their usefu
lness will be a constant reminder of the don
or. Don't throw your money away
V in useless trifles. There are
 so many really valuable things at th
e same cost.
J. H. Anderson & Company. 
teen patients undEr treatm
ent there.
SMALLPDX AT PEN.
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, KY., Dec.
 14.- ,
Within the last few days 
three in- WILL BE HELD HERE JAN-
mates of One state penitentia
ry have
been found to be infected with
 small- 
UARY 7 AND 8.
pox. and have been remove
d to the
city pesthouee. As a result 
the offi-
cials of the penitentiary have
 giuen
notice that they will not re
ceive now
prisoners for at least thirty 
days
CIDEONS' MEETING
CANDIDATES INCH.
Second Annual State Con-
vention--Strong Program
Has Been Arranged.
The second state convention
Special to New Era.) Kentucky Gideons will be held
this city January 7 and 8.
The Gideons are an organization
of Christian commercial travelin
g
men. Founded four years ago at
Wis.,by J. H. Nicholson,
i he first camp having only a few
members, the band has had a
wot derful growth and there are now
5,000 Uldeous in America.
Mr Nicholson, who surrendered a
86,000 position to give all his time
 to
promoting the cause of Christianit
y
among traveling men is the nationa
l
president. He will attend the meet
-
ing and deliver two addresses. Many
attractive speakers will be presen
t,
and a program of great interest 
has
been pnenared for the meeting. Al
l
the local pastors have tendered the
use of the churches of the city an
d
on Sunday, January 8, the pulp
its
will be occupied by Gideous. Hop
-
kineville has A flourishing camp, a
nd
there are organizations in nearl
y ev-
ery large town in the state.
The program in full follows:
EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
Saturday, Jan. 7, 7 p.
Election officers State Camp,
o'alock, Cainp Fire, J. M. Bobbin*,
"'Awn, Tenn.
CUMBERLAND PRESS. 
CHUBCM..)
Sunday, Jan. 8,7:80 a. m. -
Prayer and Praise Service.
of
In
J. H. Nicholson, leader, (national
president and founder of the 0 ideons)
Janoeville, Wis.
NINTH ST. PRESBYTERIA
N CHURCH.
Jan. 8, 11 o'clock a. m.
L. It. Woolfolk, moderator, Madi-
sonville, Ky.
J. M. Small, scripture, Outhrie,
Ky.
Harry Monroe, prayer, Beav
er
Dam, Ky.
R. M. Smith, address, Louisville,
Ky.
J. M. Robbiton, address, Jackson
!,
Tenn.
CUMBERLAND PRESR. CHU
RCH.
W. H. Cardwell, moderator, Lou-
isville, Ky.
L. B. Manson, scripture, Louis-
ville, Ky.
Henry Merphey, prayer, Madison-
ville, Ky.
R. W. Norwood, address, Eve
ni«-
vine, Ind.
George Hayes, address, Louisville.
Ky. 
hJohn H Nrcol.oli, leader, Janes-
F. L. Hisgen, address, Evansville,
 vine, WIN.
Ind.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHU
RCH.
Thos. O'Bryan, moderator, Madis-
onville, Ky.
IlJrinan Graham, scripture, Padu-
cah, Ky.
-
 Severinghome, scripture, Car-
ml, Ill.
John A. Fish -r, prayer, Evans-
ville, Ind.
John H. Nicholson, address,Janes-
villa, Wis.
BAPTIST CHURCH.
J. Y. Cabaniss, moderator, Evans-
ville, Ind.
Harry Luken, scripture, Paducah,
Ky.
F. 0. Dolduger, prayer,Evanaville,
Ind.
F. H. Breyfogle, address, Louis-
ville, Ky.
John V. Farwell, address, Chica-
go, Ill.
METHODIST CHURCH.
2:30 p. m.
Young People's Union' Service.
Chas. H. Palm. r, lead«r, Chicago,
CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
3:80 p. m.
Men's Mass Meeting.
TABERNACLE.
7 p. tn.
Union Services.
R. W. Norwood,moderator,Evans-
ville, had.
C. C. Duncan, SCIipture, Paris, Ky.
R. M. Smith, prayer, Louisville,
C. B. Gregory, prayer, Fulton, Ky
. Ky.
E. E. Stalcupp, address, EntliE-
 Chas, H. Palmer, address,Chicago,
villa, Ky.
C. A. Duncan, address, Paris, Ky.
3IETHODIST CHURCH.
J. K. Hemphill, moderator, Nash
-
ville, Tenn.
Abner Johnston, scripture, Madi
-
sonville, Ky.
R. L. McGtiffin, prayer, Louisville
,
Ky.
Chas. Id. Palmer, (National Supt.
of the esideone,) address, Chicago,
CHSISTIAN CliIIRCH.
oeerge L.' Masters, moderator,
tad. •
.....aweeese-wersteasstsilesitairtie.
John H. Nicholson, address,Janes-
ville, Wis.
Senator McCreary, of Kentucky,
is of tire old school of southern gen-
tlemen who adheres strictly to the
ceremonies and courtesies that pre-
vailed fifty years ago among men in
high Federal Odes. Upon his re-
turn to Washington oach season Sen-
ator McCreary invariably calls on
the president to pay his respects,
and this duty is not governed by the
FAST DISAPPEARING
18 SMALLPDX FROM THIS
COUNTY.
No New Cases iHave Devel-
oped In CIty.--.-"I4Ale
Blythe Bette
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
city Health Officer Woodard re-
ports that no new cases have devel-
oped in the city and that the situa-
tion generally is in tetter shape than
at any previous time since the ,mall-
pox scare began.
Maxie Blythe, Cie 3 outh who has
been seriously ill of smallpox at th
e
hospital, le reported to be-improvin
g
today.
Dr. Jackson has issued tire follow
-
ing order:
'You are hereby rotified that i
f you
permit any child to remain in
 your
stihool who has not had a succes
ful
!
vaccination within the Isla th
ree
years, you will be held amenable t
o
the law, under Section 2066, Statute
s
n Kentucky: 'A hy person who 
shall
fill or refuse after written noti
ce
ftom the Local Board or State Board
de observe or obey the written r
e-
tiest shall be fined not less than 810
or more than $100 for each day he
so fails or neglects.'
"Done by order of the Christian
County Board of Health, this the
8th day of Dec. 1904.
"J. B. JACKSON, Sec'y."
There is a great decrease in the
Inumber ot patients at the colored
oasis are being dismissed
as cured every day.
polities of the occupant of the White 
aim
Home. Pa
 NA
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To Democrats to congress, John
Sharp Williams, the minority lead-
er, has outlined his plane for this
session and the Fifty-ninth congress.
The course to be pursued by the
Democrats has been a matter of
much speculation. "Sit still in the
boat," is Mr. Williams' watchword.
He says the Democrats ehodid do as
little talking as possible and allow
the Republicans to take the bit in
their mouths and go where they
please. He does say, however, that
the minority should make its protest
positieely and firm!) when proposed
legislation is believed by Democrats
to be fraught with danger.
An effort is being made by some of
the Republican leaders in congress
to enlist the influence tif President
Roosevelt in promoting the proposi-
tion to reduce the representation of
the Southern states in the house of
representatives.
A number of merchants and cotton
planters of Courtiand, Lawrence
county, Alabama, have suggested
that 1,000,000 bales of cotton be burn-
ed to reduce the surplus. They agree
to furnish their pro rata share of the
cotton to be destroyed to start the
movement.
the Cause of Many
Sudden Deaths.
Soft
Harness
You can make your hat
neva as soft as • glove
and as tough as wire by
using EVIL RIKA Bar-
a••• Oil. You can
lengthen Its Ilfe-make Itlast twice as hr.. as It
ordinarily walla,
EUREKA
Harness Oil
makes a poor looking har-
ms Ike new. Made of
pot% heavy bodied oil, es-
pecially prepared to with.
Mead the weather.
hi
_Sold 
lab ly STANDARD OIL Cu.
It is worthy of remark, in passing,
that the three principal Republican
newspapers of the United States, the
New York Tribune, the Chicago
Tribune and the Philadelphia Press,
have all 'joined the tariff reyisiiin
cherus and annourase that if the par-
ty refuses to revise the tariff the peo-
ple wt11 revise the party.
We have the inspired assurance
(rote Harper's Weekly that -Presi-
dent R meevelt will revise the tariff
for the heeritit of all the people."
Tele lets Congress out by obviating
the necessity of all extra session, or
even of this one.
Japan has occupied the invitation
of the United States to take part in
the proposed peace contelence. A
proviso is inserted in the acceptance
to the effect that the rulings of the
conference must not affect the pres-
ent conflict.
Representative Wagner, of Penn-
sylvania, has introduced a bill in the
house to connect the mail zone on
the Isthmus of Panama with the
United States by cable.
The post office department issues
an order making the (publication of
guessing contests illegal, and yet the
agricultural department continues to
Out its weather bureau guesses to all
the papers in the United States ex-
cept one. Doesn't this make Secre-
tary Wilson an accomplice.
No More Suffering.
If you are troubled with indiges-
tion get a bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure and see how qi.lickis it will cure
you. Geo. A. Thompson, of Spencer,
Iowa, says: -Have had dyspepsia
for twenty years. My case was al-
most lioneleas. Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure wall reccintneticied and I used
a few bottles of it and it is the only
thing that has relieved tile. Would
not be without it. Have doctored
with local physicians and also at
Chicago, and even went to Norway
with hopes of getting some relief.
but Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is the on-
ly remedy that has done me any
good, and I heartily recommend it.
Every person suffering with indiges-
tion or dyspepsia should use it. Sold
by R. C. Hardwick.
Foley'e Honey and Tar po,itive;y
cures all throat and lung diseases.
R9fuse substitutes.
C.I.A. NI yr CP Mt
Bears the Tki Kirld Tee Heal Always Bongld
I Spears 1.44(
At the annual meeting of the
American bate:Mall league it was
agreed that in in the future a pitzhed
TThsre is a tissase prevailing a- thii ball passing between the hip end the
country 'nest dan erous because so decep
live. Many suckle':I shoulder shall constitute a stein:: A
deaths ale CEISeci lo J pitched ball between the knee and
it — heart disease.
pneumonia. hear aboulder. Is called a strike according
failure or apoplexy
, log to the present rule. at was also
are of:e. 1 the result
of kidney disease. If
kid:.cy irc-t.hle it a!
lowed to adysnre the
kidney-poisonec
blood will attack the
▪ vital organs or tha
kidney; ow ,selves breal down an, waste
away cell by cell.
Bladder troubles most always result fr m
o derangement of the kidneys and cure it
ibtained quickest oy a proper treateneni -zf
-Se kidneys. If you are feeline baf'!y •zol:
an make no mistake by taking Dr. Kilmer!
iwainp-Root, tho great ktdrie:s :Ives azic
Madder remedy.
It corrects inaltlity to hold urine ail(' srial•
.11g pat) ir passing it, and overcomes ihst
unpleasant necessity of being compelled to
go ofte . during the day, and to gsi up many
times d ;ring the night. The mild std the
extraordinary effect of SwammRtot is soon
realized. It stands the highest for 113 won
,t!.rful cures of the. most distressing cases.
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and so,c
by all druggists in fifty-cant and one-dollar
sized bottles You may :se
have a sample bottle of
this wi.nderful new dis-
soyery and a book that
tells all about it. both some orsw•opttoot.•
sent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co.
'i'hngharmon, ti. Y. Mt en wciting mentimi
ams&ng this generous Mir in this ge,psr.
Don't make any mistake, but re
member the name, Rwamp-Root, Dr.
Kil=er's Swamp-Root, and the ad-
dress, Binghampton, N. Y., on orrery
Wads.
agreed to begin the playing season
April 18 alai that the rclieduleshould
consist of but 140 games, instead of
154 as this last year.
Cured Paralysis.
W. S. Bailey, P. 0. True, Texas
writes: "My wife had beer. suffer-
ing five years with paralysis in her
arm, when I was persuaded to use
Ballard's Snow Liniment, which
cured her all right. I have also used
it for old sores, frosbites and skin
eruptions. It does the work," 25c,
60o, $1. Ray & Fowler.
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs
and colds; reliable, tried and tested,
safe and sere.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what rot/ eat.
C:9.4%.13 C10,811. .A..
Bean the The Kind You Have Always Bova-
Signature
of 1-44‘
'VP:* Early Risers
The famous little pills.
1-wretriten,
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL.
LESSON XII, FOURTH QUARTER, INTER-
NATIONAL SERIES, DEC. 18
-
Tczt of the Lesson, at Comprehensit e
Quarterly Review ...Golden Text,
Luke iv, t4—(ominentar) Prepared
by Mee. D. 31 St .
ICiaurighi, net. b) American Newt Abe,wiationi
1.E5:s05 Sldreet)die Elijah (II
Kings II, 12-22). Golden 'rest. II Kings
It "Let a double portion of Thy spir-
it be upon me." Tho whole hearted
perseverance of Elisha is rewarded by
his heart's desire being granted, anti
by a symbolic act be shows that his
former life is now disposed of. aud he
will henceforth live wholly for the
Lord God of Elijah. His first acts are
waters divtded and Waters healed, sug-
resting the work of the second day lit
Gen. I, 43-8, and the healing of the wa-
ters in Ezek. xlvii, 8, 9.
LESSON 11.--The widow's oil increas-
ed (11 Kings Iv, 1-7). Golden Text, Ps.
xxxvil, 3, "Trust in the Lord and do
good; so sheit thou dwell in the land,
and verily thou shalt be fed." God
loves to delivett to bless, to till. While
Ile does not need us nor anything that
we have. yet He is graciously please,'
to use us ntlil LO take such as we haie,
and bless and use It as Ile did the lad's
loaves and fishes.
LESSON Elisha and the Shunaiu•
mite (11 Kings iv. 25-37). Golden Text,
limn. vi, Z.. -The gift of God Is eter-
nal life through Jesus Christ our Lord."
This lesson tells of life given cud life
restored. It is written of our Lord,
Him was life, and the life was the
light of men," and Ile Himself maid, "I
am the resurrection and the life," anti
again, "I am come that they might
have life, and might have it more
abundantly" (John I, 4; xi, 25; X, 10.
LESSON IV.—Elisha and Nauman (II
Kings v, 1-14). Golden Text, Jer. xvii,
14, "Heal me, 0 Lord, and I shall be
healed; save me, and I shall be saved."
Not only can lie give life and restore
life from the dead, but He is always
able to heal all manner of s1ckneas and
all manner of disease. He has all pow-
er In hen ven and on earth. lie is the
same yesterday, today and forever.
Lessee V.-Ellsha at Dothan (II
Kings vi, 8-23). Golden Text, Ps. xxxiv,
7, -The angel of the Lord encampeth
round about them that fear Him and
delivered' them." A true believer
ought to be one to whom the unseen
Is more real than things visible to the
natural eye. We look not at the things
widish are Well, lila at the things which
are not seen (II Con Iv, 18). Moses
endured as seeing Him who Is invisible
Mei.. xi, 27i, and so may we.
LESSON VL-Joash. the boy king (II
k rugs Xi, 1-lilt. Golden Text, Prey.
xxix, 2. "When the righteous are in
authority the people rejoice." To the
wicked God 'with. "Hitherto shalt thou
contr.., but no further" (Job xxxviii, 11).
He who sets the sand as a bound for
the sea (ler. V. 223 can as easily stay
all the proud waves of Iniquity; noth-
ing ('tin ever be beyond His control.
He had purposed to have a son of Da-
vid on David's throne, and in spite of
the cruel mid ungodly Athaliall He did
it, for every purpose of Ills shall be
performed.
LESSON VII. —JOASII repairs the tem-
ple (II Kings ail, 4-151. Golden Text,
x, 314, "We will nut forsake
the house of our God." The house of
the Lord is one of the most prominent
of Bible topics. The tabernacle, the
temple, the Lord Jesus. tile church, the
individual believer, all come tinder tills
topits and the great truth is that lie
wants the temple undefiled and all for
flimeelf (Ps. Iv. 31. If It is defiled Ile
can cleanse it. The only way to carry
on His work is by the willing offerings
of Ills people voluntarily brought to
Him, not begged from any one.
1.kissoN VILL—Isidali's message to
Judah (lea. I. 1-9, 16-201. Golden Text.
lea. 1, Id. 17, "Cease to do evil; learn
to (le well." The word of God and the
true servant of God always tells the
whole truth, then reveals grace. The
Lord Jesus was and is the truth, but
fie wee full of grace and irtith (John
i, 14. 171. the Spirit through which
Isaiah tells the whole truth about Is-
rael. then reveals the grace of God
showing how the sins. though as scar-
let, may be naished clean away. The
great love of God and the awful sin
of man are two of the most prominent
topics in Scripture.
LESSON IX.- World's temperance Sun-
day (Ise. xxv111, 1-13). Golden Text,
bet. xxviii, 7, "They also have erred
through wine, and through etrong drink
are out of the way." The world, the
flesh and the devil are all the enemies
of God, despising and hating Him and
Hie word and Insisting oil their own
sinful, Selfish, self indulgent way, even
defying Him and His word, but they
shall be broken to pieces (Isa. viii,
9, 10), and only that which is of God
shall stand.
Lyssos X.—Hezeklah reopens the
temple (II ('hron. xxix, 18-31). Golden
Text, I iiiatn. it, 30, "Them that honor
Me I will honor." This Is the story
of a defiled temple cleansed and conse-
crated and leads us to ask: "Do I know
the significance of the sin offering and
the burnt offering? Do I know Christ
as my sin bearer, and has His love
constrained Inc to present my body a
living sacrifice to be cleansed and kept
all for Himself?"
LESSON XL-CaPfltrlfY of the ten
tribes (II Kings refl. 6-1S). Golden
Text, I Pet. Iii. 12, "The face of the
Lord Is against them that do evil."
There is such a thing BR the wrath of
God, and while lie willeth not the
death of any :sinner and judgment Is
His strange work, "He that being often
reproved, hardeneth his neck, shall
-suiklenly be ,destroyed, and that with-
out remedy" (Prov. xxix; 1). "Because
there Is wrath, beware lest lie - take
thee away with His stroke; then a
great ransom cannot deliver thee" (Job
xxxei. 18).
Ii.;,...4111.0.4108.0••••••••••*
HOARSE COUGHS
STUFFY COLD
are the kind that settle on the lungs and develop in
PLEURISY
PNEUMONIA
and and CONISUM
s t
FOLEY'S
HONEY AND TAN
stops the cough and heals the
lungs and prevents serious
results from a cold.
Consumption Cured
Foley & 
Co., 
Chicago. Dana, Ind., Sept. 28, 1902.
Gentlemen:-FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR cured me of consamp-
lion after I had suffered two years and was almost desperate. Three 
physitians
failed to give me any relief and the last one said he could do me no good. 
Itrled
almost every medicine I heard tell of without benefit until FOL
EY'S HONEY
AND TAR was recommended to me. Its effect right from the 
start was magical.
I improved steadily from the first dose and am now sound and well,
 and think
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR is a God-send to people with 
Throat and Lung
Trouble. Yours very truly, Mrs. Mary Ambrose.
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR
contains no opiates and does not On-
stipate like ordinary cough medicines.
THREE SIZES— 25c, 500 and $1.00
The 50 cent size contains 2, times as much as the
small size, and the $ I. oo size almost 6 times as much.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES
Sold by Cook &:Hig ins 
 
-44k
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FOLEY'S
BORET021
CONTAINS NO P1113; •
IS MILDLY LAME
And • OWN Rom*
se. ow ape Vona
Recommended brit Medal
Faculty fortis Vika
affections°, the
Throat, ebest
altd 'funs.
'••• Co
Adidas to Young Husbands.
If you are a husband, and as such soon expect
to become a father, take heed. Before you can
realize your fondest dreams it is necessary that
great suffering be borne by her whom you love
better than yourself ; you would do anything
in your power to alleviate her suffering, would
you not?
Mother's Friend
A liniment of unquestioned value in pregnancy,
will wonderfully ease the ordeal through
which your wife must pass; it is easily
within your power to procure it; surely it
cannot be other than your duty to dose.
Oct dollar per bottle at all drug stores. Oar
valuable book, " Motherhood," is tree to all
who ask.
Bradfield
Regulator Co.,
Afloat*, as.
Louisville and Nashville itailrodd
TIME CARD. Effective April lath.
NORTH. SOUTH.
No 62 St Louis Express 19.41 am No 61 St Louie Express 5-18 cm
Note St Louis Fast Mail. 10:20 pm •No 58 St Louis Fast Mail 6:40 a tr
No 02 Chicago and New No 98 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 5,40 a m Orleans Limited 12:i am
No 68 Hopkinsville Acoom. 8:46 pm No 66 Hopkinsville Aocom 8: a ni
Does nct stop
Nos 52 and 54 connect at St Louis for all points west.
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points at far south as Erin
and lot Louisville, Cineinnati and the east.
Nos. 58 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisvillei Cu
cinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 68 said 66 also connect
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 ruus through be Chicago and will not cart-, paissengers to poinla
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis,
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. A ugestine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Conneets at
Guthrie for points east and West.
J C. HOUE, Agt
•
1
YouTake Quinine?
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a victim
of malaria.
Don't Do It. It.  Dangerous'.
W, '11 admit it will cure malaria, but It 
leaves
almost deadly after effects.
HERBINE
is purely vegetable and absolutely 
guaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliousne
ss.
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaints.
TRY IT TO-DAY.
All Druggist&30 Conte a Bottle.
Sold by Ray (111 Fowler
PatinnED WC
FOLEY & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
HAIR TELLS CHARACTER.
Color of Hair Said to Indicate • Pio.
mews Temperament.
light hair denotes affection sad
Many people believe that bl fie
hair constancy. A person withotiV Ws*
Is not devoid of character; far from ft.
The disposition of the average bald-
headed man is to show such sclieltuff•
ter the welfare of others, that he amp,
lects himself. A germ causes bitldnI01111.
Prof. Sabouraud, of Paris, Franco,
flocculated a rabbit with Dandruff gegesk
causing It to become totally bald In Ivo,
weeks' time. To rid the scalp of Zr
Sangerous germs It is necessary to
Newbro's •
"Destroy the cause—you remove the
effect."
Bold by leading druggists. Send rile
stamps for sample to The flerplIclierlegai;
Detroit. etch. •
JO, Buckner James Weal
BUCKNER &
Exclusive Handlers
of the Celebrated
ROSE CREEK
COAL
YARDS.
13th and Railroad Streets.
PHONES,
Cumbeeand 
Home lAM
Nasal
CATARRH
In ail its stages.
Ely's Cream Balm
cleanses, soothes and heels
the diseased membrane.
It cares catarrh and driver
away a cold la the bead
quickly.
Cream Balm Is placed Into the •011111114111•1116
over the membrane and la absorbed, aemplieur
mediate and a afro follows. It Ii set dreArkeiifita
not prodace sneezing. Large Sim, elmilliephr
gista or by mall; Trial Size, 10 MOW
ILLY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Meek
- 
Hunter Wood, Hunter W.Otalk
Hunter Wood 41149Pa
Attys-at-Lest.
Office In Hopper Block spent;
, over Planters Bank. '
OPK I /s SVILLE, : Karritts
"Special attention tc mile*
bankruptcy.
4-
C
E SUCGESTIONS
, * ,(
: PEOPLE WOULD DO WELL
" TO HEED
How to Protect Yourself
Prom the Air-Borne
• Diseases.
Health Officer Allen, of Louisville,
offers these suggestions, which are
peculiarly pertinent to conditions
now existing:
"It may be reasonably expected
INCiti' at the expiration of the present*won we may have excessive
lpitation and a consequent prey-
louse of water-borne diseases. It
0# ilittsrefore behooves all of us to as, -boot we can protect ourselves againstt. Pm sir-borne diseases at the present
e, and in the event of excessive
was little later on, to then ex-
ee prildence in dress and in gen-
manner of living, so that we
*veld the dangers from water-
no diseases.
"I think that we may reasonably
anticipate the widespread prevalence
of typhoid fever throughout all the
drouth- stricken portions of the coun-
Stir.
"The extreme low stage of many
water supplies necessarily causes a
coneentrated bacterial pollution,
which, I !ear, will produce intestinal
fliiturbanoes of various kinds, I
inlaid therefore urge all our people
to boil all water for drinking and ou-
tlawry purposes. If there ever was a
thee whidh called for this wise pre-
easstion it Le now.
"Minor aliments of the nose,
threat and air passages due to this
dry eondition have been more pre-
'shoat than for many years. The at-
mosphere we are compelled to
Illeistbe has rarely, certainly not In
Ms Memory, been so vilely polluted
I" *Oa present, and the breathed im-
,
, parities are the cause of the ailments
\iitgrtre w• atchword be prevention,
Webb and life may be saved.,
,
ng the past sixty days the poe-t
0 of this section o f the
Mowry hive been subjected to
allIfy sermon almost unprecedented.
ilar $1111110n of the want of moistureil Met Streets, especially those con-
meted of macadam, have been la-
des with dint bearing all Imaginable
kinds of germ life, by reason of
lifbialz condition there has been a
,essitisulag locrease in those diseases
*bleb are classified as air-borne.
L "The relative death rate as occur-
Ma !root diseases which are itifln-
by weather conditions is belog
fully appreciated and under-
by investigators along these
than formerly. Statistics clear-
; Ilydogionstrate that such air-borne
diaseree as diphtheria, pneumonia,
' 
brancihitis, influenza, scarlet fever,
Swale. and whooping cough prevail
11104a When weather couditious are
abeerreally dry, and our own health
supposes fully confirm this ocntention.
OS the other hand, it Is clearly dem-
tad that thin.e diseases which
eIssalfied as waiter-borne, prevail
oat when precipitation is excessive.
In this list are included dysentery,
diarrhoea, enteritis, cholera-morbus,
tro-enteritis and typhoid fever."
41 PERSONAL1 (From Saturday's Daily)T. Willis, district deputy, will
t Id to Lafayette tomorrow, and or-
ipabs a camp for the Modern Wood-
of America next week.
se Wallace Hancock, of Cadiz,
ile the city.
Mverett*Tandy, of Shelbyville,
IS visiting in the city.
Ban to the wife of Mr. H. F.
tan eigbis pound boy last night.
ally. (Hp Watkins, of Grime'', eel
gm shy loday.
•••••
it Fluttering.
Ifsdissessa food and gal ID the eta-
hosseed just below the boars,
against is and Gauges beast
. 
When your heart Iron.
Is that way Sake Hiirbino
days. You will woe be all
at Bay h Yowler.
THE CAPITAL PRIZE IN THE
KENTUCKY NEW ERA'S DRAWING.
Standing in the paint shop of the
Forbes' Manufacturing company is a
sight which hi destined to bring gen-
uine happiness to the heart of some
person on tie 28th of this month.
This is the Mogul wagon which is
the capital prize in the New Era's
great gift distribution which closes
on that day. This wagon has been
selected with infinite care and every
detail which enhances the value of
the vehicle is included in its make
up. It has been treated to the last
coat of varish and is as glossy and
bright with color as could be wished
by anyone. In addition to the de-
design on the bed containing the
name of the wagon, the following is
painted in large letters running the
entire length of the bed:
PRESENTED BY THE KEN-
TUCKY NEW ERA, DECEMBER
28th, 1904.
This wagon is undoubtedly the
best to be procured from any factory,
and as stated above, it is in every
wry the very best manufactured by
the Forbes' Manufacturing company
i This wagon was expected to create
, quite a lot of interest in the gift dis-
tribution but it has more than ex-
ceeded the expectations of the man-
agement. It is wonderful how mans
people who seemingly have no ilia on
earth for a farm wagon of this size
especially, who have expressed the
hope that their ticket will prove the
lucky one for this prize. The wagon
will be the property of the pereon
whose name is on the twenty-fifth
ticket drawn from the wheel on Dec.
28th. If you haven't gotten all the
tickets you want, be sure and pay
your subscription by that time, or if
you are not already a subscriber, give
us your name and pay in advance,
and get a ticket for each fifty cents
paid in this way.
'FARMERS ARE FIRM
STICK TO THE CROWER8
ASSOCIATION
Order For Probing of Trust
Methods Clves Creat
Satisfaction.
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn., Dec. 13.—
The tobacco situation in this count:-
has assumed a normal position after
a little flurry upon the part of form-
er independent buyers, who had a
small order to fill and who bought
what little unorganized tobacco
there was in this county for sale.
The buyers forthwith decamped to
western Kentucky, where they will
attempt to buy the little outside to-
bacco in that section.
There never was a time In the his-
tory of the country that the farmers
were more determined, and If a buy.
The capital prize of the distribution is presented here. Numbers of al Holes were consideredfor thiehonor but nothing seemed so suitable as a farm wagon, and the Mogul, manufactured by theForbes Mfg. Co., of Hopkinsville. was selected as the beet to be procured This wagon, which goes tothe person whose name is on the 26th ticket drawn from the :wheel, Is built as follows: Cast steelskein 3x9; tire 1%x% inches. Wheel special low. Capacity 8,600 to 4,000 lba; bed 3 ft 6 inches wide,28 inches deep and 10% feet long, fitted with the celebrated Patent Drop End Gate. The materiel us-ed in the construction of this wagon is only the beet, the axle being of hickcry. the spokes special Agrade, the bnbs, hounds, etc , being of specially selecttd White Oak. The spokes are driven Into thehub under 760 pound pressure, the tires are put on cold and the entire wagon is treated to three eepa-fate coats of paint and finished with a coat of body varnish• It is undoubtedly the best and !mostoerviceable wagon on the market.
HEATING PLANT FOR COURTHOUSE ler attempted to make them an offeron their pledged tobacco he would
raise a row. All classes of businessAND THE NEW JAIL BUILDING men are standing by the farmers and
Contract Let by Fiscal Court to The Forbes Manufactur-
ing Company.—Underground Pipes Will
Convey Warmth.
At the special session of the fiscal
court held here Saturday a contract
was let to the Forbes Manufacturing
company for a heating plant to be in-
stalled In the new jail, which is now
about completed, having sufficient
.sapacity to furnish' heat for the
courthouse. The contract price was
$1,491 40.
This will prove Interesting not wily
to the officials wh,o hare offices in
the court house, but also to the wen-
eral public. Christian county's (mart
house has recently been remodeled
and is second to, none with the ex-
ception of the heating arrangements,
and now that an up-to date steam
heating plant is to be put in the court
house will be complete in every re
speot. The boilers will be located
in the new jail, jast across the street
and back of the court house. The
steam will be conducted through un-
derground pipes from the jail to the
court house.
 "VILLAGE SCENES"
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HE operetta
Village Scenes"
which Miss Mar-
tin will put on on
Dec. 20th will be
one of the most
artistic produc-
tions ever pre-
sented to a Hop-
kinsville and i-
ence. The music is new and catchy,
the talent very exceptional. The
scene is laid in a New England vil-
lage, ths 'time during the colonial
period. The stately n,inuet ws.11 be
given in cOlonial costume.
The costumes and settings will be
gorgeous. South Kentucky college
has an ambition to surpass herself
each year.
Pay Spot Cash for
PRODUCE and FEED
Eggs Poultry Wool Hides Sheep
Pelts Furs Hay Corn Oats
We pay the market prices and spot cash; we buy in
all quantities—large and small. Ready to do business at
all time Call and see us for prices.
0 NV V11ey & C
ii iftn St.. near L. 411, N. Dopot
telling them to hold.
A strong feeling of confidence in
the heads of the departments of the
Dark Tobacco District Plante-a'
Protective Association exists among
the farmers, and they all say that
they are In the tight to win and that
the question has narrowed down to
one of honor and integrity with them
and ti,at they will stick to the or-
ganization.
A careful investigation shows that
practically all the unorganized to-
bacco has been bought in this coun-
ty at the handsomest price paid in
years and that this purchase is only
about eight per cent. of the aggre-
gate amount produced in the county.
there being at present over eighty-
five per cent, of this crop pledged to
the protective association.
The news that Attorney General
Moody had come to the rescue of the
planters was received with a vast
deal of rejoicing and also the ap-
pointment of Hon. A. E. Garner as
special district attorney to assist in
unraveling the mysteries of the com-
bination in situttitez off the competi-
'lye bocer it, this toot ety.
The WI o Wive pledto
here are not eel ling their t",,hscoo,
has been reported by havers whohoped to break the reeks, and neith-
er will they, save through the Ell3P11-
elation. Through a planter from
near Alleneville, Ky., who was inthe city today, it was learned that a
man who had aolcl his crop and who
was a member of the„association hadbeen shunned by his neighbors and
that they had in a short while made
up.a purse of over ;400 with which to
enter suit against him for damagess.
F. O. Ewing, who has been in the
East in the interests of the associa-tion, Is expected home tonight. His
movements and business arrange-
ments have not been made public
and will likely not be until he hashad a conference with the directors
of the association.
Should the six cents tax be remov-
ed it would mean many thousands
of dollars to this contity, as sire idy
some of the crop is tax paid and sold
In the West at a handsome profit to
the planters.
Mothers, Bo Osroful.
Of the health of your children.
Look out for coughs, colds, croup
and whooping cough. Stop them in
time—One Minute Cough Cum is the
t remedy. Harmisse and pleas-
ant. Sold by B.. 0 Hatdviek.
Ayer's atmllctedcertain. cureThe doVeong, Just ne pillu bre° ted,
constlpailon. 
Want your moustache or beard BURIN
a
 beautiful brown or rich black? use nen cra. OlD 01
11••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••%
•
•
• •• We guarantee•
•
to sell goods as CHEAP as you
•
•• can get them at any cut price •
•
•• sales and we have a large and
beautifu stock of Dress Goods,
•
• Cloaks and Furs andi Ladies 
•
and Gentlemen's Underwear.
Call and get our priceS before
you buy elsewhere.
T. M. JONESt
•i••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4
21JEW(lecl.
We have these watches in many grades
and styles and many others of differ, lit ^
makes. When you desire to purchase
watch call in and let us help you to seleetone. We will surely tell you the ttu,11
about them and will not ask you cloubtetheir value.
Our prices are Ui.iform and as
Low as any honest firm cr.n afford
to sell them. Respectfully,
M. D. KELLY. •
FOR STANDARD TIME see the big
clock on top of our Jewelry Store on Maio
street, opposite the court house, that hasgiven the correct time to Hopkineville for21 years.
Monuments
Tombstones Iron F!nclav-
Marliersqr u..,
be found at F A Yost cfr, Co.. Swirl, .
Robt I---I
'••••• n 1, I "Ail
ro-i-
14:"44."
PRINCESS STEEL RANGESFULLY GUARANTIMIX AT A. PRI=WITHIN 'MACH. CASH OK CIRDIT.
H A. KEAC
wool
•.7t!
-
Sim& the feet or hands on' retiring
hot, maw, lather of
SOAP. tory, and
anoint freely with CUTICURA
OINTMENT, the great Skin
Cuss and purest of anoaients
Bandage lightly in old, soft cotton
at Bum For itching, burning,
and scaling ecserna, rashes, in-
Sainsuation, and chafing, for red-
s cop, • foughorsq, et act a, .aa41
IONA wIth :Mac tdaptliss
gra, If* treatment h simply
Iponisodul, frequently curing in
night
Com ssesielej sir el3TI=
&ow alit% Shim it 1101:1
°SwetwaliWissil a/NW
REYNOLDS- La HIM.;
aftwiaaewsw
Dr. J. B. La Hilt of Indian Mound,
Took., and Miss Frances R,eynoht,
Imo Married Sunday at 18:80 °Valk
al Abe residence of the bride'. pitet
MI., Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Reynold!,
on South Walnut street, We ceremo-
ny being pronounced by Rev. Charles
Harris /11 sib, of tberBaptist Church.
The wethibig sass a complete sur-
prise to every one, the contracting
partly. themselves 114014 coneluded
10 Merry only the day before, fin.
medietely after the perentooy Dr,
and Mrs, La Hal left for the OftitiM ill
borne, *here they will rookie,'
The groom hi a well eatahltelied
praetilli.iier at Indian Monad mid Is
C yming tnan of floe capsbilities and
sterliti,, worth 'rho brides a charm.
lax en 1 tt.h.iii•ci young 1 edy, and Ike
beet wish.. of many friends follow
her to her new home.
Oldest Man In America.
---
lews 00111.11 fr..m Carter county of
the de,.tii of David Wade,o ho claim-
ed to be 117 sere old aid the oldest
men A im ries He was born in
Tloole.see in 1787, sed was la Doss;
parairi...1 &cowl health up to a short
tiro- exo. whet, m- w.ts stricken with
petrol. elm. Wide attet ded to hit farm
work util tter id• one httndredth
birth,t,.y
PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
Hein warm •rd n.er the cold
due 5: wear, ne pi ct•CIMIL
11.110t•mado
Frost iiing
Or Frost Queen
Chamois Vest
Kiss of chamoie. reinforced
with asanal—light, soft sodium.
!Sortable.
s Like oserythisip 011ito la this
store. am* waits ara emerald mid
to gins Satire satisfaction.r
fon it•ha DI
Ray & Fowler
POLIGE AiD FIREMEN ARE ELECTED
BY THE BOARD OF CITY COUNCIL.
Members of the police and fire de-
partment of Hopkinsville and a city
sexton were elected Friday night. at
an adjourned meetirg of the city
council. With one exception in each
department, the present forces were
re- elected.
Mayor Henry presided at the meet-
ing, and all but one of the council-
men were present. Owing to a be-
lated trial in the city court, it was
after eight o'cl,ck when the council
chamber could be occupied and the
meeting called to order.
There was no election of chief and
first lieutenant of police, as the in-
cumbents, Chief. E. W. Shanklin
and Lieut. Booth Morris. are filling
two-year terms.
The election of police resulted as
follows:
THE POLICEMEN.
Cif orge W. Walker, E. N. Miller,
Mack Cravens, Martin Davis,
Clem DeVill, 1. M. Ricketts.
The new member is Mr. Ricketts,
who succeeds Officer Jack Boyd.
The following firemeo were eivet-
ed
E. P. Fears, assistant chief.
Charles Hord, teamster.
John Lawson, assistant teamster.
Ellis Roper. Leslie Twyman,
Ed Hester, Will Turner,
Ed Schmitt, Robert Tanks,
Ernest Hayden.
Chief George E. Randle is head of
the department for two years, having
served but one year of his time.
Ernest Hayden is the new member
of the department, succeeding O. W.
Thacker.
J. T. Johnson Witt re-elected sex-
ton of Hopewell cemetery for the
year 1906.
Minor 'Justness was transacted and
two new saloon licenses were grant-
ed.
One Minute Gough Ours
wimp combo. Colds arid Orelia.
SNUB AT STORE MR. HENDERSON
IIES 5001 AFTERWARD ALAS HOME
He Had Been In It ailing
Health For a Long
Time.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Mr. E. W. Henderson, a highly re-
spected citizen and a prominent bus-
iness man, died this afternoon at his
home, on South Main street.
The annowitisinent of his death
will oneaelon genital regret Mr,
Henderson had fur moor year, helm
a loading drowsy merchant of title
city, and was one of HopkinivIlle's
beet know', °Wrens.
He had been In falling health for
nearly three years, but Most of the
time he hid been able to retain the
*eV mlnagetnent of his large bus-
iness.
About a week ago, Mr. Hender-
son, after being confined to his home
by illness for some time, recovered
his health sufficiently to return to
his etore. This morning he went
there at the usual hour, but shortly
after ten o'clock had an attack of
paralysis and was removed to
his residence. His death followed in
Ia few hours.
Mr. Henderson was about seventy
years of age and was a native of
Christian county. He came to Hop-
kinaville to reside before the Civil
war and his first business was that
of a cabinet maker. For many years
he was in the grocery trade and
by his exceptional business ability
amassed a fortune. He was a
conscientious Christian and a
faithful member of the Christian
church of this oily and a valuable
member of the oMolal board of the
(Mundt, He was liberal In his dons.
Huns to @hutch funds and lo
lug all religious work, He leaves a
widow and two children, Mr, A, W,
Henderson, of this city, and Mtg.
James M. Howe, of Nashville, His
domestic life was one of peace and
happiness. He was temperate, In.
dustrious, unostentatious, and hon-
orable and upright in all his rela-
tions, and enjoyed the fullest respect
and confidence of everyone.
MR. GRIFFITH FINED FOR FAWN
TO OBEY ORDER OF HEALTH DOAN.
(From daturtlay's 111117)
Mr. John L Griffith was tined $10
last night for failitog and refusing to
remove his child itifouted with smell.
pox to thaeruptive hospital.
The trial took place in city court,
Judge Walter Knight presiding The
prosecution was conducted by City
Attorney J. T. Han bery,and John B.
Russell represented the defendant.
The trial begun yesterday after.
coon at 8 o'clock and considerable
time was consumed in securing a
jury, which was requested by the de-
fense. The following jurors weie ac-
carted: J. T. Wall, Oscar HanberY,
W. T. Cooper, John Renshaw, Hay-
wood Richards and Walter Harned.
Several witnesses testified on each
eide, and Judge Hanbery and Mr.
Russell argued the case. The- jury
returned a verdict finding Mr. Grif-
fith guilty of failing to comply with
the order of the health board to re-
move his child to the hospital and
\.\ -issesseti a fine of ;10, the lowest pen-
.
with Dr. J. N. McCormpek, secretary
of the state board of health, last
night, and be insisted that the pa.
tient must be confined in the hob-
pita!, The local board deolde4 110
merve a seoond notice on Mr. Griffith
and to further ptosecute him In the
event of his failure to obey Its order,
County Health Officer Jackson is;
sanguine about the smallpox situa-
tion in the county. No new cases
have developed, and no further
spread of the disease is expected if
vaccination is enforced in North
Christian. The southern part of the
county is practically immune at
present, nearly everybody in that
section having been successfully van-
cinated. The last case reported was
In the neighborhood of Fruit Hill in
North Christian.
Twenty cases were dismissed today
at the colored hospital, aid ten
more are ready for dismissal tomor-
row. Thirty cases in the Gracey
hospital were dismissed. Dr. Jack-
son has a corps of men at work thor-
oughly fumigating all houses in the
county that have been infected.
All the Latest Improved
Pisiols and Shot Gun
Absolutely Safe
1RANGES, HEATING
and COOK'STOVE
THE GREAT MAJESTIC RANGE praised by over six hun-
dred users in Christian county. The Reliance, Never Break, Ditt-
mar and several other of cheaper makes. The old reliabb
ESTATE OAK heater, Moore's Air Tight, Moore's Oak, •
Oak, Wonder Oak, Vulcan Jewel and many others too lumen
to mention. All of these stoves are not the BEST, but SOME
them are, and if you will call and see us ikve will point out tbe
2.1s. best ones for you. We have no big snake or elephant on exhibIr`q
tion but unsurpassed bargains in above llnes.
tiMM I'MPARAMMIWA FAMRAMIWAMMANAP
Capital Paid In... $100,000.00
Surplus. - 80.000.00
Henry C. Gant,
J. E ,MoPherson,
H McPherson,
- • President
Cashier•
- Asst. Cashier
Me solicit the azoototts of Firms, Oorporaldonstand Individ
uals, promising prompt, eourteone treatment to all, and every
accommodation, consistent with conservative banking.
It contemplating opening An account, or making any change
in existing relations, would be glad to corresPond with you.
COOK & III
FOX S BUSINES SCHOBL,
BooK Melling, S1101'1E111 and Tjpe!riling
DUPILS will be requested to pay ten dollars at the commencement and balance Forty
I Dollars after the course has been completed. Night classes will begin Jan. 2, 1906,
for those who cannot attend in day. Lectures on Law will be given from time to *ism
to assist pupils who have passed through the Corresp4ndence Course to official work.
Pupils will be famished model speeches for.Lawyers,IPublic School Teachers, Church
Societies, Fraternal Orders, College Fraternities, Edits, Chautauqua AssembleNY
Men's Clubs, -Miscellaneou; After-Dinner speeches, e ., etc. Home Study COUT114V
meet the approval of those who are energetice. Competent pupils will be assisted
securing lucrative positions. For particulars addresa HAMPTON FOX, Cor.
5tw&w 3m d8and bth street, Hopkinsville, Ky. •
ATV
F I. M. C. A.
STITUTION ADOPTED
THURSDAY NIGHT.
ed By Charter Members
Zwioiloatd of Fifteen Direc-
tors Elected.
(From Friday's Daily)
TIM Young Men's Christian asso-
n of HopkinsvIlle was organ-
last night at the Methodist
b.
e eonstltution, which was pre-
tax! by State Secretary Henry E.
of Louisville, was adopt-
%ad a board of fifteen directors
elected. The board will meet
Monday night to elect officers.
organisation' will have a large
anthusiaetio membership, and
us It. work with every prospect
Elli0001111.
Fonda have been raised for a hand-
new building which will be
at a coot of shout $18,000, and
0111.11 will b3 finely equipped and
tatted.
lens of architects will be consid-
Mid the site o! the boAding will
:$10tel7 be selected at the Meeting of
directors Monday night.
Valilliste Secretary Rosevear was pres-
et the meeting last night and he
others interested it, the move-
Meng made rousing addresses.
'.foldir. F. J Brownell was elected
i.41Ssirman and Mr. R. A. Rogers see-
'Mary of the meeting. Prayer was
iliered by the Rev. E H. Bull, of the
Presbyterian church. Chair
Brownell presented Mr. Bose.
who read the proposed censtItu
. This document wee exhaustive
Vag the various phases of the
and the purposes of the organ-
, thgether with the details of
govermeut. Tne constitution was
Wed as a whole by a unanimous
motion, the chairman appoint.
Musts. John Stites, Arthur Hoge
E. H. Moss as a oomtnittee to
'nate the board of fifteen dire°.
provided for by the constitution.
reporta of the committees were
imously adopted and the follow•
didectors of the association were
ted
THE DIRECTORS.%
11. Anderson, W. T. Fowler,
n T. Edmunds Geirge Dalton,
P. J. Brownell, I. L. Smith,
W. P. Winfree, ' F. W. Dabney,
B A. Rogers, R. H. DeTreville,
Wallace Rally, F. M. Stites,
A. W. Wood, James West,
E W. Bassett.
The constitiWou was presented to
the charter members present and
was signed as follows: F. J. Brow-
nell, R. A. Rogers, E. L. Southgate.
C. H. Nash, H. D. Smith, E. H.Bull,
Jae. E. Fowl id, M. C. Forbes, L.H.
Davis, F. M. Stile+, Oise. D. Dalton
E. L. Southgate, Jr, Oeo. R. Con-
nell, F. J. Baugh, J. H. Eggleton,
B. J. Duncan, J. H. Cate, J. H.Cate,
Jr., Jno. M. Cate, B. S. %finites. L.
.2 B. Fl.ck, H. C. Reach, E. N. Fruit,
hi,I M. E. Bacon, Cleo. E. Dillman, Hus
7 ton Waller, J. E. Eggieton, James L
7 „,... Long, W. A. McPherson, R. M.An-
ir derson, Arthur Reeder, J. 0 Mason,
A, W. T. Fowler, F. W. Dabney, JouettHenry, M. V. Dulin, T. E. Elgiu, D
, ) W. Kitchen, Frank 0. Hoge, E. M
Hose, A. W. Wood. E. B. Bassett,
W. P. Winfree. After a prayer by
Bev. H. D. Smith, the meeting ad-
journed. The meeting of the diree.
toes lei* be held at 7 o'clock Monday
night In the office of Dr. F. M.
Stites.
"I was much afflicted with sciati
Am.,' writes Ed C. Nud, Iowaville,
aedgwicii. Co., Kan., **going about
bis menthes and suffering a deal of
I was induced to try Ballard's
Liniment, which relieved me.
Med three 50 bottle.. It is the
sfealast liniment I over used; bate
liellemmended it to a number of per.
tall express themselves ea keing
Baled by h. I Dow walk with-
Ketches, able to perform a great
of light labor on the farm." Me,
$1. Bay I Poirlor.
Sti
The life of food is the fat
within it—the more fat the
more real benefit from the
food; that is why cod liver
oil is a powerful builder ol
flesh.
Scott's Emulsion of pure
cud liver oil solves the
problem of how to take cod
liver oil. That is one reason
why doctors have been pre-
scribing Scott's Emulsion for
all wasting diseases, coughs,
colds and bronchitis for
almost thirty years.
We'll wind re a sample free upon rawest.
SCOTT & BOWNE, 4c.) Pearl Street, New York.
Sent Back to Asylum.
Henry Chiles, colored, wan order-
ed returned to the asylum at Hop-
kinsville. Chiles several years ago
killed another negro at Trenton and
was arrested and lodged in jail here.
Afterwards he was adjudged insane
rand taken to the asylum, was return-
ed as cured and at the following term
of court was again dent to the asy-
lum, and was again returned to the
jail as cured. His condition has
mince then steadily grown worse and
he is a most pitiful object. He i.
said uut to have spoken a word for
six weeks, eats barely enough to keep
him alive and appears utterly obliv-
ious of his surroundings —Elkton
Times.
111100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper wt.' b.
pleased to learn that there is at leas.
one dreaded disease that science baa-
been able to cure in all its sitagee,miii
trait is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now knewi.
to the med teal fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, re-
quires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous outfaces of the systen.,
thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient'
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing it.
work. The proprietors have so mum
faith in its curative powers that the
offer One Hundred Dollars for an
ODals that it fails to cure. Send for list
of testimonials. Address:
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
Locates at Lottisville.
W. H. Holt, recently United
States jadge In Porto Rica and form-
erly upon the appellate bench of
Ketitucky. has located at Louisville
for the practiee of his profession. He
is widely known throughout Kentuc
ky as an able jurist
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Base Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of
DeWitt
DeWitt Is the earns to look for when
you go to buy Witch Hazel Sarre.
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve is the
original a ad only genuine. In fact
DeWitt'als the only Witch Hazel Salve
that le made from the unadulterated
Witch-Hazel
Al/ ethers ars counterfeits—ban. trei-Wiens, cheap and worthless—evendangerous. DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
12 • Weak I'm Piles; Blind, Bleeding,
Itching and Protruding Piles. Also Cuts,
Burns, Bruises. Sprains, Lacerations,
Contusions, Bolls. Caristmcles, Eczema,
Totter. Salt Rheum, and all other Skis
Diseases.
!WA IIRD St
E. C. DeWitt 4 Co.. Chicago
Sold by R. C. Hardwick
We promptly obtain U. B. and Foreign
PATENTS
see
:goo of invention for
For free e•ok,write
.1.„,
eVA',/iINC. TOY „
.....
NOT HIPPY HOMES
THREE MEN CHARGED
WITH DESERTION.
Abandoned Wives File Peti-
tions For Divorce In the
Christian Circuit Court.
Three suits for divorce were filed
Thursday afternoon for trial at the
February term of circuit court. In
each instance the plaintiff is a wom-
an and each charges her husband
with abandonment without cause.
Jenny T. Elkins says she was mar-
ried to her husband in 1879. Th.y
lived together twenty-four years,
ana she was an affectionate and duti-
ful wife. In October 1+03, Elkins
left her and has since refused to live
with her.
Addie M. Buckner and William
Buckner were married on September
20, 1902. Their domestic bliss was of
brief dwatiod. On December 24 ol
the same year, he went away, and
the last she heard of him ho was is
Chicago.
Myrtle Leavell says she became
Harry Leaven's wife on November
22, 1900. He abandoned her oi
'larch 1, 1902.
Beware of Counterfeits.
"DeWitt's is ale only genuini
Witch Hazel Selve" writes J. L
Tucker, of Centre. Ala. "I hay
used it in my family for piles, cuts
and burns for years and can recom
,nend it to be the best salve on the
,narket. Every family should keej
it, as it is an invaluable householo
reuned7, and should always be kept
on hand for immediate u:e." Mr..
Samuel Gage, of North Bush, N. Y.,
saya: "I had a fever sore on rr*
ankle for twelve years that the doe
-ors could not cure. All salves and'
Amid remedies proved worthless.
,ould not walk for over two years.
winally I was persuaded to try De-
Witt's Witch Hazel salve, which has
ompletely cured me. It is a won-
iertul relief." DeWitt's Witch Ha-
'el Salve cures without leaving -
ear. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
The Price of Tobacco.
Providence seems to be favoring
the American Society of Equity In
ts plan to have farmers hold then
tobacco until February 1, unless the
tet eight dollars as the minimum
price, by standing weather that
makes it impoesibi 3 to deliver tobac-
oo at any price, says the Owensboro
Messenger.
The price fixed is quite reasonable
when the quality of this year's crop
is censidorxd and more especially
when the trust prices of all the farm-
er has to buy are considered.
If prosperity means high prices for
everything as is usually claimed and
the giving of the laborer his hire why
not have high prices for tobacco and
good wages for the farmer who la-
bors as constantly and as hard ac
any of the race! There is no goon
reasion to the contrary.
The trust must have the tobacco
and, as it will sell at trust pi ices just
let it try the working high prices
both ways. The Messenger hopes
the farmers will get•what they de-
mand.
A Pleasant Pill.
No pill is as pleasant and positive
as,,DeWitt's Little Early Risers. De-
Witt's Little Early Risers are so
mild and effective that children, del
Mate ladles and weak people enjoy
their cleansiug effect, while strone
people say they are the beet liver
pill sold. Sold by R. C. Hardwick,
FOR SALE.
One of the most complete and de-
sirable suburban residences near the
city, just outside the city limits.
Fine, large two-story brick house
with ten rooms besides bathrooms,
closets and kitchen, elegant roomy
veranda, both front and back, house
piped and fully supplied with hot
and cold water from an inexhausti-
ble supply of pure, clear water from
an arteidan well over 100 feet deep;
Good stables and all other outhouses
that oould be nesded on a large
place, twenty.throe and one-half
acres of beautiful grounds; every-
thing in the very best order and re-
pair.
This property can be bought for
len than the improvements would
Met. For partientare se*
thrown WM.= I KNIGHT.
TO IMPROVE AND PRESERVE YOUR BEAUTY
USE
Nadine Face Powder
44,*
1:414
%st
Once Tried, Always Used
Money refunded IF not Ls represent-
ed. White, flesh, Bre nett, price 50c by all leading druggists or mill.
NA rioNAL IOILET CU, Paris, Tent,
Sold in Hopeineville by L A. Johnson, L. L. Elgin, It. C.
tUrrii wink and all druggists.
Copyrighted In Green D. sea Osly
cc I'ERIOR QC A LITY
ExquisITHLY PERFUMED
compounded and moaned lir a
newly diaeoveriei I roessi that 1111.
proves beauty and Is herMiess as Ilql•
ter. Prodtio-s c hettutitul soft,velvely
appearsiwe which remains ton
washed err Ladies who toe Nadine
?see Powder are sure the complex-
ion will he fresh and lovely at close
Of evening. unequalled in quality
and quantity.
+444++++++44+f-•++++++.
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It You Don't Buy Clothing from J. T. WALL & CO. Yin 912
•
•
Don't Buy Clothing Right.
•
•
!Unmistakably
IDitferent
J. T. WALL, 1St CO.
OUTFITTERS TO
PARTICULAR
PEOPLE.
• That is the deep and well-
*rounded conviction .in the
:public mind regarding the
• CORRECT
CLOTHES
•
Fland-tailored by Schloss
• Br-.s & Co, Biltimore.
• They are markedly supe
• in style and workman
:g hip to other makes of ready-
• to weer apparel.
O Don't he deceived by the clothing pictures you :
.see in the magazine advertisements. Take these.
•
• tit= elaborate illustrationt and coml.are e'er with the di
they claim to represent and watca the effect 5
!upon your opinion. •
" vine pictures do not make clothes," iq one of •
•tha Schloss slogans This make of clothing stand-2
•on the genuine quality actually found in each gar- ow
ment
The suit shown in the illustration hut faintly:
represents the latest shape of Double Breasted Sark 9
We have it in the popular browns and fancy mix-,
•tures
•
:From $15 Up.1
• •
•
. •
"Drop in and let us talk
:•
SALT1111011r NFIVY01111
•
it over."
U. T. WALL & CO
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
As the Season for Caps
is over and you are now ready
for hats, call and
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE
PRICES I AM MAKING ON ALL
READY-TO-WEAR AND
TRIMMED HATS
Also Children's Hats and Headwear
The popular priced milliher.
Miss Fannie B. Rogers,
210 S. Main Bt.
CREAMORM& ifliFitmihall Quell
Of :Ohms ssrifirifina orn• u.
'ie.. a. ,*z 1..174110411,21141h •
Copy.
I. ?She—.
It s In
Your Hand
Money deposited here is as east'
reached by the right owner as thong `
It was in his owo pocket. It can be
drawn on at any time and any place.
But it is safe frotn thieves.
PLANTERS BANK
all. TRUST, COMPANY;
Is equipped with modern burglar , 1,
and fire proof vsults which are NNW:.
°oily guarded night and, day. The -
management ineures absolute smear-
try. Business is transaoted on a safe
and conservative basis.
Effective S
Illinois
Contrakl
1116.1.1resol
TIME ,
CARD
day4April 3rd.
NO. 8, DAILY.
Leaves Hopkin ille 6 le a IPtrrives Princeton., 740 Si 03
" Paduoah
" 
9•Meng
Cairo.. . 
 11:116 a za
trrives St. Lou 515 pm
trrives Chicago .... ... ..10• pia
NO. ligT, AILY 
Leaves Hopkineville 19:46 a ndtrrives PM:metro 1:66 pm
" Hende n. 
 6:0$ p m
" EvansvIll 1 e. 
 6:45 p an
Leaves Princeton 
 23011p 1111trrives Loulsvi le 7:00 p in
Leaves PrincetOu. SO, VIkrrives Paduoati. 4-lipetknives Memphis. thoopiin
arrives New (Pietas 10d* S911
NO 840 DAILY
Leaves Hopkiniville 
 4:80p m
trrives Prince n. SAO p 
'e--sveil se 2'67 atrrives Leming le 7:60am
Leaves Princeton 
 a mknives Memphis 8100.
" New Orleans 7•66 p in
No 841 daily ar.lilopkinsville 9:40a
Nfo 888 daily arrives o' 8:150 p M
No 881 daily, arrives " 10:16 pa.
F. W. Harlow. 19. P. A..,
Louisville, K. E. C. COON,
I Agt., Horokininrille
F W Harlow '9 I' A. Louisville.
k J McDougall,,D PA, New Orleans
H Hanson, GP A, Chicago.
Inc A. Scott, A PA, Memphis
Tennessee Central R R
TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday June 5th.
TRAIN NO. 11 Pawner—Daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 8.15 am
Ar. Clarksville.. 19amkr. Ashland City 8•16 am
Ar. Nashville 9•15 a m
TRAIN NO 8, Daily—Passenger.
Lv. Hopkinsvillp 4 80 p iskr. Clarksville 518 pm
Ar. Ashland ciq 8115 p in
tr. Nashville 7•80 p is
TRAINS ARRIVE At Hopk instill.
No. 4—Dai1y...,. 
 12:01 p. m
No. 2—Daily 9.86 p. m
'fixed Trains, Daily except Sunday,No. 90, arrives Hopkiesville 2:00 pm
No 96, leaves Hopk 'nevi! le 8 :00 p m
E. H. HINTON, E. M. SHERWOOD
Traffic Manager, Agent.
Naebville,Tenn. FlopkitiseilleACy
Palmer Graves,
— OF—
Hopkinsville Lime Works
wants to SELL you
LIME, CINDER,
ROCK and DIRT.
also BUY
CORD WOOD and
Fecond-hand Barrels
PHONES--Home; Residence 1009;
Kiln 1268. Cumberland: Residence,
604.
Don't
You
Want
To
Own
Your
Own
Home
??
The South Ken
tucky Building It
Loan Association
will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments.
you want to
save money and be
getti_Ig interest on
it all the time let
us sell you some
stO9k all an invest.
mett.
Por particulars address
Henry C. Oant, Pres.
J E. McPherson, Sec
wee raweils.
;at
io• USEFUL a
•
Christmas Prcsc
AT REDUCED PRICES
FOR CASH ONLY! FOR CASH ONLY
25c yd White and Colored
Waistings 25c yd
White and Colored Mercerized
Waistiags worth 35c to 75c a yard, at
25c a yard.
50c yd Fancy Silks 50c
20 pieces, about 300 yards. figured
and changeable Taffeta Silks, worth 75c
yard, at 50c yard
$1119 White Bed Spreads
75 full size heavy white Bed Spreads,
pretty patterns, worth $1.50 each, spec-
ial price $1.19 each.
...WOOLEN DRESS GOODS...
We offer you pick and choice of our entire stock
of Woolen Dress Goods at twenty per cent dis-
count or ONE-FIFTH OFF regular price.
40c yd buys choice any our 50c Dress Goods
52c yd buys choice any our 65c Dress Goods
60c yd buys choice any our 75c Dress Goods
80c yd buys cnoice any our $1 Dress Goods
$1 yd buys choice any our $1.25 Dress Goods
1.20 yd buys choice any our 1.50 Dress Goods
1.60 yd buys choice any our 2.00 Dress Goods
25c ladis Handlefs. 250
20 dozen L dies fine linen embroid-
erek hemstitc
35c to 50c, ea
ed Handkerchiefs worth
h, at 25c each.
10c Lad* Handke'fs 10
25 dozen Ladies Hemstitched em-'
broidered Liilien Handkerchiefs worth'i
15c each, goat 10c.
75c yd White Silks 75c yd
10 pieces *hite Silk Waistings,worth
$1.00 and $125, special price 75c.
These Prices go into Effect Right Now and Continue Until Store Closes Saturday Night, Dec. 24th.
CASE-1 ONLY BUYS and No Tickets Cancelled for Goods at Cut Prices.
FRANKEL'S BUSY STORE os
Com msiasise.ioner's GREAT FIRE RAGES
Christie!' Circuit- Court, Kentucky.
Henry Usher, Eqty 85,000,000 WORTH OF
Against
Jo.te Usher. PROPERTY DESTROYED.
By virtue of a judgment. end order
of sale of the Clirietran circuit court,
rendered at the Sept. term thereof,
19Q4. in the above cause, I shall pro-
CHelt1 to iffer for sale, at the court
houso doer in Hopkinsv ille, Ky., to
the highest and beet bidder at ;Albite
auation, Olt Mooday, the 21:d. day of
Janu try, 1906. between the hours!
of 11 a. in. end I e.in., (beingcomity I
court day upen e credit of six
months, the following described I
te-wit :
A house and lot of ground in the
city 'if Hopkineville, Ky., and de-
scribed as h.11ows: 14e4iiitilog at the
S-W corner oi the lot iii Bryan'.
line; thence east 78 feet, ru vaing
(Special to New Era)
MINNEAPOLIS. 11I inn., Dec. 14
—Fire, which broke out is the plio-
togrephic supply house of the O. H.
Peck Co., on Fifth street, south, late
last eight, spread to adjoining build-
ings and caused it loom roughle esti-
mated at $6.000,000. The Peek build-
iug was entirely gutted, while the
six-story furnit u e house of Boutell
atie of the largest establish.
merits of its kind in the northwest,
wee 
with Berry's line to a point within 40 
ruined, and a number of smaller
feet of the center of the Lo ii6viile & 
buildings were also destroyed.
Nashville Railroad Co ; thence N For a time the heat part of the 
m-
end pantile' with ths railroad 40 ft.
from the center thereof 34,. feet to
Oish'is S-E corner; thence W with
Uish's •auth line 70 feet to Bryan's
line; thence S with Bryan's line to
the beginning, same being located on
15th street in Hopkineville, Ky.
For the purchase price, the pur-
chaser must execute bond with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale
until paid and having the force and
effect of a replevin bond. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
DOUGLAS BELL,
Muter Commissioner.
w8t
U. C. V. Reunion.
Gen. Wm. E. Mickle, Adjutant
General United Confederate Veter-
ans, authorises the announcement
tbat the next reunion will be held
in Louisville. Ky., but that the date
bee not yet been settled,
tail district of the city was thieaten-
ed and the firemen seemed powerless
to stay the onrush of the names,
which were driven by a high wind
from the north.
First Sale on Tuesday, Deo.
90th.
We will have the first sale of leaf
tobacco on the floor. Bring in your
tobacco as we are expecting high
prices.
R. M. Wooldridge rir Co.
d2tw1 t
Dividend No. 37.
At a, semi-annual meeting of the
board of directors of the Crescent
Milling Co., a dividend of four per
cent (4%) was declared oat of the
net earnings for the six months end-
ing Nov. flOth and payable Jau'y 1st,
1906. It. A. ROGERS,
clatwIt See. dr TT011.8.
Christian Circuit Court.
The Western Kentucky
Asylum for the insane and S.
W. Hsger, Auditor of Public
Accounts, for the State of
Kew ucky, suing in the name
of the Western Kentucky
A. lute for the Insane. Plaintiff&
vs. Petition it. Equity.
W. I'. Win free, as committee
of, and as administrator of,
Chas. Harry, deceased ttc.,
Defendants.
The plaintiff., praying that this
cause be referred to the Master COM-
miseioner of this court to advertise
for and heer proof of claims against
the estate of Chas. Harry, deceased.
It is therefore now ordered by this
court that all persons having claims
against said decedent, Chas. Harry,
or his estate, appear before Douglas
Bell, Master commissioner of this
court, Ill or ipetore January 14, 1906,
present said Claihrl.1 and prove same
as required by law, and said' Master
Commissioner will at once ascertain
and prove said claims, and make
due report thereof to this court, at
its next February term, 1905.
w4t C. R. CLARK. C. C. C.
By T. E. LAWSON, D. C.
Miran
(Special to New Era.)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 14.—ln.
stead of being discouraged as a re-
sult of the third reversal by the
court of appeals of the judgment of
the Scott Circuit Court in the case of
Caleb Powers, three times convicted
of complicity in the Goebel murder
conspiracy, Arthur Goebel, the
brother of the mardered governor,
will go into the prosecution for an-
other trial with renewed energy. He
has written friends here that he will
never cease his effort' to secure the
conuiction of the guilty parties, and
will lend all the aid 'ithin his pow-
er on the side of the/commonwealth.
DDNING TURKEYS  packing the fowls. Tomorrow abOOt1 , liamre tkhiolluesdanadt
willth the 
br 
rate 
t shipped. ef  ene They
dred an hour.—Clarksrille Leaf-
, Chronicle.
TWO AND ONE-HALF
FOR TRIP.
Four Hundred and Seventy
South Christian Birds
Are Sold.
Four hundred and seventy turkeys
being driven to Clarksville to the
Naive-Spillers Produce Company's
place on Third street was the unusual
sight witnessed today about noon.
This is the first time iu many yeara
that such a large number of the
fowls were brought to this market at
one time, but it is said that itt West-
ern Kentucky turkeys are often
driven to market. The fowls were
purchased by J. T. and Will Torian,
and were driven to Clarksville from
Newetead, Ky., a distance of thirty
miles. They left Newsteaci last Fri-
day but were forced to stop on the
way on account of the rain. Two
and a half days were consumed in
the trip.
The purchase of this flock of fowls
shows what a remarkable increase
there has bee.) in the poultry busi-
ness in Clarksville. Several years
ago there was hardly enough fowls
raised in this section to supply the
people of Clarksville. Now thous-
ands are shipped monthly to New
York.
The Naive-Spillers Company is
busy today making up their last
shipment te New York before Christ-
mas week and twenty-five people
are engaged in killing, picking and
DAYS Putting food into a diseased te on).
itch is like putting money into a
pocket with holes. Tne money is
lost. All its value goes for nothing.
When the stomach is diseased, with
the allied organs of digestion aid
nutrition, the food which is put into
it is largely lost. The nutriment is
not extracted from it. The body , is
weak and the blood impoverished.1
The pocket can be mended. The
stomach can be cured. That sterling
medicine for the stomach and blood,
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discov-
ery, acts with peculiar promptness
and power on the organs of digestion
and nutrition. It is a positive cure
for almost all disorders of these or-
gans, and cures also such diseases of
the heart, blood, liver and other or-
gans, as have their cause in a weak
or diseased condition of the stomach.
Elks are Flourishing.
(From Wednesday's Daily. )
The Elks had one of the largest at-
teudances in the history of the local
lodge last night and an- interesting
evening was spent in the handsome
club and lodge rooms. Six membe..s
of the class recently elected *ere
initiated into the mysteries of the
order. They were: Emmett Jos,
Arthur Hoge, Dr. A. H. Tunks, Dr.
Fierstein, Ike Hart and J. W. Kiser.
Other members of the class will be
initiated next Tuesday night. The
application of Forrest V. Zimmer for
membership was favorably acted
upon, and at the next meeting the
ballot will be spread upon other ap-
plications.
Mr. I have re-
mrs. Bel
moved to this city from Bell's sta-
tion end have taken rooms at hire.
Beatty's, corner of Clay and Four-
teenth streets.
NUPTIAL EVENTS,
SEVERAL WEDDINCS IN
CHRISTIAN COUNTY.
The County (Clerk Is Kept,
Busy Issuing Marriage
Licenses.
From Wednesday's Daily.
Mr. H. Brown and Miss H. A.
Grant were married yesterday after-
noon in the county clerk'e office by
Judge Fowler.
Mr. C. F. West and Miss lniseli.4•
Hord were married yesterday aftillt••
noon at three o'clock at the bride
home near Fruit Hill, the Rev. P. A.
Thomas officiating.
Mr. 0. M. West and Miss Ave
Richardson were granted a Bosses-
for marriage yesterday. The poem
is from Earlington and the beide
front Fairview, the ceremony Wass •
place at the bride's home and base
pronounced by Rev. W. 11.11fangbe.
A marriage license was honed this,
morning to Mr, Cecil W. Inhume
and Miss Bettie Gamble. Both par.
ties are very prominent in Sorth
Christian, the groom being a NW
Mr. B. F. Johnson. The mar*p
will take place at the bride's WS*
at Wynn.
Mrs. C. B. Petrie will have
guest the latter part of the
Miss Laetitia Brown, of Le
Ky.
.40010111111.1
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